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THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN COMPREHENSION OF' SPOKEN. SENTENCES AND EARLY READING

ABILITY: THg ROLE OF PHONETIC REPRESENTATION* (

,

Virginia A. Mann,+ Donald Shankweiler,++ and Suzanne T. Smith++

-c

Abstract. When repeatidg spbken sentences, children who are good

readers tend to be more accurate than poor readers becgruse they are

able to make more effective use of'phonAic representation" in the
service of working memory (Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1980).

This study of good and poor readers in the second grade has assessed
both the repetition and comprehension of relative-clause sentences
to explore more fully the association between early reading ability,
spoken sentence 'processing, and use of phonetic representation. It

.

was found that the poor readers did less well than the:good readers

sentence comprehedsion as well as on sentence-\repetition, and

that their comprehension errors reflected a greater reliance on two
sentence processing itrategie'S ,favored by %young children: the

,midimum-distance principle and conjoined-..clause analysis. In gener-

al, the pattern' of results is consonant with a view that difficul-
ties with phonetic representation could underlie the infenjor sen-
"tence comprehension of poor beginning readers1 The finding that
th4se children place greater reliance on immature processing 'stra-
tegies raises 'the further possiblility,$ that the 'tempo of their

syntactic development may be slower' than that of good readers.

1 ,

There is'evidence that reading disability among children. in the early

elementary grades reflects some rather speCific prodlems in the area of

.language. The evidence can be found..in stiAdies, that have -compared the
performance of goods and poor beginning readers on parallel language and

nonlanguage tasks: Poor begindlhg readers are typically inferior to good

beginning readers in the ability to identify spoken words that are partially
walked by noise,(although they are equivalent to good readers when the masked
items are nonsp4ech environmental sounds (Brady, Shankweiler, & Mann, 1983).

4

*Also Journal oi`th-i.la Language,,inpress.
+Also;Bqn Mawr College'.
++Also University of Connecticut.
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Mann et a ::.:aritenceComprehendionand Repetition
,.. --. :.

Likewise, they are inferiqr to good. reaC4ers in performance on a memory task.

that 'involves recognizing printed nonsense syllables, but not when the task
involves recognizing photographs .of 'Unfamiliar faces (Lierman,/ Mann,

Shankweiler, & Werfelman, J982).7 They are inferiors to good readers in ordered
recall of word strings, but not in ordered recall of nonverbal sequences, in a

;,..

block - tapping ,task (Mann & Liberman, in press). . Finally, poor readers are
inferior in ordered recall of nameablg pictures, but not id ordered recall of
visual patterns that do not readilyclend themselves to Verbal ,labeling (Katz,
Shankweiliert- & Liberman, 1981). It is thus-"ptiarent that,in young 'children
with reading disability, 'we' do. .not/. ordinarily.-fkhd a 9neral impaihent in
learning and memory, or an overall retardation in language. Instead we find

deficits in specific-dangu5ge functions.
4,

-,
( 1

Our attention has,:fochsed on a deficieriCY.that we beliAe is to

reading and Other language -skills in reading disabled childrOn, namely,_ the
use of phonetic representation in working memory. Poor.xeaderd'.problems with

verbal -short-term memory,are evident in t.heir.performances on a variety of

-tasks that require retention of ordered strings of, visually-presented or

spoken words- ansi,..-other _stimuli that lend themselves to verbal labeling

(Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler., & Fi'scher, 197r0hankTiler, LiLer-
man), Mark, Fowler, VFischeF, 1979). Insight into the lunderlying basis of
deficient, memory performance is ,gained from the special case lid which the

stimulds items rhyme. Under ttlfs Condition, the- good readers" advantage is
greatly reduced or eyen. eliminated' presumably,because Of interi,tem interfer-
ence. The. .poor reader , in contrast, do'-not show ;much ipterference as a

re/tat of rhyme. -,This,result, originally demonstrated for randomly op4ered

material, also Obtains or spoken sen'tences. It is apparent that in shildren

who are good readers; but not in those who are poor readers, memory

performance depends critically on the phonologic properties of the stimulus

material. The discrepancy between the,two groups in response to rhyming and
nonrhyming item , together with tlpe poor readers' ;inferior performance on the
latter, sugges s hat poor,readers'are somehow impaired in their ability' to

retain the full pho etic representation in working memory,. '.

.t.
, ...

1,b addition to the studies of 'working memory, .addi,tional .research

Conducted Xn- our.laboratOry ,indicates that poor_readet;'s.plso perform less

adequately. than good readers_on other tasks ,(Tor--example, certain -speech-

perception tasks,' Brady et al., 083, and tests of object naming, Katz, 1982)
that, involve .accessing a 'phonetic representation. These further zfindings 1''

support the view that the basic defAcit involves prima, the, phonological
,.- 4

component' of language.

: The research we report here is concerned with _amifications of. this
....

problem, for processing sentences.. It was motivated%by the suggestion of'sbme

of our colleagues (Liberian .Mattingly, & Turvey, 19.72) that, owing to its

role as a vehicle for working memory,., phonetic representation had a crucial
role. in sentence processing. PreviOs research hPs shown that poor readers
fail tp'repiet spoken sentences as-apcurately.as goad-'readers do (Perfetti &

Goldman; 1976; 'Weinstein & Rabinovitch, 1971;- Wiig & _Roach, 1975)4 -Our

research (Mann et al.,___-1980)- confirms these findings' and further reveals a
difference between good and poor.readers'that is dependent on the makeup of
theZ,test sentences. In paticUiar, we have'found.that while TmnipulatiOns of. 1

syntactic structure and meaningfOlness of sentences affected the performance
of both good and poor readers equally, manipUlations of phonetic coauSability, ..-

c'. '_.

r-/,
.../
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..:Mann et al.: .Sentence Comprehension and RepetitiOn
. .

_,. .

1`.affected good readers more strongly than poor readert Mann eE 1980).
The poor'` readers' performance was sUnaffected by he presence of a high density
of phonetically confusable words in. the ":teat sentence being 'repeated a
.6ondition __that so extensivelis,. penalizes good readers as to make their
repetitiVn performance equivalent to that of popr renders. We have argued
that the .observed 'tendency_, of podr readers toqard inaccurate repetition' of
normal sentenkes is an expression of the same underlying deficit ,that makes
them, relativelY tolerant of a high' density of ,rhyme sentences and word
strings. If other words, their difficulties-with repeating a sentence reflect
their failure to make effective use of the' phonetic structure of thgt sentence
as-- a means of retaining a verbatim representation of irt/in working memory.
Out of this failure comes a difficulty with retention not- only of the words

tthemselves, but. also of their order of occurrence:
cThe 'issue we raise in., the. present study is whether difficulties "witht

phonetic representation penalize. the comprehension ors a sentence as well as
its repetition. Certainly in the case of a 'language such as English, -in which
the sequential order of worlds tends to cOnvey,..syntactic ''structure, an
ineffective use. of phonetic rep7-esentation could, in principles lead to

i di ffq.ulty in sentence reomprehension. "The literaturd dbes,' in fact, .contain
evidence that pclor, readers do not _comprehend certain classes of spoken
sentences as well as ,good readers (Byrne ,, -1981a; Satz; Taylor, Friel &

Fle(Cher, 197 ). ,Our concern is with theme` extent to which the'.4compreheriiion
dj.ffieulties of thesze children can be understood as a product of an ineffec
tive. phonetic representatio'n, and the extent to which the difficulties reflect
problems with syntactic structure, as such. Certainly, poor readers may fail
to comprehend 'certain sentences because they/fail to remember the component r.,,.,..

. words sufficiently and for that" reason fail, to recover syntactic ,structure.
.. But in addition, their comprehension /might also be' limited, by a deficient'

ability to apprehend the structure (Byrne, 1981a,' 1"981b).
t .-
. s

.. 1
.-; /"'

In the present -study, we have sought to confirm that dyferences in
coinpre ension' of spoken ;\,,sentences can indeed distinguish goo d and' poor
,begineri readers. : We haVe aI'o attempted to discover the extent to which
such differences, Provided' they are reliable, turn primarily on effectiveness
of phonetic repres'entation, and the extent to which they reflect differences
in syntactic + competence, a such. Our approach has been to study the
repetition and sompwhensiOn7 of severe): types of sentences among it population
of good and. poor thirdgrade reader's:;, A preliminary study ,,(in preparation )
assessed' the Rerf °mance of these chi ldr erfl on an oral \sentence comprehension
test, the Token Test of De Renzi and V,ignolo (19.62),, which has proved to be a
sensitive. diagnostic of even minor disturbancgs of sentence comprehension
associated with aphasia in adults (see,' for example: De Renzi & -Faglioni,
1978; De "Renzi & Vignolo, 1962; Orgass & Poeck, 1966;. Poeck, Orgass,
Kerschensteiner , & Hart je , 1_974). We- found that the good readers surpassed
the poor readers on comprehension of those later Token Test items that bould
be expected to tax working memory. /Thus it was established that poor readers
do indeed. exhibit a greater degree of difficulty in comprehension of certain
spoken sentences than good readers.: However, we found nothing to suggest that
thee poor readers' errors on the ToOn Test items involved a syntactic deficit
as s'uch. In general those sentences that, proved difficult/Tor the poor
readers also proved difficult for the good readers. .

%,.

3, r
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Mann et'al.: Sentence Comprehension and Repetition

second' study (In preparation ) using the same .group-4 of children,

focu ed on the repetition and comprehension'of sentences containing reflexive

pronouns, such as those in la and.lb. These,like the Token Test items, have

proven difficult for aphasic adults to comprehend (Blumstein, Goodglass;

Statlender, & Biber, 1983):

1a, The, clown watched the boy spill paint on himself.
- r

lb. The clown watching the boy spilled paint on himself.

Id such sentences, syntactic' structure rigidly determines the antecedent of

the reflexive pronoun, and by Probing for subjects'r comprehension of that

antecedent, one can assess their ability to recover syntactic structure.

, Whereas our good readers surpassed the poor readers-n repeating sentences

like Ala and lb, they did not-.surpass them,on a pictureverification test of,

comprehension that required them to choose a .draWing whose meaning 'best

matched that of a spoken. sentence. Children in both groups made fewerrors in

identifying the antecedents of pronouns in single -clause sentences. They also'

made fewer errors on sentences like la than on sentences like lb, in which the

anaphoric referent could not be correctly assigned by adopting' a minimum

distance strategy. However, 'the number and pattern Of errors were similar for

good and poor' readers, 'suggesting that' they had equal mastery--or lack of

mastery; - -of at-least this aspect of syntactic structure.

Thus ,far, then, our findings give no reason to postulate a. specific

syntactic competence problem on the part of poor readers. Yet, we must be

cautious about reaching a more general conclusion with regard t 'syntactic

competence bebause in our earlier research we employed only a vet limited set

of syntactic constructions. Therefore, as a followup to 'our p eyious study,

we studied the repetitidn and comprehension of a new set of sp ken sentences.

In choosing materials -for this study, we were guided in part by research on

language acquisition.. Embedded constructions having a bas c SubjectVerb-

- Object (*)-construction and either ',a subjectrelative or objectrdlative

), embedded clause are of special interest to students of syntac is development/.

.,:Examples of such sentences'appear'in 2a-2d, where the.first code'letter refers

to the role of the relAativiZed noun in the matrix clause, and the second

fetter refers to the r06. of the head noun within the relative clause itself:

2a. (SSY The, dog that chaSed the 1-1,heep stood on the turtle.

2b; (SO) The dog that the sheep chased stood on the turtle.

2c. (OS) The dog stood on the turtle that chased the sheep.

(00) The dog stood on the turtle that the sheep chased.

Each of these f;odr sentences contains the same, ten words; thus any differences

in their meahings must be .marked by word. order and.such phonological featureS

as pitch contour, the juncture ,phuse betWeen words, and. 1;he stress . on

indivi3Oual words. Becalls6sensitivity to word order.and phonological features

might be expected to place a certain demand Ofl, the use of phOnetic representa

tion as a means of temporarily. holding an utterance in ,working memory, we

speculated that Comprehension :Of sentences' like those in/2a-2d might distin

guish good and poor readers.

6.

,
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Mann et al.: Sentence Comprehension and Repetition

We were additionally interested in such sentences, moreover, because of
the wealth of evidence about the errors young children tend to make, and

because of current views about the emerging syntactic competence that those
errors may reflect. Let us briefly consider some of that,evidence. Many

investigators have found that young children in the three to eightyearold
range tend to make more comprehension errors on SO constructions than on types
SS, OS,. or 00 (deVilliers, TagerFlusberg, Hakuta, & Cohen, 1979; Sheldon,

1974; Tavakolian, 1981).' A- few investigators have also claimed that perfor
mance on OS .constructions fs poorer than on SS ones (Brown, 1971; Sheldon,
1974; Tavakolian, 1981). Smith (1974) attributes the relative difficulty of
SO to the fact that it violates two common properties of English sentence
configuration, notably the "SVO configuration" (Bever, 1970) that holds that
the sequence "NVN" is typically "subjectverbobject," and the "minimum
distance principle" (Chomsky, 1969; Rosenbaum, 1967) that holds that the

missing subject of .a given verb is the noun most proximal to it. In contrast
to SQ, the SS construction violates only the minimum distance principle, 00
violates only the SVO configuration, and OS violates,neither.

One might note, however, that superior performance on SS as compared to
OS cannot` be explained in terms of the nOmber of violations of expected
sentence configuration, since SS violates one expectation,, whereas OS violates
none. .A solution to this difficulty was,proposed by Tavakolian (1981), whq
suggested that children tehd,to treat the two clauses of sentences such as 2a-
2d as being conjoined clauses rather than as a relative clause embedded within
a matrix clause (Tavakolian, 1981). Such a "conjoined 'clause analysis"
predicts that both sentences 2a and 2c will be interpreted as meaning "The dog
stood on the turtle and chased the sheep,"--a strategy that leaves the meaning
of 2a intact, but alters the meaning of 2c so that it becomes equivalent to
2a. When young 'children act out the meaning o,f sentences with relative

_clauses like those in 2a-2d, theif responses meet with this and other'''

predictions of a conjoinedclause analysis (Tavakolian, 1981).
Cst

These accounts of children's erroneous responses to relativeclause
sentences are highly germane ,to our interest in te sentence processing skills
of good and poor beginning readers. Certainly ineffective' phonetic repreaen
tatioh might lead to impaired:sentence comprehension because neither'the words
nor the order of occurrence are available for correct parsing. A'child may
assume, therefore, that the subject of a recently heard verb is the most
proximal !pun because.of--an impoverished representation of the words and:their
order, and thuS 'adhere Ap the minimumdistance principle. However, ineffec
tive phonetic representation, in and of itself; would not necessarily lead a
child to link a verb to a noun that occurred at some remove in the sentence,
as happens i?Na conjoined clause analysis. We therefore anticipated that the
poor readers' inefficient phonetic processing and their consequent weakness in
short term retention might lead them to make more errors th good readers
that reflect adherence to the minimumdistance pftinciple. f, further, the

poor readers were to make both.. more minimum distance erro s and also more
conjoinedclause analysis errors than the good readers, then it might be

argued from,the fact that such errors are typical of younger children that the
poor readers are indeed on a.slower schedule ,,of syntactic development (Byrne,

1981a, 1981b; Satz et al., 197 even thloughnthe trend of the development
might be normal. If, on the other handl, poor readers make errors that are
qualitatively different from those of gold readers and.other young children,

13



Mann et al.: Sentence Comprehension and Repetition

we would -(have strong reason to entertain the possibility of a primary

deficiency in P'yftactic competence as such. A finding that the pattern of

poor readers' pePformance across the four different constructions exemplified
in 2a-2d is different from that of good readers likewise would also suggest

that in addition to problems involving the working memory, there is further an\

underlying syntactic deficiency.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were third-grade pupils attending public schools in Eapt

Hartford, Connecticut. All were native speakers of English with' no knOwn

speech or hearing impairment and had an intelligence quotient of 90 or greater

(as measured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test; Dunn, 1965). InclusiOn

in the experiment was based jointly on teacher evaluations of reading ability

and scores on the verbal comprehension sUbtest of the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills (Hieronymus & Lindquist, 1978), which had been administered four months

previously. The 18 good readers included three boys and fifteen girls (mean

Iowa grade-equivalent scorc ,4.59; ,range 4.1 - 5.2). The 17 poor readers

included nine boys and eight /girls (mean grade-equivalent score 2.32; range

1.7 - 2.6). The mean IQ for the goOd readers (109.3) was not significantly

greater than that of the poor readers (107.7). The poor readers (mean age

9.21 years) were slightly (but not significantly) older than the good readers

(mean age 8.95 years.) at the time of testing.

'Materials

The test,materials consisted of eight tokens of each of the nonrestric-

tive relative clause constructions illustrated in 2a-2d. These four'construc-

tions represent the orthogonal variation of two parameters: the role of the

relativized noun in the main (matrix) clause--i.e., whether the clause was

subject-relative (S-) or objedt relative (0-)--and the role of the relative

agent (the head noun) within the relative clauSe--i.e., whether it was the

subject (-S) or the object (-0). They include:

SS--a' center embedded. construction of the forM "Ni that V1 N2 V2

N3," in which the subject of the main clause is also the subject of

the relative clause.

SO--a center embedded construction of the form "N1 that N2 V1 V2

N3," in which the subject of the main clause is the object of the

relative clause.

0S--a. right-branching construction of' the form "N1 V1., N2 that V2

N3," in which the objeCt of the main clause was the subject of the'

relative clause.

00--a right-branching construction of the tom "N1 V1 N2 that N3

V2," in which the object of the Main clause is also the object of

the relative clause.

6
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1
Eight common animal names bserved as nouns: turtle, owl, alligator,

horse, dog, gorilla,' cat, and sheep. Their position and occurrence were
randomized within, each sentence type with the restriction that cat and dog
never occur in the same sentence, since their stereotypical roles might bias
children's responle. Eight easilydepicted action ve'rhs were used: hit,

kick, run after, chase, jump on, kiss, stand on, and push. ;heir position and

occurrence within each set of sentences was randomized with the restriction
that actions that could be visually confusing to the test administrator did'
not occur'in the same sentence (i.e., hit and kick, or hit and push). To

further facilitate the scoring, none of the nouns and verbs in a sentence

'began with the same letter.

The test sentences were randomized and recorded on audio tape,by a male
native speaker of English who used natural intonation 'at a comfortable rate of
delivery. At the time of recording, each sentence.was preceded by an alerting
signal (a bell). Small, plastic animals were used for the toy manipulation
task that provided the measure of sentence comprehension.

Procedure

Each subject was tested individually in two thirtyminute sessions during
which the previously mentioned experiments were also conducted. The first
session...began with the-experimenter placing the small plastic animals in a row
on the table in front of the subject, and requesting the subject to.name each

one. Any incorrect or nonstandard response, such as calling the cat a

"kitty," was corrected. The experimenter then read three singleclause
sentences to the subject, who was asked to enact each one. These practice

items included three of they eight test verbs along with the names of any
animals that had been misnamed. Successful completion of the practice items

was followed by presentation of the .prerecorded test materials over a

loudspeaker. Before playing each test sentence, the experimenter selected the
appropriate trio of animals and placed them in a predetermined random order,
two inches apart, on the table in front of the 'subject. The 'subject was

instructed to listen .carefully to the entire taperecorded sentence, which
would be preceded by a bell, and then to act out its meaning. emphasis was
pl on listening to the entire sentence before starting to respond.

Sente es were repeated only an the subject's request, and the 'incidence of

repetitions was noted. The subject's manipulation of the animals was tran
scribed in terms of which animal did what action to whom.

; In the second session, which was conducted at least one week after the
first, the 'subject was instructed to listen to the sentence and to repeat it
into a microphone. Each test sentence was presented only once. Responses

were transcribed by the examiner,, and were also recorded pn audio tape for

further analysis.

RESULTS

This experiment was designed to corroborate previous findings that

indicated that good and poor readers tend. to differ both irruse of phonetic
representation during sentence repetition and in spoken sentence compreheh
aisn. Further we sought to determine whether good and poor readers differ in

their ability both to repeat and to, comprehend a given set of spoken
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sentences, and to clarify the basis of any comprehension differenceA that were

found. In order to accomplish this aim, error scores were obtained, and

separate analyse l performed on the data from the sentence repetitidn' and

sentence. comprehension tests.

Sentence Repetition
. -

. -.

In scoring the data'from the sentence repetition task,, we considered any

response thit departed from the test sentence as incorrect. The number of

incorrect sentences (out of a maximum of eight)`was-then computed for each

construction (SS, SO, OS, and 00); mean values for good and poor readers'

appear in-Table 1. We found, as .expected, that good readers made fewer errors

than poor readers, F(1,33) = 4.84, 2 < .03. There was, however, no signifi-

cant effect of either orthogonal variation in Sentence structtjre--the role of

the' relativized agent An the main clause (i.e., S- vs. 0-), and the role of
the head noun in the relative cla se (i.e., -S vs. -0). Moreover, there was

no interaction of 4^eading ability with either structural variation. As earl be

seen in Table 1, error .scores are relatively constant across the four

different types of structure, as is the extent of difference between good:and

poor readers. A furth r analysis of the pattern of childr4n's errors within
each sentence also f is to reveal any qualitative differences between'good

and poor readers. A can be seen in Table 2, where mean -errors appear for

nouns and verbs as a function of their order of occurrence in the sentence,
children in 'both groups were more likely to'repeat later parts of the sentence

incorrectly, F(2,66) = 6.95, 2 < .002-for nouns, and F(1,33) = 16.11, 2 < .005

for verbs.' While -good readers made fewer errors than poor readers both on

nouns F(1,33) = 4.26, 2 < .05, and verbs F(1,33) = 4,53, 2 < .05, there was no

interaction of word posit and reading ability. ,

Sentence Comprehension

Having confirmed that, good readers made fewer errors in recall of the

test sentences than poo=r readers, we now turn to the results of .the toy

manipulation task which was our measure of sentence comprehension. These

data consist of the experimenter's transcriptions of the responses each child

made in manipulating the various toy animals. A,response was scored as

correct if each of the three nouns had_been assigned its proper role(s)_as

subject or, object of the appropriate verb, otherwise it was scored as

incorrect. Each child's. comprehension error score is the total number of

incorrect sentences. These scores proved to be positively correlated with

error scores on the sentence repetition test, r(35)'= < .02. They are

also significantly correlated with the grade-equivalent scores on the Iowa

Reading Test,-r(35) = p.< .01.

Individual error scores on the four different sentence types (i.e.,

SO, OS and 00)' were computed and incorporated into an-\analysis of variance

that included the factors .reading level, role of relaivized noun in the

matrix clause, and role =of the head noun in the relative'clause. The results

are displayed in Figure 1, and may be summarized as follows:. The role of the.

relativized noun in the matrix clause had no main effec , although the effect

of the role of the head noun was significant, F(1,33) =621.8, p < .005, as was

.the interaction between these two structural factors, F(1,33) = 17.58,

R < .005. These results agree with previous findings insofar as performance

16
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Table 1

Mead Number of Incorrect Sentences on ,the Sentence Repetitiop Test
(Maximum number of possible errors equals eight)

Sentence Type

Good Readeri Poor Readers

SS 2.22 3.71

SO 2.67 3.94

OS 2.39 3.71

00 1.78 3.65

Table'.2

.Mean Number of Incorrect Words During SentenDe Repetition as a
Function of Word Class -and Word Position

Class: Noun Verb

Position: 1 2 3 1 2

Good readers 1.89 2.67 2.72 1.22 3.11 ,"'"-

Poor readers 3.29 5.06 5.59 3.18 4.24

:\

9
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on'SS items was superior to that on OS and SO (Brown, 1971; Sheldon, 1'974;

Tavakolian, 1981). However', contrary to what otherS have found (deVilli'ers et

al., 1979, Sheldon, 1974; Tavakolian, 1981), SO was not more dirficuA than

00. The discrepancy between our results.and previous ones could reflect age

differences: Other studies hRve employed subjects aged three to eight; ours

-.'were all aged -eight and older.

S Relative
0 Relative

SS

S matrix

Good Readers

0 matrix S matrix

Poor Nadas

0 matrix

Figure 1. The performance of good and poor readers on comprehension of

relative clause sentences, plotted in terms of the number of_

incorrect sentences es a function of the., role of the relativized

noun in the matrix clause (S matrix vs. 0 matrix) and, the role of

the head noun within the relative clauSe (S relative vs. 0 rela

tive).

Of central importance is the ceomparison of children in the two reading

groups. The poor readers, as we had anticipated, made more incorrect

responses than the good readers, F(1,33) = 9.41, P < .01, yet the relative

difficulty of the four different constructions was the same for good and poor

readers. Thus there is no significant interaction between reading abilify and

the infiuence of matrix clause or relative clause structure. Responses to SS.:

'items were significantly more often correct.than those to OS items, both for

.

good readers, t(34) = 5.15, P < .005 and poor readers, t(32) = 3.41, P < .005;

although bothl&oups tended to miss SO items more often than 00 and OS, the

differences failed to reach significance.,

These initial analyses were supplemented by a more detailed analysis of

the responses in search of some measure that might distinguish between the

18
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good and poor readers. Us?.hg. the procedure described by Tavakolian (1981),

children's toy manipulation iesponses were coded with respect to the linear
order of the three nouns in the sentence, so as to debote which nouns were
chosen as subject and object o(each verb,--When coded this Way, the response
to each sentence' rs representt6d-by two double-number sequences, _the first

indicating th5 nouns taken as Aubject and object, respectively, of the fir'St
verb, and the Second indicating those taken as subject and object, of the

second verb.' The correct response to an SS sentence is thus represented.as
12,13; that for SO, is 21,13; for OS, 12,23; and f'dr 00, 12,32.

.

Two classes of errors'are of primary interest: those that reflect a

6onloined-clause analysis, as'discussed by Tavakolian (1981), and those that
reflect appliCation of a minimum - distance principle (Chorrisky, 1.969; Rosenbaum,
1967) in which the noun closest to a verb is chosen as its subject. As

outlined in Tavakoaian (19804, 'a conjoined-clause analysis would yield the

correct, response to SS sentences, but an incorrect response,Of 12,13 to OS,
incorrect responses of either 21,23 or 12,13 to SO, and an incorrect response..

of 12,1'3 to 00 sentences. An incorrect response of 12,31 to 00 sentences, as
discussed by Tavokolian, is also consistent witha conjoined-clause analysis:
We computed for each subject the total number of errors on S0,0S, and 00 that
fell into these categories and thus could be taken as evidence for relianCe on
conjoined-clause analysis. The results, 'given in Table 3', re./al that for
chilrbren in both groups, the number of such errors was.9onsiderable. Poor

readers, however, made Significantly more errors of this type than good

readers, t(33.) = 2.08, p. < .05.

Pr

Table 3

Distribution of'Errors on the Sentence Comprehension Test
(Mean number of errors)

Good Readers Poor Readers

Basis of Error:*

Minimum-Distance
Principle
(Maximum = 8)

0.33 1.59

Conjoined-Clause 4.50 \ 7.32
Analysis '

\

(Maximum = 24)

"SOP" Configuration 0.72 \' 1.35

(Maximum --L. 16)

Other 2.00 . 3.76

(Maximum = 32)

11
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Application of the minimum-distance principle, as opposed to a conjoined-

clause analysis, would yield a correct response to OS constructions, but an

erroneous response of 12,23 to SS construCtions., When the number of erroneous

responses of this was computed and _averaged across subjects, we

discovered, as shown in Table 3, that the poor readers made significantly more

such, errors than the good readers, t(33) = 2.58;:p. For neither:grdur,

however, was the raw number of errors involving the minimum=distance principle'

as ..great as the' raw number reflecting 'a:.,:conjoined-clause analysis,

,t(17) = 4.6, 2. < .001 for good readers; t(16) 5.24, p. C .001 for poor

readers. However, when raw/scores are adjusted for the difference in the

number- of opportunities for.errors of each type, only the good readers' made

significantly more conjoined-clause errors than errors inyOlVinA the minimum-7

diserree principle, 17) = 3.8, p. < .005.

Firmaly, we computed the number of errors made by each child that could

not be accounted for either by the application.of a minimum-distance principle

or a conjoined-clause analysis. Children in both groups made an, appreciable

number of erroneous responses of 12,23 on. 00-7and SO sentences,Iperhaps because

they tended to interpret the cOnfiguratiion "NNV" that appears in such

sentences as "subjeCt-Object-verb." The mean number of errors of this `type

appears in Table 3 under the heading "SOV" configuration, and we note that any

difference between good and p4r readers fails to reach significance. The

remaining errors failed to fall& any particular pattern. The\meannumber of.

such "other" errors is also given in Table 3. Here also, good and poor

readers did not differ significantly- (R > .05).

DISCUSSION

Our review of the-literature on language-related problems in poor readers

led us to conclude that these children tend to perform 'et a disadvantage on,

many tasks that require temporary retention of verbal material, including

repetition of spoken sentences. We have presented evidence that the working

memory problems of poor readers, including their sentence repetition difficul-

ties, are traceable to their failure to make effective use of phonetic

representation. The present study explored the prediction that ineffective

phonetic representation will also give rise to comprehension difficulties

whenever language processing stresses working memory. The study employed an

,extensive set of relative clause constructions to assess the,c suggestion

(Byrne, 1981a, 1981b; Satz et al., 1978)/that reading-disabled children are

less proficient than children who are goodeaders in comprehension of certain

spoken sentence ponstructions that are mastered comparatively late. We chose

this set of constructions for two reasons. First, we wished to control for

sentenoe length and VU'Rabulary as we ascertained whether good and poor readers

could make equal use :of word order and phonological structure as cues to

sentence meaning. Second, we were aware of regularities in young children's

errors in acting out relative-clause constructions, and of interpretations in

the literature regarding the emerging syntactic competence'that these errors

reflect."Given that we found poor readers' comprehension of relative clause

constructions to be less accurate than that of gold readers, we could then

attempt to clarify the precise reasons for the differences.
CN

In an earlier study, wey had tested the same groups of third-grade

children on two tests of comprehension, the Token Test and a picture-

,

2
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verification test involving sentences with reflexive pronouns. -The poor
readers performed significantly worse on the more difficult items from the
Token Test, which tend to stress working memory, but the test of comprehension
of reflexive pronouns did not differentiate the groups, possibly because the
use of pidtonial cues in the *tter test considerably reduces the demands on
working memory. Because the Tbken Test results did support our expectations,
it seemed worthwhile to take anotherSpproach to the assessment of sentence
cmprehensionin'these children.

The present study of relative-claupe constructions assessed good and poor
readers' ability to repeat test sentences, and it further compared their
comprehension of-the same sentence structures, noting both the quantity and
nature of the errors that occurred in acting ...out sentence content. Our
primary interest was to discover whether the cOMPrehension difficulties of the
;poor readers may be regarded as a manifestation of problems with using
phonetic representation to store the words of a sentence in some temporary
working memory. Alternatively, the difficulties could imply an inability to
analyze certain kinds of syntactic structures.

0 In regard to the test of sentence repetition, the results of this study
are in.agreement with our previous research (Mann, et al., 1980), in finding
good and poor readers were distinguished in the number of erro made on

immediate recall but not in the types of errors. The poor readers then,

'appear to have had a less effective means of retaining the words of sen nces
in working memory. The particulars of sentence structure turned out.to have
little effect on the number of errors made in -repetition:. Whether the

relative clause modified the subject or object of the matrix clause, or
whether the relativized noun phrase was the subject or object of the relative
clause, did not systematically influence the accuracy of chidren's perfor-
mance. Moreover, these variations did not affect the magnitude of the

difference between the performance of good and poor readers. The poor readers
were simply worse in general. This accords well with the view that phonetic
memory limitation is an important factor governing difficulty of sentence
'repetition in poor readers.

Most importantly, the present test of comprehension successfully differ-
entiated between -good and poor readers. Poor readers made more errors than
goOd readers, not only in repeating the words of the test sentences, but also
in acting out the meaning of these same sentences. In the case of comprehen-
sion, however, the type of sentence structure significantly influenced the

accuracy of performance: -Sentences with subject-relative clauses in which the
relativized noun phrase:, also serves sas the subject (SS) proved the easiest
structure both for good and poor readers; whereas the remaining three sentence
types (SO, OS and 00) were equally difficult. Yet for present purposes, the
important point is that the relative difficulty of the different. types of test
sentences was the same for good and poor readers. Thus, while the poor
readers made consistently more mistakes than the good readers in their acting
out of these sentences, they,didso 4o an equal extent on all four of the
constructions. Both in repetition and in comprehension, then, the good and
poor readers differed in the number of errors made but they failed to differ
in susceptibility to variations in syntactic structure. This we regard as a
major outcome of the experiment.

1 '1
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As to the question we raised concerning the basis of the,comprehdhsion

differences between the good and poor readers, such an acrossthe-iboard

decrement as we have observed on the part of poor readers is as one/ would

expect, given the assumption that their phonetic representations of the words

of the sentence are less effective than those of good readers. In interpret

ing these findings; we should stress that the good re

was-

rs' and poor readers'

r1v6performance was- affected by the experimental variable in the same way. We

can Ovbably assume; therefore, that they employ much. the same sentence

processing- strategies, although the extent of ,their reliance on a:,.given

strategy may differ. What, then, accounts for the'overall inferior perfor=-

mance of the pool- readers? Given the moderate correlation , between sentpnce

repetition performance and sentence comprehension, and our previous demonstra,

tion of the importance of phonetic representation in poor readers' sentence

repetition (Mann et al., 1980), we can assume that effectiveness of phonetic

;representation 4s certainly one factorbehind the comprehension 'differences of

good and poor readers.,. But, as we anticipated both in the introductory

section of this paper and elsewhere .(Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, &

Shankweiler, 1980; Mann & Liberman, in'press), it is not necessarily the only

factor. We might explain preferences for strategies based on the minimum

distance principle by reference to limitations of workihg memory, but limited

memory capacity cannot be invok0 to account for every. aspect of the error

pattern on the comprehension testX, Indeed, the frequent adherence of children

in both groups to a conjoinedclause analysis, which requires assimilation',of

+-words from wellseparated portions 'of the. sentence, does' tmot readily .lend

itself to a memory interpretation.
.

.

The occurrence ..of both kinds of error -s, those reflecting use ol the

minimumdistance principle, and those reflecting a conioinedclause analysis,

has .been well documented among normal young children (Chdmsky, 1969; Smith,

1974) Tavakalian, 19811, and their occurrence 'among poor readers fits well

with he hypothesis' that children' who encounter reading difficulties. may

exhibit a,maturational la in aanguage.ahilities (Byrne, 1981a, 1981b; Satz et

al.,.1973) /Thls hypot 4sis receives support from a study by lhyrne (1981a)

that we, find ". parti'cular y .reievant,\S1nce it involved an assessment of

and po-JOr reader comps heni-671,of relative clause constructions like 3a and

3b; . \ -, - \--,

3a. The bird thattthe rat is eatingfis blue.
*k: ' 6 4.1

3b. The bird that the worm is eating is yellow.

)
. 4

Byrne reports that hen children are asked to decide which of two pictUres

correctly depicts the meaning of a sentence, poor readers perform as well as

good readers on "semantically reversible" sentences like -3a, but do less well

on "implausible" sentences like 3b. Thus it would seem that poor readers

place a greater reliance on extralinguistic cues than\do goad readers. In a

discussion of this and another finding involving poor readers' difficulty with

sentences such as "Oohn-is easy to please," Byrne (1981a) concludes that a'

defiCient use of phbnertic memory coding is not the factor resp.onSible for poor

readers' sentence co prehension difficulties. In his view:

A better characterization is one that places poor readers further

down on the linguistic development scale, relatively'dependent upon

22
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strategies acquired in early language mastery...upon heuristic,

devices, including; knowledge of what is usual vin the world.

(p. 210)

We agree with Byrne that the notion of maturational lag may be an apt way
of conceptualizing the problem in many cases of early reading disability, and
we have adopted this vie4point in our Studies'of linguistic "awareness 'and its

relation to reading (Liberman et al., 1980; Mann & Liberman,, in press).

However, though it is true, astwe, noted, that working memory sroblems do not
account for all ,of poor readers' errors in sentence processing, we cannot
accept Byrne's conclusion that deficiencies in use of a phonetic memory code
are'not relevant to the sentence comprehension difficulties of poor readers.
Our research lead, .us to believe that one of the factors, underlying the

dep9ndency of poor readers (and, perhaps, of young children in generalron an
immature grammar-and world-knowledge heuristics is that their shonetic repre-

0 sentation of the words of a lengthy sentence i-5 often insufficient to support
full recovery of syntactic structure. The successful language learner must
somehow assess large portions of the phonetic structure of the utterance at
hand, and rely on word order and certain phono ).ogical features to establish
the correct syntactic structure and thils the correct meaning of the ut'terance.

It is fdr this purpose, we suspect, that phonetic .representation in orking

4memory exists in the first 'place. Thus a deficient capacity to form p( onetic
representations may limit the development of'syntactic competence. In light

of these considerations, we are led to speculate further that ineffective
phonetic representation may sere to retard the tempo of syntactic development
among children who are _poor readers. Although we do not wish to excldde

prematurely the possibility thate poor -readers may also have a specific

syntactic deficiency,, we find nothing in the data that would specifically
indicate such a deficiency. Rather, we would note that the language tasks
that best distinguish good and poor readers are most often precisely those
that place special demands on phonetic representation.
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PHONETIC .CODING AND ORDER MEMORY IN RELATION TO READING PROFICIENCY: A

COMPARISON OF SHORTTERM MEMORY FOR TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL ORDER INVORMATION*

. Robert B. Katz+, Alice F. Healy,++ and Donald Shankweiler+

Abstract. Since childrem with.reading disability are known ,to have
problems- using a phonetic 'memory strategy, it was expected that
their, recall of order would be inferior to that of good-readerS in
-situations where a phonetic strategy' is optimal, ,that is, when
temporal :order recall, but not necessarily spatial order. recall, is
required. On separate tests for'rptention,of temporal -se uence end
spatial location, the good readers'were better than the pbor readef-s
on the temporal order task as'expected, but contrary to expectation,
they maintained their superiority on the spatial task as well.
Nevertheless, differences in the error patterns .of the good and the
poor readers are supportive of eaplier evidence that links poor

readers' shortterm memory deficiencies_ to reduced effectiveness of
phonetic representation.

Indications in the research literature suggest that reading problems in

young children tend to be associated with poor memory for the order of items
in a series (Bakker, 1972; Benton, 1975; Corkin, 1974; Mason, Katz, &,

Wicklund, 1975; Npelker & Schumsky, '1973; Stanley, Kaplan, & Poble, 1975).

Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark, Fowler, and Fischer (1979) have supposed that
difficulties with order recall may reflect a,deficiency in.the working memory
system that supports comprehension of sentences both in speech and in reading.
It has been argued that the workihg memory system" used in processing'connected
discourse relies on phonetic coding for its operation (Liberman, Mattingly, &
Turvey, 1972), and moreover, that the retention of item ord_r is facilitated
by the use of a phonetic memory strategy (Baddeley, 1978; Crowder, 1978). One

*Also Applied Psycholinguistics, in press.
+Also University of Connecticut.

++Also Yale University.
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of the mechanisms responsible for this facilitating effect o honetic coding

may be the rehearsal loop proposed by Baddeley (1979). Sin e_it has been
shown that poor beginning readers tend to depend less on phonetic coding than

good readers on some laboratory memory tasks (Byrne & Shea, 1979; Liberman,_

Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, & Fischer, 1977; Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler,

1980; Mark, Shankweiler, Liberman, & Fowler, 1977; Shankweiler et al., 1979),

we may'ask whether poor readers' difficulties in remembering order may be

attributed to their failure to make appropriate use of phonetic codes n

working memory.

If retention of order is indeed dependent on the use of phonetic codes,

we might expect matched' groups of good a9d.poor beginningri-eaders todiffer in

memory for item order only when the items to be remembered can easily be

named, thereby allowing them to'be held it.n phoneticallybased'working memory.

When the items to be held in memory cant* easily be named, there is no clear

basis for exp._!cting good and poor beginning readers,-to differ. A recent study

by Katz, Shankweiler,and Liberman (1981) supports -this possibility, finding

good and poor beginning readers not significantly different in their ability,

to reproduce the order of an array, of figures that are difficult to label

(Kimura's, 1963, nonsense drawings). When these subjects were tested for
retention of the order of line drawings of common objects, however, the poor

readers were Jeficient. Thus, it is clear that the poor readersqdifficulty

with memory fJr order, applied' specifically to'remembering the order of items

that could easily be coded linguistically and held in phonetic working memory.

Comparable. results were obtained.by Holmes' and McKeever (1979) in tests of

memory for the Order of photographed faces and printed words with adolescent

good and poor readers. Neither study, however, provided direct evidence of
the memory strategy the subjects actually used. Although it has been assumed

that'the subjects retained the easily named items. by using phonetic codes,

other aspects of the stimuli *could have been used, e.g., semantic aspects or

visual imagery. Moreover, ordering items w4.131 readily available names by

memory has been found to be easier than orderifi-gritems that are difficult to

name (Katz et al., 1981), making a direct comparison of the two tasks

difficult. It is therefore important to address the question raised by Katz

et al. by means of an experimental paradigm that avoids these difficulties, .

but in which, as before, the level of success in retaining item order could be

expected to depend on the use of phonetic coding. Such a paradigm has been

used by Healy (1975, 1977) for testing memory for order.

Healy (1975, 1977) has shown that two aspects of memory for order an

usefully be distinguished: memory for temporal sequenc:p.!,and memory Or

spatial location. In most situations outside the laboratory, the two aspects

of order memory are confounded, since they vary simultaneously. Healy has

devised a technique for experimentally dissociating temporal and spatial order

in a way that also allows us to infer the coding strategy used in the

retention of each.' (see Berch, 1979, for a discussion of this and related

techniques.) Moreover, to the point of our present interest, her work with

adult subjects has shown that memory 'for temporal sequence ordinarily depends

on the use of phonetic coding whereas retention of spatial location

does t. Instead, spatial order recall depends on the retention of the

temporalspatial pattern of the stimulus display (Healy, 1975, 1977, 1978,

1982).
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If by using this method we were able to dissociate the two aspects of
order memory in children, we should be well placed to infer the memory
strategies actually adopted by good and poor readers and to compare directly
the strategies favored by each group. Thus, we would be in a position to
pinpoint more definitely than heretofore the poor readers' 'difficulty in

retaining each type of order information by showing whether it is tied to the
use of phonetic coding.

The technique used by Healy 0(1975, 1977) involves successive visual
presentations of a set of stimulus items whose order is to be remembered. On
each trial, the same set of items, which is known to the subjects beforehand,
is always used. Therefore, there is essentially no requirement for remember
ing the items themselves, but only their order of presentation. In the
temporal order recall condition, the spatial order of the items is kept
constant, whereas in the spatial: order recall-condition, temporal order does

,

not vary. By using conditions that are completely parallel, this methodology
separately assesses the two aspects of order memory in a comparable manner.
Inasmuch as the'-original technique_had been designed for adult subjects, it
was necessary to modify it to make it suitable for-use with children. The
memory load on each trial waanreduced from four to three items and the rate of
stimulus presentation was slowed. , These changes were introdUced in order to
ensure that the least successful subjects would perform above chance, allowing

dus to assess their preferred memory strategy. ,

We expected"to find evidence that the good readers would use a phonetic
strategy more than the poor readers in those situations where phonetic coding
is feasible. Furthermore, we expected the good readers' memory for order to
be better than that of the poor readers whenever a phonetic strategy is
optimal for the task. It would follow, then, that the good readers should
have an advantage over the poor -readers in recall of temporal order.
Moreover, it ought to be possible to demonstrate greater use of phonetic
coding by'the good readers thafi by the poor readers when temporal order recall
is tested. Possibly, the poor readers would prefer to use an alternative
memory strategy, such as (temporalspatial pattern coding,.on this task. (See

Healy, 197for evidence that adult subjects use this strategy when phonetic
coding is happered.) For spatial order recall, on the other hand, we had no
clear basis for expecting performance to vary with reading ability, because
Healy has shown that phonetic coding is not the preferred strategy when this
as ect of order memory is tested. On this task, we expected to find evidence
th t all subjects retained the temporalspatial pattern of the stimulus

--d splay.

Method

Task

Both the Temporal Order and the Spatial Order Recall conditions required
successive presentations of items. A trial consisted of a presentation of
three letters followed by a list of digits, to be used as a distracter task.
In the Temporal Order Recall condition, the subjects retained the temporal
sequence, of the three letters; the spatial locations of the letters, known to
the subjects in advance, were kept constant. Likewise, in the Spatial Order
Recall condition, the subjects retained the spatial locations of the letters;
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the subjects were aware of the constant temporal letter sequence. During the

presentation of the digits, the subjects were required to perform-one -of two

distractor tasks. In the Digit Name task, they read the names of the digits--_.

aloud; in the Digit Position task, the subjects indicated each digit's spatial

location by raising their fingers.

Subjects

The subjects were selected from four second-grade classes in the East

Hartford, Connecticut, public school system. The children were of middle-

class socioeconomic status and attended a neighborhood school. Candidates for

the poor reader group were selected for screening if they were so .designated

by their teachers or if they scored below grade level on either the vocabulary

or comprehension subtest of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests (,1978), which

had been administered in the eighth and ninth months of the second grade.

Candidates for the good reader group either received a superior evaluation or

scored more than,one year above grade level on one of the subteets.-

The subjects selected for screening were administered the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary Test (Dunn, 1959) and the word identification and word attack

subtests of the Woodcock Reading, Mastery Tests (Woodcock, 1973) in the ninth

month of the school year. The subjects with extreme IQ scores. (below 90 or

above 135) were ineligible for further testing. The final good reader group

consisted of the 16 subjects (8 females, 8 males) who attained the highest

combined raw scores on the two Woodcock subtests, whereas the poor reader

group included the 16 subjects (9 females, 7 males) with the lowest combined

scores. All of the poor readers were achieving below -local norms, and all of

them lagged substantially behind their peers. The good readers had a mean ige

of 7 years, 11 months compared with the poor .readers' mean age bf 8 years,

t(30) = 0.3, a > .5 (two-tailed). The good readers had a mean IQ of 109.1,'

whereas the poor readers had a mean IQ of 102.2, t(30) = 2.1, 2. = .044 (two-

tailed). The mean combined raw score on the Woodcock was 144.4 for the good

readers (range: 134. to 161) and 80.3 for the poor readers (range: 64 to

104), t(30) = 18.3, 2. < .001 (two-tailed).

Stimuli and Apparatus

A memory drum was used for presentation of the stimuli, which were typed

onto a paper tape. The stimuli were successively presented in the display

window of the memory drum. The duration of each display was 1/2 sec and the

interdisplay interval was 1/2 sec.

Four different 24-trial sequences were devised. A trial consisted of a

3-letter stimulus followed by a retention interval of 3 or 12 intervening

digits. The letters and digits were presented successively, each in a

different one of three spatial ppsitions that formed a horizontal array. The

remaining two positions were occupied-by dashes.

The letters presented were permutations of the set F, P, and V typed in

capitals. These letters were chosen because F and P are visually, but not

phonetically, confusable; whereas P and V have phonetically confusable names,

but are not visually confusable. For the two sequences in the Temporal Order

Recall condition, each of the six permutations of the three letters appeared
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twice at each of the twb retention intervals as the temporal order of the
letters, the spatial order being held constant 'over all 24 trials. In one of

the sequences, the constant spatial order was FPV; An the other,'i,was VPF.
For the Spatial Order Recall condition, each permutation occurred twice at

each retention interval as the spatial, order of the letters, while the'

temporal order was held constant. In one of the sequences, the constant

temporal order was FPV, and.in the other, it was VPF. For example, in the
Temporal Order Recall condition when the constant spatial order was FPV, F
would always be presehted in the left position of.the memory drum P

in the middle, and V in the right'-position. Only the temporal order of the
letters would vary. Likewise, in the Spatial Order Recall condition when the
constant temporal order was FPV, F always shown first, followed by P, then

V. Only the spatial order of the fetters varied -across trials. Within a
sequence, the presentation order of the trials was random with these three
constraints: Each of the six permutations of the three letters must appear
twice in every block of 12 trials, once at each of the two retention

intervals; in every subset of six trials each retention'interval must occur
three times; a given permutation M-4st not appear on two successive trials.

The intervening 'digits were selected from the set: 4, 6, 8. Selection

was random with the constraints that no digit occur on two successive displays
and that each digit occur equally often in every group of 15 digits.,,, By using
a mapping of the three digits.to'the three spatial_positions, the digits that

were selected, for the retention- intervals of the first 12 trials determined

the positions, in reverse order, of the digits in the final 12trialS; the
digits of the final 12 trials determined the positions in reverse order of the
digits of the first 12 trials. A practice sequence of 15 digits was devised

by the same method.

Response cards were prepared by typing the three letters F, P, and V in

the center of white, 3 x 5-inch cards, one letter per card.

Procedure

The subjects were tested individually in two 20-min sesSions. Each

sessionwas devoted to one recall condition. .The order of the,two conditions

was counterbalanced so that half the members of each reading group participat-

ed in the Temporal Order Recall conditiOn in the first session and in Spatial

Order Recall in the second. The order of the conditions was reversed for the

other subjects. Half the members of each group were tested on'the sequence in

which the constant temporal order was FPV and-,the sequence in which the

constant spatial order was FPV. The remaining subjects were tested on'the two

sequenCes in which the constant order was VPF.

At the beginning of each session; the subjects were informed of the

condition in which they were participating and the task was explained. For

the Temporal Order Recall condition, the subjects were told the constant

spatial order. Thus, thetIsubjects had to remember only the temporal order,
since they were aware of the stimulus items and their spatial locations. For

the Spatial Order Recall Condition, the subjects were told the constant

temporal order and had to remember only the spatial order. As letters were

displayed, the subjects read them aloud. As digits were presented, the

subjects were required to perform one of two interpolated tasks for the first
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12trial block and the other task for the final 12-trial block. In the Digit

Name task, the subjects read.the digits aloud as they appeared. In the Digit

Position task, the subject's raised their fingers as digits appeared, with the

number of fingers raised 'indicating the spatial location of the presented

digit. When the digit appeared in the left position, one finger was raised;

two were raised for the middle position; either three or five fingers were

raised for the right position,,de'pending on which was more comfortable for the

individual subject. The order of the distractor tasks was the same foNeach
subject within both sessions, but was counterbalanced within reading groups.

Before each block of 12 trials, the subjects were given practice on the

appropriate distractor task using the practice sequences. During these

trials, the presentation rate of the digits was manually controlled by the

experimenter so that it could be increased as' the. subjects became more

proficient at the task.

The end of a trial was signaled by the appearance of three dashes in the

memory drum display window. The subjects in the Spatial Order Recall

condition then attempted to reproduce the spatial order of the letters as seen

in that trial by arranging the response cards into a horizontal array. The

subjects in the Temporal Order Recall condition arrang6d the cards into a

vertical array such that the top card had typed on it the letter first seen

and the bottom card depicted the letter last seen.

RESULTS

`'The number of stimulus items incorrectly ordered by each subject for each

condition was ,tallied: An item was considered incorrect if it was not placed

in the serial position that corresponded to its position in the memory drum

display. For the Temporal Order Recall condition, the serial positions refer

to the temporal sequence of the items from first seen to last seen. For the

Spatial Order Recall condition, the 'serial.positionscorrespond to the spatial

locations from left to right. Preliminary to examining the experimental

predictions, we tested whether there were sex differences associated with

order memory. For this test, the total number of errors was calculated for

eachchilduThese data were subjected to an analysis of variance (unweighted

means analysis) with two between-groups measures (sex of child' and reading

ability). The results indicated 'that reading ability was a significant factor

in order memory, F(1,28) = 8.9, p = .006, whereas sex was not, F < 1. The

interaction of reading ability and sex was nonsignificant, E(1,28) = 1.2,

p > .05. Since sex differences were not found, this factor was not included

in the principal analyses of the data.

Subsequently, the data were subjected to -an analysis Of variance with one

between-groups measure (reading ability) and four within-groups measures

(recall type, distractor type, retention interval, and serial position).

Significant effects involving the serial position factor were verified using a

procedure by Box (1954). This procedure insured that the obtained effects

were not artifacts of inhomogeneous variances and covar'iances. The full data

, set, converted to percentages, is presented in Table 1'. Each percentage is

based on a maximum of six errors per subject. HI summary of the results of the

analysis of variance is presented in Table 2 under'the column labeled Absolute

Errors.
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Table 1

Perentages of Incorrect Placements

(Standard Deviations are Shown in Parentheses)

Good Readers

Temporal Order Recall
Digit Name

Pos 1

20

(20)-

3 Digits

Pos 2

34

(14)

Pos 3

32

(18)

Pos 1

40

(18)

12 Digits

Pos 2 Pos .3

41 39

(23) (21)

19 30 29 29 33 34Digit Position
(15) .(21) (20) (21) (19) (16)

Spatial Order 'Recall-
Digit Name 43 48 48 43 44 43

(17) (18) (18) (29) (28) (26)

Digit Position 49 52 53 53 50 49

(23) (25) (20) (23) (20) (26)

Poor Readers

Temporal Order Recall
Digit Name 31 43 38 36 48 51

(22) (27) (24) (20) (20) (19)

Digit PoSition 30 38 40 39 54 52

(21) (17) (19) (20) (22) (14)

Spatial Order Recall
Digit Name 46 - 54 55 56 48 54

(24) (20) (26) (20) (23) (16)

Digit Position 52 51 59 59 68 60

(18) (16) (17) (24) (21) (23)
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Table 2

Summary of Analyses of Variance

Factor df F

Reading 1,30,

Recall
a 1,30

Distractor 1,30

Retention Interval 1,30
a

Serial Position 2,60
.

-,. /
Reading x Recall 1,0

Reading x Distractor 1,30

4`5
Reading x Retention Interval T,30

Reading x Serial Position 2,60

Recall x Distractor 1,30

Recall x Retention Interval 1,30

Recall x Serial Position 2,60

Distractor x Retention 1,30

Interval

Conditional Conditional
Absolute Phonetic Visual

Errors Errors : Errors

8.3** 4.0 1.0

(11:17*** 0.5 2.3

1.3
I

1.9 0.

6.1* 0.7 0.

12.9*** 0.1 1.3

0.2 1..1 2.7/

0.6 1.0 . 19.4***

0.9 0.1 3.3
a ..--

0'.9 0.7 0.7

4.4* 0.2 0.2'

3.2 7.4* 6.0*

7.3** 1.1 0.8

0.4 1.4 1.6

Distractor x Serial Position 2,60 0. 1.3 0.2

Retention Interval x Serial
Position

2,60 1.3

Recall x Retention Interval 2,60 0.6

x Serial Positiona

1.2 0.1

1.5

*.E < .05b
4

**R < .01
***R. < .001

4.6*

-aAll other three-way interactions and all higher-order interactions were

nonsignificant.
bCOnsidering the number of factors involvethin thee analyses, it is conceiv--,
able that the true risk of a Type I error is greater than .05.
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Good vs. Poor Readers

The expectation of an interaction between reading ability and recall type
was based on past evidence of good and poor readers' differential proficiency

for using phonetic codes. Temporal order recall has been found to depend
usually on the retention of phonetic memory codes, with which poor readers are
known tosbedeficient. ,Thus, the good readers should perform better than the

poor readers on temporal order recall. No such expectation can be made for

spatial order recall,.,powever. Since retention'bf spatial order has not been

shown to depend on phonetic coding, the performances of the good and poor
readers were not expected to differ.

The percentage of incorrect placements on the two recall tasks by each

reading group is shown in Table 3. It is clear that the good readers made

fewer errors than the poor readers' in both conditions. The analysis of

variance indicated that the good readers' performance was significantly better
thanCthat of the poor readers. To control for IQ differences between the
members of the two reading groups, an analysis of covariance was conducted
using IQ as the covariate. (See Crowder, in press, for a discussion of the
rationale for this. procedure.) With IQ controlled,.the two reading groups were
again distinguiShed, F(1,29) = 11.8, E = .002. The superiority of the good
readers' order memory extended' both to temporal order recall and to spatial
order recall; the interaction between reading ability and recall type did_not-

,

approach significance.

Table 3

Error Percentages for Each Reading Group by Recall Condition

eading Ability

Good Readers
Poor Readers

'Recall Condition

Temporal Order Spatial Order

32 48

42 55

Thus, the anticipated interaction between typ,, of recall task and reading

ability did not 'occur. It is important to ask, therefore, whether this
outcome may nevertheless reflect a tendency for the good and poor readers to

use different coding strategies. An examination of confusion errors was

carried Out in order to investigate this possibility. As in the previous

studies with adults (e.g., Healy, 1982), we examined the relative pereentages

with which, phonetid confusions and visual confusions occurred (i.e., the

conditional percentages of each type of confusion error given that an error

was made), rather than the absolute percentages of confusion errors. We took

as evidence for phonetic coding an indiCation that,the conditional percentages

of phonetic confusion errors were greater than would be expected on the basis
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Table 4

Conditional Percenta:ge of Phonetic Errors (Standard Deviations are Shown in

Parentheses),

Good Readers

Temporal Order Recall

3 Digits ,12 Digits

Pos 1 Pos 2 Pos 3 Pos 1 Pos 2 Pos 3 \,

Digit. Name

Digit Position

48
(31)

47

51

(42)

48

(36) -(32)

Spatial Order Recall
Digit Name 38 45

(31) (27)

Digit PositiOn

Poor Readers

24

(24')

Temporal Order Recall
Digit Name 22

(36)

Digit Position 33

(33)

Spatial Order Recall
Digit Name 35

(39)

Digit Position 38

(33)

32

(24)

42

(28)

27

(28)

30

(32)

41

(28)

60 30 33 51

(35) (26) (23) (31)

37 48 33 31,

---(37)- -(33)---(12)

34 4o 40 57

(28) (28) (32) (33)

30 36 36 44

(24) (27) (32) (30)

44 35 48 , .25

(31) (41) (21) (19)

33 29 35 28

-(35) (30) (24) (26)

24 31 36 38

(19) (25) (34) (29)

30 29 42 37

(23) (20) (27) (28)

35
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r A

of chance alone. The conditional percentage of phonetic errors was found by
determining the ratio of the number of confusions of the letters P and V to
the total number of errors for each subject for each condition. The full set

of conditional 'percentages is shown in Table 4. The mean conditional

percentage of phonetic errors for each recall type is sh6wn in the left half

of Table 5. Although the'.good readers made fewer errors than the poor readers
overall (see Table 3), when they made an error,

'to

be seen that the good

rOders were more likely than the poor readers to confuse the phonetically
similar letters. The mean conditional percentage expected by chance alone is
33 %, since there were three possible types of confusions - - -F with P, F with V,

and P with V---only one of which 'Was a phonetic confusioh. The mean

conditional percentage of phonetic confusion errors tended, to 'be greater than
the chance level for, the good'readers temporal order recall, t(15) = 2.2,
a < .05 (twotailed), but not on spatial order recall,/t(15)p= 2.0,.2 = .07

(twotailed). In contrast, for the poor readers, the conditional percentages
were essentially equal to the chance level, 0 < t < 1 in both cases.

Table 5

Mean Conditional Percentage of Phonetic (P Vr Errors and Visual

(PF) Errors Given that an Error wap Made for Each Reading Group

Phonetic Errors Visual Errors

Reading Ability Temp. Spat. Avg. Temp. Spat. Ave:
,

/

Goad Readers 43 38' 40 (28 36 32

Poor Reader's 33 34 34 36 35 36

The phonetic error data were /subjected to an analysis of variance with
one betweengroups measure (reading ability) and four withingroups measures
(recall type, distractor type, retention interval, and serial position). The

results of this analysis are summarized in- Table 2 under the heading

Conditional Phonetic Error's. This analysis. indicated that the'main effect of

,reading ability was marginally significant. With IQ controlled in an analysis

of covariance, the reading groups were distinguii.shed2, F(1,29) = 4.8, 2. = .038.

When an error was made, it was more likely to be a phonetic error for the good
readers than for the poor readers on both temporal order recall and spatial
order recall, as the interaction between reading ability and recall type was
not significant. Thus, it riould seem that on 156th tasks the good readers,
more often than the poor readers, were Coding in'a phonetic manner.

Because of the constraints on proportions, we carried out an additional

analysis of the phonetic error data after subjecting them to an aecsine

transformation. This analysis fully corroborated the results of thevinitial

one: All effects that were significant in the analysis of untransformed
proportions remained significant; all other effects remained nonsignificant.
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, Finding that the conditional percentage of phonetic confusions was as

large in spatial order recall as 'in temporal order recall is contrary to the

expectation generated by Healy's (19754 1977) research with adult subjects.
Why phonetic coding was'used in spatial order recall in this experiment might

have the following explanation: In Healy's experiments, fout items were

presented at a rate of one per 400 ms. In contrast, we presented three
stimulus items at a rate of one per sec. It is likely that in modifying

Healy's paradigm for use with children, the presentation rate was kept slow
enough to permit the subjects to recode phonetically in the spatial order

recall condition as well as' the temporal order recall condition. Apparently,

good readers were .,etter able to take advantage of this opportunity. Good

readers, then, seem\to adopt a phonetic- memory strategy more often than poor

readers. Though contrary to our original expectation, this strategy was

apparently used for spatial order, as well as for temporal order, recall.

To ascertain directly whether the poor readers made greater use than the
good readers of a visual coding strategy based on the shapes of the stimulus

items, we computed the conditional percentage of visual errors (i.e., confu-

,
.sions of F and P) given that an error'was made. The full set of conditional

percentages is shown in Table 6. The mean'percentage for each recall type is

shown r in the right half of Table 5. Again, the mean conditional percentage

expected by chance alone is 33%, since there were three ,possible types of

confusions, only one of which was e visual confusion. These mean percentages
did not significantly differ from chance for either the good readers or the

poor readere. An analysis of variance, analogous to that condLicted on the
conditional percentages-Of phonetic errors, was performed on the conditional

percentages of visual errors and is summarized in Table 2 under the heading
Conditional Visual Errors., The procedure of Box (1954) was used to insure
that the triple interaction involving serial position was not an artifact of

inhomogeneity of variances and covariances. Again, applying an arcsine-

transform to the data and redoing the analysig of variance did not change the

results.

The mean conditional percentage of visual errors did not differ with

reading ability. However, there was a highly significant interaction between

reading ability and distractof-type. This interaction is evidence for

different coding strategies in the two reading groups. If a subject is

retaining visual codes, a high percentage of visual confusion errors would be

expected unless the distractor task disrupts the visual mode of processing

through interfeLance. In fact, for the poor readers the conditional percen-

tage of viseal errs was large, and significantly different from chance,..~

t(15) = 2.2, p. < .05 (two-tailed), with, the Digit Name distraotor,task'that
demanded phonetic processing (41%), but was reduced considerably, and was

essentially at chance, t(15) = -1.2, p > (two-tailed), with the Digit

Position distractoF task that demanded the 'processing of spatial' location

information (30%). This difference between the two distractor types proved

significant in a post hoc analysis using Fisher's protected t-test (Cohen &

Cohen, 1975), t(15) = 2.8, p. = .013 (two-tailed). (The protected t-test, also

known as the LSD test; is an ordinary t-test performed on group means that

significantly vary-according to an overall F value. This test preserves the'

power of the t-test, while efficiently protecting against an inflated Type I

error rate.) Thus, the pattern of visual errOrS for the poor readers suggests

that they do code the to-be-remembered letters in terms of their visual

features but that this coding is disrupted by the requirement to monitor the
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Table 6

Conditional Percentage of Visual Errors (Standard Deviations are Shown in

Parentheses)

3 Digits 12 Digits

Good Readers

Temporal drder Recall
Digit Name

r- A
.....

Digit Position

Spatial Order Recall
Digit Name

Digit Position

:,.

Poor Readers

Temporal Order Recall
Digit Name

Digit Position

Spatial'Order Recall
-Digit Name

Digit Position

,Pos 1 Pos 2 Pos 3

17 28 13 /
(18). (34) (22)

.

40 31 28

(32) (26) (35)

38 32 34

(24) (30) (33)-

54 47 .49_,-

(20) (30) (28)

36 37 35

(34) (30) (126)

40 25 19

(35) (24) (21)

40 38 40

(29) (30) (33)

25 34, 32

(29) (26) (27)

Pos 1 Pos 2 Pos 3

1

31 28 24

,(30) (23) (18)
.

23 41 37

(34) -(39) (38)

28 32 17

(26) (32) (22)

_41 32 31

(29) (30> (32) ,

48 45 48

(34) (33) (29)

24 34 37

(35) (26) (18)

I 54/ 31 38
(29) (29) (22)

36 26 31

(24) (20) (23)

31 38
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spatial positions pf the interpolated digits. In contrast, for the good

readers, the conditional percentage of visual errors was actually smaller with
the Digit Name, task (27%) than -with the Digit Position task (38 %) , protected

t(15) = R =...004 (twotailed). The error percentage on the Digit Name

task,_was Wignific&-itly below chance, t(15) = 2.6, p < .02 (twotailed),
whereas the percentage on the Digit Position task was essentially at chance,

t(15) = 1.5, R > .05 (twotailed).

In summary, the good readers made a greater proportion of phonetic errors
-than visual errors, but the poor readers actuallytshowed a small difference in

the opposite direction. Moreover, for the poor readers, the proportion of
visual errors was particularly large when they were not forced to attend to

. the spatial locations of the digits. These analyses of confusion errors
suggest that the good readers adopt consistently a phonetic Coding strategy

whereal the poor reader's at times code information about the visual properties

of the letters.

In addition_to coding the 'forms of the individual letters, there is

another nonphonetic strategy that might be adopted as an aid to recall:

retention of the temporalspatial .pattern in which items were presented and

using the remembered pattern to reconstruct the oider'. The six patterns are

illustrated in Figure 1. The experiment was designed so that,each pattern
occurred twice at each retention interval in each condition. On any given
triai% if the subject retains the pattern and the constant order, the tobe
remembered oi'der can be inferred. For example, in the Temporal Order Recall

condition, if the subject knows that the stimulus items were presented

accordi*g to pattern 2 and that the constant spatial order is FPV, then the

temporal order FVP can be determined. Likewise, in the Spatial Order Recall

condition, if the pattern and constant'temporal order are known, then the

spatial order can be reconstructed.

\ /

V

2

SPATIAL POSITION

Figure 1. Temporalspatial patterns of letter presentations. The spatial

positions are shown horizontally and the temporal positions are
shown vertically. For example, in pattern'number 4, the subject

first sees a letterlin the second, spatial position, then'a letter .

in the third position, and then a letter in the fir'st position.

3
32
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Table 7

Error Percentages Committed on Each Temporal Spatial Pattern as a Function'of

Reading Ability, Recarl Condition, and Distractor Type

(Standard Deviations are Shown in Parentheses)

' Pattern

Good Readers 1 2 3 4 5 6

Temporal order recall
Digit Name 38 47 62 38 53 41

(41) (37) (33), (33) (33).(32)

Digit Position 19 50 47 44 34 38

(24) (40) (37) (39) (34)(38)

Spatial order recall
Digit Name 28 72 66 53 72 1 59

(35) (30) (38) (33) (39)06)

Digit Position 47 62 69 66 88 59

(37) (38) (35) (34) (22) (36)

0

Poor Readers

Temporal order recall
Digit Name 31 59 69 56 69 44

(35) (40) (35) (30) (35) (35)

Digit Position 38 50 66 53 78 47

(33) (31) (34) (41) (30) (37)

Spatial order recall
Digit Name 44 75 78 72 66 72

(39) (31) (35) (30) (38) (35)

Digit Position 56 75 75 78 81 66

(30) (35)' (31) (35) (24) (54)

4,0
33
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To examine the extent to which pattern coding was used, we looked for a
consistent effect of pattern over the two recall conditions, which were

subdivided by distractor type. For each of these four blocks of trials, the
number of incorrect trials was tallied for each of the six patterns, scoring
each trial as either completely correct or as incorrect. Pattern scores were
obtained.by averaging the number incorrect for each pattern over the'subjects
in each reading group. The percentage of errors for each pattern is shown in
Table 7. Inspection of the table shows that a lower percentage of errors
occurred on the more regular patterns (such as patterns 1 and 6) than on the
others. Also, it can be seen that the consistency of these percentages over
the six patterns is, apparently, relatively large for the poor readers. To

discover whether this is a statistically significant trend, the six pattern
scores for each block of trials were correlated with the six scores in each of

the other blocks. The use of pattern coding in any two blocks of trials
should be reflected by a high_correlation, since patterns that are difficult
to code should result in an increase in errors in each block, whereas patterns
that are easy to code will result in fewer errors. In previous research with

adults --'(Healy, 1975, 1977), high correlations were found between pattern

scores for spatial order recall conditions, implicating the use of pattern
coding, but low correlations were found between scores on temporal order

recall conditions. The Pearson Product-Moment correlations for each reading
group are listed in Table 8. The correlations for the good readers range from

.37 to .78.. is statistically significant, although all are positive.
The correlations for the poor readers range from .44 to .93, and two of these
are significant. Moreover, one of the significant correlations for the poor
readers reflects the 'relationship between pattern scores on the two temporal

Table 8

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations for Good and. Poor Readers among Error
Scores on the Temporal-Spatial Patterns as a Function of Recall Type (Temporal

Order or Spatial Order) and Distractor Type (Digit Name or Digit Position)

. , .

Temp. _ Temp. Spat. Spat.

Good Readers Name -Pos. Name Pos.

Temp.-Name .39 .62 .57

Temp.-Pos. .78 .37

Spat.-Name .76

Spat.-Pos.

Poor .Readers

Temp.-Name .89* .73 .93**

Temp.-Pos. .44 .81

Spat.-Name .71

Spat.-Pos.

< .05 (two-tailed)
**2 < .01 (two-tailed)
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order recall conditions. The significant correlations for the poor readers
suggest that they tended to use pattern coding for both temporal order recall
and spatial order recall whereas the good readers may npt have adopted this
strategy.

The pattern correlations are particularly interesting because the .poor
readers showed a great degree of regularity on this measure, despite the fact
that by several other measures their performance was less regular then that of
the good readers and more nearly-random: The overall performance level of the
poor readers wa# lower than that' of the good readers (see Table 3), and the

conditional percentages of phonetic confusion errors were closer to the Chance

level for the poor readers than for the good readers (see Table 5).

Temporal-Order vs. Spatial Order Recall

Whereas a comparison of the recall levels of good and poor readers was
the major aim of the present experiment, an ancillary goal was to attempt to '

reproduce with children the effects previously found in tests of adults'

memory for order (Healy, 1975, 1977). The analysis of variance faxamining
incorrect placements indicated that the present experiment using children's
data did indeed reproduce several of the effects found by Healy (1975, 1977)

but failed to reproduce one. Examining the main effects, we note first a

significant effect for retention interval. Not surprising)y, performance

declined with the long interval of 12 digits compared with the short interval

of 3 digits. Second, serial position proved significant, as performance was
better on the first position than on either the second position, protected
t(31) = 4.5, p. < .001 (two-tailed), or the third position, protected

t(31) = 4.5, a < .001 (two-tailed). Third, we found that performance on

temporal order recall was generally better than on spatial order recall.

Healy (1977), on the contrary, found that temporal cinder recall was superior

only with certain interpolated distractor tasks or at certain retention

intervals. Under some conditions, spatial order recall was as good as, or

better than, temporal order recall..

Turning to the interactions that were reproduced with Child subjects, we
note a significant interaction between recall type and distractor type. As

shown in Table 9, for the Temporal Order Recall condition, the Digit Name

distractor, a phonetic task, resulted in a nonsignificant decrement in.

performance compared with the effect of the Digit Position. distractor, a

spatial task, 0 < protected t < 1. This pattern of results differed in the
Spatial Order Recall condition where it was found that performance was orse

with the Digit Position distractor task, protected t(31) = 2.2, a < . 1 (two -

tailed) Second, it may be noted that different serial position curves for
the two recall tasks are reflected in the interaction between recall type and

serial position. hs is evident in Table 10, for spatial order recall, the

serial position curve is relatively flat; the differences between the means
for any two po4tions are nonsignificant. In contrast, the curve for temporal

order recall rsilows a marked superiority in performance at the first serial

position compared with either the second position, protected t(31) = 5.6,

< .001 (two-tailed), or the third position, protected t(31) = 7.8, p. < .001

(two - tailed).

The major departure from Healy's previous findings with adults was our
finding of the use of phonetic coding for spatial order recall. (In the
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Table 9

Error Percentages in Each Recall Condition by Distractor Type

'Recall Type

Temporal Order
Spatial Order

Distractor Type

Digit Name Digit Position

38 36

48 55

Table 10

Error Percentages in Each Recall Condition by Serial Positiona

Position

Recall type 1 2 3

TemporalOrder 30 40 39

Spatial Order 50 52 53

aFor temporal order recall, the serial pogOtions refer' to the temporal

sequence of the items from first seen to last seen; for spatial order recall,

the sc: ial positions correspond to'' the spatial locations from left to right.
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4

present experiment, the conditional pereentage of phonetic errors did not
differ for temporal and spatial order recall.) AS explained earlier, we

attribute this differenCe to a slow stimulus presentation rate that allowed
the subjects enough time to recode the spatial poSitions into phonetic form.

This explanation receives additional support upon examining the results of the-
analysis of variance for the conditional percentage of phonetic errors. Here

we found an interaction between recall type and retention interval. At the

short retention interval, the results were as expected: When an error was

made, it wip more likely to be a phonetic error for temporal order recall
(43%) than for- spatial order recall (33%), protected t(31) = 2.1, < .05

(twotailed). At the long retention interval, the percentage of phonetic

errors was nonsignific,antly gr,eater for spatial order recall (39%) than for
temporal order recall/ (33%) , protected -t(31) = 1.8, p < .09 (twotailed).
The comparable, percentages for spatial order recall and temporal order recall
at the long retention interval suggest that the long interval allowed enough
time,for the subjeCts to recode the spatial positions linguistically.

The opposite interaction was found upon examining the conditional percen
tage of visual, errors. In this case, the conditional percentage of errors was
greater for spatial order recall (39%) than ?Or temporal order- recall (29%) at

the short ret ntion interval; protected t(31) = 2.2, E < .04 (twotailed). At

the long int val, percentages of visual errors for temporal 'order recall

(35%) and fo spatial order recall (33%) were not significantly different,
0 < protected t < 1. Since visual and phonetic errors are complementary to
some extent (as the conditional percentages of phonetic, visual, and other

errors must sum to 100 %), this pattern 'foK visual errors may possibly be
explained solely in terms of the pattern for phonetic errors.

The triple interaction of recall type, retention interval, and secial

position .for the conditional percentage of visual errors indicates tbatithe
increase in the percentage of visual errors on temporal order recall on the
long retention interval compared with the short interval was significant on
only, the third serial position: in twotailed tests, first position,

0 < protected t X 1; second position, protected t(31) = 1.5, p > .05; third

position, protected t(31) = 2.3, R = .008. On spatial order recall, in

contrast, there was a decrease in the percentage of errors on the long

interval at the third serial position: in twotailed.. tests*, first position,

1 < protected t < 0; second position, protebted t(31) = 1.6, 2. >,.05; third

position, protected t(31) = 2.1, p < .05. This, triple interaction was unex
pected and is not readily interpretable.

DISCUSSION

The impetus for this study arose from a question originally addressed by
Katli et al. (1981): Can we understand poor beginning readers' characteristic
difficulties in remembering order as a consequence of deficien't use of a

phonetic memory strategy? This issue was previously 'approached by comparing

good and poor readers' memory for the order of items in an array. In one

condition, the items had readily available names that could easily be coded
phonetically, whereas in a second condition, this was-not the case, since the
items were nonrepresentational designs. The failure to find a difference
between good ,and poor readers in remembering the nonsense designs encouraged

us to press the issue by undertaking a more analytic study of memory for
order. To investigate whether, in some circumstances, good and poor beginning
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readers preferred to use different memory strategies, we adopted a new

approach that would allow us to infer the strategy that subjects actually

used.

We were able to infer the memory strategies adopted by good and poor

readers in an experimental task that allowed us to assess memory for temporal
order and memory for'spatial order separately. Previous research using this

experimentalprocedure (Healy, 1975, 1977) with adult subjects indicated that
purely temporal order recall normally relies on phonetic coding, whereas

purely spatial order recall does not. Since poor beginning readers have known
deficiencies in their use of phonetic "codes, we expected that their perfor
mance relative to good readers on temporal order recall might be impaired.

However, no such impairment was predicted for spatial order recall, on which a
nonphonetic strategy is presumably used. Moreover, we expected to find

evidence for greater use of phonetic codes among good readers than poor

readers whenever a phonetic _strategy was -possible. -Therefore, basing, our
prediction on Healy's previous research, we expected the phonetic strategy to
be evident only on temporal order recall.

The results confirmed our expectation that the good readers would use a
phonetic strategy more often and more effectively than the poor readers even
though the expected dissociation in memory coding for temporal and spatial
order was not obtained. The data suggested that in adapting Healy's paradigm
for use with children, the modifications (lengthening tha,stimulus presenta
tion times and reducing the number of stimulus items per trial) had the effect
of permitting phonetic coding, to occur forippatial order recall as well as for
temporal order recall. Thus, the procedura,did not force the use of divergent

strategies for the\ two tasks as we had intended. But in spite of this

limitation, the findings supported our expectation that the good readers would,
use phonetic codes whenever it was possible to do so and that poor readers

would attempt to use \'other strategies. The results indicate that the good

readers preferred td 6se phonetic .codes more than the poor readers even in

spatial order recall. \The poor readers, on the other hand, tended to make
greater use of an alternative to the phonetic coding strategy, presumably in
order to evade the difficulties they have in using phonetic codes. Thus, the

poor readers, in contrast to the good readers of the present study and Healy's

normal adult subjects, coded information about the visual features of the
letters and elected to retain temporalspatial patterns for the temporal order
recall condition. Furthermore, they persisted in using this memory strategy
for the spatial order recall condition even though a phonetic strategy was
both feasible and efficient for the task, as indicated by the good readers'

performance. Thus, it was found in the present study, as in the experiment of
iKatz et al. (1981), that in those task situations in which phonetieCoding is

possible, the good readers' performance was superior to that of the poor

readers.

By using a paradigm that varied the task (temporal order or spatial order

recall) while always using the same stimulus material, the present study

provides independent support, for the view that poor beginning readers'

,problems remembering order are linked to deficient use of phonetic coding in

working memory. The present results are also consistent with the results of

previous studies that found that good readers make greater use than poor
readers of phonetic codes on tasks requiring recall of both item identity and

item order (Liberman et al., 1977; Mann et al., 1980; Shankweiler et al.,
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1979). In those studies, which compared gogd and poor readers' ordered recall
of rhyming and nonrhyming linguistic material, it was found that only, the good
readers' performance was detrimentally affected by the rhyming (phonetically
confusable) itemd. Furthermore, Shankweiler et al. (1979) conducted an ana
lysis (unpublished), of the actual substitutions committed by their subjects.

This indicated that good readers made a significantly higher proportion of

phonetic errors than poor readers. The present experiment permitted us to

examine shortterm retention of item order with nq requirement. for retaining
item identity. At the same time, it allowed the subjects the opport pity to
make either phonetic or visual errors. Again, we found that the good readers'

errors were more likely to be phonetic than were those of the poor r aders.

The literature points to a high degree of consensus on the fa ure of.

poor beginning readers to use phonetic strategies effectively. (The tests
that distinguish good and poor readers in the early school years may not serve
to differentiate older children and adults who differ in'reading ability; see,
for example, Johnston, 1982; Olson, Davidson; Kliegl, & Davies, in press; and 1

Siegel & Linder, in press.) On the other hand, there is no agreement regarding
the comparative levels of spatial abilities characteristic of good and -poor

readers. In one recent study (Symmes & Rapoport, 1972), poor readers were
found to be actually better than good readers on certain spatial tasks. Thus,

on one view, the poor readers of the present study .would have been expected to

do better on spatial order recall than the good readers and, possibly, to

retain temporalspatial patterns more often in both recall conditions. The

opposite expectations, however, can be generated on the basis of the finding
that poor readers are less sensitive than good readers to letter position

frequencies (Mason & Katz, 1976; Mason et al., 1975). Our findings do not

unequivocally support either position. Although. we did find that the poor
readers tended to adopt a strategy of retaining temporalspatial patterns,
they were, nevertheless, not able to perform at levels comparable to the good
readers on spatial_order a getter test of these conflicting

hypotheses, and of our expectation of equal/ performances for good and poor.

readers on spatial order recall, would require the elimination of the

opportunity for phonetic coding for spatial order recall. At all events, our
expectation that poor readers would tend to use an alternative strategy, in

preference to the phonetic memory strategy with which they have difficulty,
draws support from the findings.

Evidence that poor beginning readers tend to prefer nonphonetic memory

strategies in some situations has been previously noted. Byrne and Shea

(1979), for example, repa7ted that poor readers tended to code words semanti
cally for retention in memory, whereas good readers tended to rely on phonetic

codes. However, when the task required subjects to remember pseudowords, poor
readers resorted to phonetic strategies, since those stimuli offered no option

of semantic coding. Even in this case, it should be noted, the poor readers'
performance was deficient. 'Thus, poor readers can use phonetic codes when the

task requires it, but even then, they do so less efficiently than good

readers. Under the particular conditions of the present experiment, neither
the spatial order recall task nor the temporal order recall task logically

required the use of phonetic codes. As explained earlier, it was possible to

do either task by retaining temporalspatial patterns. However, the require
ment that the subjects read stimulus items aloud may have been expected to

dispose them toward a phonetic memory strategy (Torgesen & Goldman, 1977). It

should be remarked that in spite of this possibly biasing factor the poor
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/

readers in the present study tended to adopt the nonphonetic strategy, as did
those of Byrne and Shea (1979)./

In sum, the present find/ings, like those of Katz et al. (1981), support
the view that the poor reader's 's problem in retaining order is ,linked to
deficient use of phonetic /codes in working memory; Thus, poor readers'
inferior memory for order Should not be viewed as an independent disorder.
Rather, it may be considei/ed as one manifestation of a deficiency in the
domain of language, involving the use of phonetic coding in working memory.
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`..EXPLORING THE ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE ERRORS MADE BY LANGUAGE DISABLED
CHILDREN*

Hyla Rubin+ and Isabelle Y. Liberman+

Clinical observation of children exhibiting both oral and written

language disabilities has suggested that there may be parallels 11. their error
patterns in speaking, reading, and writing that merit further investigation.,
The similarities are apparent in the problems these children have in many
aspects of linguistic function--in word retrieval, morphology, phonology, and
syntax. Thus, these children substitute "potato" for tomato. in speaking,

reading, and writing. They omit grammatical tense or plural markers when
speaking and do the same when reading and Vriting. They order the sounds
incorrectly when speaking certain words and `also when reading and writing

them. The word order they use is often faulty across these tasks. Functor

words are used incorrectly whether they are spoken, read, or written. Similar

observations have been made by other investigators who have rioted that oral
language deficits are often reflected in the written language behavior of
language disabled children (Cicci, 1980). However, the nature of such a

relationship has yet to, be systematically investigated.

This study is the initial step in such an inve0igation. It proposes to

analyze the errors in naming pictured objecti mhde by language disabled
children and to examine the relationship of these errors to their performance
on written language tasks. Picture naming was selected as the stimulus
material since research with ()the: populations (Denckla & Rudel, 1976;

---Goodglass, 1980; Jansky-tt deHirsch, 1972I-Katz, 1982; Wolf,- 1981) has found-it

to be an informative-starting point.

Because the field is relatively uncharted, it was-first necessary to
determine whether a naming problem indeed existed in these children. It was

considered that if they were able to point to pictured objeCts that were named
for them ("Show me the stethoscope") but were unable to name the pictures
themselves at age-appropriate levels, a naming problem could be assumed. If,

on the other hand, they were unable even to point to the pictured objects that

they could not name, a general vocabulary deficit, rather than a specific

*To appear in Annals of Dyslexia, 1982.
+Also Department of Educational Psychology, University of Connecticut.
Acknowledgment. This paper was presented at the 33rd Annual Conference of
the Orton Dyslexia Society, Baltimore, Maryland, November, 1982. The re-
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deficit. in naming, would more accurately account for their pattern' ofji

performance.

Having determined by this p\ocedure that there may be a naming problem in

these children, it was then necessary to develop a sySteM of analysis that

would characterize the errdtrs accurately and that would facilitate an

explanation of their nature. Finally, the system of analysis thus derived was

applied to the errors these children made in written language in the

expectation that it should be equally useful in interpreting those error

patterns.

Subjects

METHOu

Thirtyfour children, ranging in age from 4,3 to 12,7, who were enrolled

in a selfcontained public school language\disability program, were the

subjects in this study. They demonstrated intelligence in the average range

on either the Wechsler Intelligence Scale tfor ChildrenRevised or the Stanford

Binet Intelligence Scale and all had normal vision and hearing. Although they

represented:three ethnic groups (Black, Caucasian, and Hispanic), English was

the dominant language for all and 'ethnic group was not a statistically

significant factor in data analysis. All exhibited at least a twoyear

deficit on standardized expressive language and academic (or readiness) tests.

Their receptive language levels were close to chronological age.

Materials

All the items included in the Boston Naming Test (Kaplan, Goodglass, &

Weintraub, 1976) were used. for the naming and recognition tasks. This

instrument, standardized on children aged 6 through 14, consists of 85

individual line drawings of objects.that are ranked in difficulty according to

the frequency with which naming errors occurred in the standardization group.

Some of the pictures were later selected for the spelling task. The Wide

Range Achievement Test (Jastak & Jastak, .1965) was used to determine reading

.
and spelling achievement levels.

1

Procedures

Subjents were .tested individually for picture naming, recognition, and

achievement, and in a group for spelling. It the picture naming task, they

were asked ,to give the best name for each of the pictured objects. In the

reco nition, task, they were asked to point to the picture named by the

examin r. Here the' pictures were grouped into sets of four of the same

diffi lty level. Every set was presented four times in randomized order;

each ime a different picture was named by the examiner. In the spelling

task, nine subjects (with second to fifth grade achievement leVels) were shown

25 individual pictures (selected by their midrrange difficulty level for

naming) and were asked to spell the name of each one. Achievement in reading

and spelling was, tested by the appropriate subtests of the Wide Range

Achievement Test (Jastak & Jastak,- 1965). These subtests were given to only

25 subjects since it was not. appropriate to test the nine preschool subjects

for school achievement.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

What Is the Normal Naming Process?

In order to discuss the naming errors made by these children meaningful

ly, it is_Ircessary first to consider what might take place in the normal

process of picture naming. When presented with a pictured object, we access
its name, which has been stored phonologically (Barton, 1971; Brown & McNeill,
1964 Fay & Cutler, 1977). Having accessed this phonological representation,
we must remember it until we actually produce the word. For this purpose, we

"hold onto the name in a phonological buffer zone, that is, in short term or

working memory, while planning the prodb-ction. Substitutions such as /gog/

for /dog/ and /Hunch/ for /lunch/ that occur 4n early language acquisition
provide direct evidence of a preproduction planning stage; it, is more than
coincidental that phonemes that have not yet been produced-are substituted for

others arlier in the word (Clark & Clark, 1977). Finally, we produce the

name th ough coordinated articulatory movements. -

Is T ere a Naming Problem?

The pattern of results indicates a problem specifically with 'naming,

rather than a more general vocabulary deficit. The subjects recognized an
average of 71% of the pictured objects, but were able to name only 21% of the

same pictures. Since it would not be-meaningful to examine naming errors for

pictures that were not recognized, nonrecognized items were not analyzed

further. Of those that were recognized, 34% were correctly named.
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Figure 1. Scores (based' on age) predicted by Boston Naming Test compared with
scores obtained by language disabled children.
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Since all children are able to recognize more pictured objects than they
can name, it was necessary'to compare the obtained scores with age-appropriate

predicted scores. Figure 1 illustrates where these children stand in relation
to age-matched controls, according to the norms provided by the Boston Naming

Test (Kapleh et al., '1976). The number of correctly named items which' were
predicted and obtained for each child were significantly different, according

to wIone-sample t-test of the scores, 2. < .0001. Thus, not only do these

chil6en demonstrate a gap between the number of pictured objects they

recognize and the number they name, they also name significantly fewer items

than age-matched controls.

What Are the Error Types and Frequeneies?

The primary goal in developing an anay4is system is to provide a means

for examining the naming problem through an accurate and well-conceived

description of error performance. Errors were characterized as phonetic,

semantic, or circumlocutory. An error was considered to be phonetic, if it
shared 50% of the phonemes or one free morpheme with the target word. Four

types of phonetic errors were delineated:

. 1. PH1 errors - real-word substitutions that were not semantically related to

the target word, such as "sister" for scissors and "'acorn" for unicorn;

2. PH2 errors - nonword substitutions for the
pretzel and "helidakter" for helicopter;

target, such as "preztl" for

3. PH3 errors - semantically-end -phonetically real-word substitutions, such

as "elevator" for escalator and "tornado" for volcano;

4. PH4 errors - semantically related
phonetically defective,

rhinoceros.

real-word substitutions_that are also
such as "narrow" for dart and "kaminal" for

An error was considered to be semantic if it was related only in meaning to

the target word, such as "airplane" for helicopter and "stairs" for escalator.

A. circumlocution is a combination-of words which attempts to describe the

target word, such as "thing to sit at when you hurt" for wheelchair. Table 1

provides examples and frequencies of these error types.

Semantic substitutions, representing 59% of the incorrect names, are by

far the most frequent error type. Semantic substitutionthat are phonetical-

ly deficient (PH4, "narrow" for dart) account for another 6% "of the incorrect

names.

Real-word phonetic errors that are not semantically related to the target

word (PH1, "acorn" for unicorn) represent only 4% of the incorrect names, the

smallest proportion of the phonetic errors. Nonword phonetic errors (PH2,

"preztl" for pretzel) represent 6% of the incorrect names. Real word

substitutions that are phonetically and semantically related to the target

word (PH3, "elevator" for escalator), or "tip of the tongue" errors (Brown &

McNeill, 1966), represent 11% of the incorrect names. Circumlocutions account

for another 13% of the incorrect names.
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Table 1

0

Exampie3'and Frequencies of Error Types

PH1 = Real word phOnetic error, not semantically related

sister/scissors
saucer/saw
acorn/unicorn
candle/camel,

PH2 = Nonword phonetic error

kalmkeno/volcano,

htlidakter/helicopter

hammer/hanger
bathroom/mushroom
telescope/stethoscope
wrench/bench

preztl/pretzel
maks/mask
ocoputs/octopus

PH3 =, Semanticalli and phonetically related

elevator/escalator-
popcorn /acorn

clam/camel
snake/snail

basket/racket
toothpick/toothbrush
steering wheel/wheelchair
tornado/volcano

PH4 = Semantically, then phonetically, related

Semantic

narrow /dart

kaminal/rhinoceres
spells /escalator

row/dart
I-

airplane/helicopter
clothes/hanger
tennis/racket
tcap/visor

Circumlocutions

J

) evevetor/escalator
must/acerb--
bed/toboggan
wheel/seahorse

stairs/escalator
donkey/camel
boat/canoe
bookbag/briefcase

Target Word

put it on a clothes
thing to sit at when you hurt
it call a chair, it greens
thatiSrou turn arounds
pifae thing for looking something

hanger
wheelchair
bench
globe
telescope

47,
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6%
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What Do These Error Types Mean?

The present analysis system can afford possible explanations for the

incorrect names that are produced. It is conceivable that the reason an
incorrect name is produced is that the correct name is not stored in the

lexicon. However, since the errors being ,analyzed here occurred in naming
pictured objects that were correctly identified when named by the examiner,
storage per se does not seem to be at issue. The accuracy of the stored
representation may tell a more revealing story, however.

The phonological representation of a word may not be accurate enough to
allow for its successful access and preservation in short term memory prior to
actual production. It has been suggested (Brown & McNeill, 1966) that as we
acquire new words, we first store their "generic" characteristics, such as the
firstc, phoneme, number of syllables, and stress pattern. With repeated

exposure to the word, we complete this skeletal representation, supplying the
final consonants, then filling in the medial segments of the word. It is this

completed phonological representation that we access easily in the normal
naming process.

To the extent that the generic characteristics of the target word are
preserved in the actual production, we can be confident that the word was in
fact accessed and held in short term memory. Table 2 presents some generic
charaCteristics of the incorrect names produced by the children. It is clear

from Table 2 that the phonetic errors retain the generic characteristics of
the target words much more frequently than do the semantic errors. This trend
is supported by the figures for syllable and initial phoneme agreement:, 54%

of the phonetic errors had the same number of syllables as the target word, as
compared to only 25% of the semantic errors; 55% of the phonetic errors had
the same initial phoneme as the target word, as compared to only 3% of the
semantic errors.

Table 2

Generic Characteristics of Naming Errors

Phonetic Errors Semantic Errors
(PH1PH4)

S llablepkgreement
Between Error
and Target Word 54% 25%

Same Initial Phoneme in
Error and in Target Word % 3%

,Fewer Syllables in Error
than in Target Word 25% 55%
I

,54
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In the case of phonetic errors, which tend to preserve these generic
characteristics, it appears that the phonological representations of these
names are either stored or held in short term memory more accurately than in
the case of semantic errors, which do not tend to retain the basic phonologi
cal shape of the target word. To determine the' breakdown point for both

phonetic and semantic errors, we would need amore taxing recognition test to
sort out whether the problem is really accuracy of storage or efficiency in

short term memory coding. The present results, however, allow the conclusion
that the target word has in fact been accessed when a phonetic error is made,

because the generic characteristics are so frequently retained. This conclu
sion cannot be made about the semantic errors, since the retention of generic

characteristics,is So infrequent; For example, it is fair to assume that the
chile who says "capricorn" for unicorn has accessed the target word but no
such assumption Can be made about the child who says "horse" for unicorn.

Further support for this position can be found in Table 2; 55% of semantic

errors contain fewer syllables than the target word whereas only 25% of
phonetic errors demonstrate this pattern. 'These syllabically less complex
substitutions are usually higher frequency words, like "horse" for unicorn and

"cap".for visor. Thus, again, the semantic error more often suggests that the
target word has not in -fact been accessed, possibly because its phonological
representation is too weak. Since children who are poor readers have been
shown to demonstrate phonological deficits (Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman,

Fowler, & Fischer, 1977; Vellutino, 1977), it may be' that a semantic naming

error reflects a problem of that kind as well. Perhaps, then, the substitu

tion that is similar only in meaning is not indicative of higher cognitive

functioning, as might be assumed, but rather serves as a disguise for a

phonological deficit affecting both oral and written language performance.

Is There a.Relationship Between Naming Performance and Reading Performance?

Reading levels ranged from kindergarten to fifth grade for the 25

subjects whose achievement was tested. These children demonstrated a positive

and significant relationship, r = .54, 2. < .005, between their reading

performance and their picturenamIng performance. It is interesting to note

that although these children demonstrate severe deficits in both oral and

written language, the relationship between naming and reading found here is

similar to that found in good and poor reader groups (Jansky & deHirsch, 1972;

Katz, 1982; Wolf, 1981).

What might account for this consistent pattern is the fact that the same

critical components are required in the naming and reading processes (Katz,

1982). As we noted earlier, in naming, we proceed from the phonological
representation of the name that best fits the picture to a phonological buffer

in which we hold the representation until we actually produce the word. In

reading, we decode the word, translating it into its phonological representa

tion, and hold this representation in the phonological buffer until it is

mapped onto its stored counterpart in the lexicon. Therefore, naming and

reading are both linguistic processes that depend on accurate phonological

representations and short term memory coding.
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Is There a Relationship Between Naming Performance and Spelling Performance?

Spelling the name of a pictured object requires orthogra is rule

knowledge in addi ion to all of the previously Outlined constituent of the

naming process. ,onsidering this additional requirement, it is not surprising
that there was virtually no relationship, r = .24, between correctly named and
correctly spelled items. In contrast, there is a high positive correlation,

r = .81, El_ <' .008, between the number of items that have been accessed' in
naming ("preztl" for pretzel) and the number that have been accessed in

spelling ("cml" for camel). Similarly, there is a-high positive relationship,
r = .78, p < .01, between the number of semantic errors in oral naming and in

spelling of a pictured item. Such correlations provi.e strong preliminary
support for the hypothesis that similar error patterns are found across spoken
and written language tasks.

CONCLUSIONS

Role of Phonological Processing

Phonological deficiencies in t4 accuracy of stored representations and
in short term memory coding are proposed as,a likely explanation of naming, or
word retrieval, problems in this group of language disabled children and in
other poor reader groups (Katz, 1982; Wolf, 1981). The critical facet of this
explanation is the short term memory function; efficient phonetic coding seems
crucial for both initial storage and eventual production of language segments.
Initial acquisition of lexical items requires phonetic short term memory
coding to insure storage of an accurate phonological representation, first of
generic and then of additional segmental information. Successful retrieval of

stored names for production depends on both the accuracy of the initial
representation and the efficiency of the phonetic short term memory coding.
In turn both storage and production of language segments depend on accurate
and efficient perception of speech sounds. The perception of speech sounds
has been found to be deficient in poor readers (Brady, Shankweiler, & Mann,
1983). Considering, the evidence tor the role of phonological coding in the
reading process, it is anticipated that future research studies may also

demonstrate a phonological basis for syntactical and morphological deficits in
children with oral and written language disabilities.

Implications for Assessment and Instruction

Results of the error analysis developed here suggest that a phonetic

error reflects a higher level of phonological competence than does a semantic

error. Such a position is in agreement with research studies that have

repeatedly demonstrated that poor readers are less sensitive to phonetic
structure and less efficient in phonetic processing thtan are good readers

(Stanovich, 1982). Diagnostically, this explanation stAggests that phonetic
naming errors represent more advanced phonological procdssing than do errors
that do not bear any phonetic resemblance to the target word. It is expected

that such a pattern will prove to be diagnostically significant in oral

reading errors and written formulation errors as well. It would seem

reasonable to suppose that substitutions that represent only a semantic

association with the target word, as in reading or spelling "cat" for dog will
indicate nol higher' cognitive functioning but rather a guessing strategy that
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may be masking a phonological deficiency. Furthermore, the present interpre-
tation of error production makes questionable the commonly used instructional
technique of providing semantic prompts such as category, location, or

function, to facilitate attempts at naming, reading, or written formulation.
Instead, it would seem more appropriate to provide phonetic prompts, such as
the initial phoneme, number of syllables, or stress pattern.

Future Research

The next stage in this investigation should be the development of a more
sensitive recognition task to determine the breakdown point for errors in oral
and written language productions. Specifically, it is necessary to differen-
tiate a linguistic deficit due to an inaccurate phonological representation
from .one flue to inefficient phonetic coding in 'short term memory. It is
anticipatedthat different error types reiult.from deficiencies at different
points in the process, but that such breakdown points will remain constant
across oral and written language tasks. It is also anticipated that the
results of this proposed next step will shed further light on appropriate
diagnostic and instructional strategies.
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PERCEIVING PHONETIC EVENTS*

Michael Studdert-Kennedy+

In her report on.*the auditory processing of speech, prepared for the
Ninth International Congress of Phonetic Sciendes in Copenhagen, Chistovich
wrote of hers'elf and her colleagues at the Pavlov Institute in Leningrad: "We
belieye that the only way to describe human speech perception is to describe
not the perception itself, but the artificial speech understanding system
which is most compatible with the experimental dkta obtained in speech
perception research" (Chistovich, 1980, p. 71). Chistovich went on to doubt
that psychologists would agree with her, but I suspect that many may find her
view quite reasonable. However, they would probably not find the view
reasonable if we were to replace the words "speech perception" and "artifical
speech understanding system" with the words "speech produbtion" and "speech
synthesis system." Perhaps that is because even an articulatory synthesizer
does not look like a vocal tract, while our image of what goes on in the head
is so vague that we can seriously entertain the notion that a network of
inorganic plastic and wire might be made to operate on the same general
principles as an organic network of blood and nerves.

Of course, this is impossible, not only because the physics and chemistry
of organic and inorganic substances are different, but also because machines
and animals have different origins. A machine is an artifact. Its maker
designs the parts for particular functions and assembles them according to a
plan. The machine then operates on principles that its maker knows and has
made explicit in the plan. The development of an animal is just the reverse.
There is no plan. The animal exists before its parts and the parts emerge by
differentiation. In the human fetus, a hand (say) buds from the emerging arm,
swells and gradtkally, by cell-death and other processes, differentiates into
digits. There fs no reason to suppose that the principles of behavioral,
development are different from those of morphological development. On the
contrary, structure and function are deeply intertwined in both evolption and

*To appear in W. H. Warren, and R. E. Shaw, (Eds.). (in press). Persistence
and change: Proceedings of the first international conference on event
perception. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
+Also Queens College and Graduate Center, City University of New York
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Grant No. HD-01994 to Haskins Laboratories. I thank my teachers in these
matters: Carol Fowler, Scott Kelso, Alvin Liberman, Bj8rn Lindblom, Sverker
Runeson, Quentin Summerfield, and Michael Turvey. My thanks also to Bruno
Repp for much stimulating discussion, and to Nancy Frishberg for providing a
simultaneous translation in American Sign Lariguage of the first portion of
the paper, as it was read at the conference.
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ontogeny. Behavior emerges by differentiation, according to principles impli-

cit in the animal's form and substance.

In short, the appropriate constraints on_a model of human speech

perception are biological. The model must be coMPatible with what we know not

only of speech perception and production, but ';also of speech acquisition.

What the infant hears determines, in part, what the infant says; and if

perception is to guide production, the two processes must be, in some sense,

isomorphic.

An artificial speech understanding system is therefore of limited _inter-

est to the student of human speech perception. Such a device necessarily
develops in the opposite direction to the human that it is intended'-to mimic.

For while the human infant must discover the segments of its languagewords,
syllables, phonemes--from their specification in the signs 4-the machine is

granted these segments a priori by its makers. ..Asp a model of speech

perceptioh, the machine is tautologous and empty-of- explanatory content,

because it necessarily contains only what its makers put in. Unfortunately,

all our models of speech perception are essentially machine models.

What theories of event perception hiVe to offer to the study of language,

in general, and of speech perception; in particular, is a framework for a

biological alternative to such models. Three aspects of the apprOach seem

promising. First is the commitment to discovering the physical invariances

that support perception, with an emphasis on the time-varying properties of

events. Second is the view of event perception as amodal, independent of the

sensory system by which information is gathered. This is important for,

several reasons, not leat for the light it may throw on the bases of

imitation and on the underlying capacities common to the perception of signed

and spoken language. The third aspect is the general commitment to deriving

cognitive process from physical principles and thus, for language, to under-

standing how its structure emerges from and is constrained by its modes of

productton.and perception.

None of these viewpoints is entirely new to the study of speech

perception. What is new is their possible;loombination in a unified approach.

I will briefly discuss each aspect, but before I do, I must lay out certain

general properties of language and central problems of speech perception.

LANGUAGE STRUCTURE

As a system of animal communication, language has the distinctive

property of being open, that is, fitted to carrying messages on an unlimited

range of topics. Certainly, human cognitive capacity is greater than that of

other animals, but this may be a consequence as much as a cause of linguistic

range. Other primate communication systems have a limited referential scope- -

sources of food or danger, personal and group identity, sexual inclination,
emotional state, and so on--and a limited set of no more than 10 to 40 signals

(Wilson, 1975, p. 183). In fact, 10 to 40 holistically distinct signals may

be close to the upper range of primate perceptual and motor capacity. The

distinctive property of language is that it has finessed that upper limit, by

developing a double structure, or dual pattern (Hockett, 1958).
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The two levels of patterning are phonology and syntax. The first permits

us to develop a large lexicon, the second permits us to deploy the lexicon in

predicating relations among objects and events (Liberman & Studdert-Kennedy,
1978; Studdert-Kennedy, 1981). My present concern is entirely with the first

level. A six-year-old middle-class American child already recognizes some
13,000 words (Templin, 1957), while an adult's recognition vocabulary may be
well over 100,000. Every language, however primitive the culture of its

speakers by Western standards, deploys a large lexicon. This is possible
because the phonology, or sound pattern, of a language draws on a small set
(roughly ,between 20 and 100 elements) of meaningless units -- consonants and

vowels--to construct a very large set of meaningful units, words (or mor-

phemes). These meaningless units may themselves be described in terms of a

smaller set of recurrent, contrasting phonetic properties or distinctive

features. Evidently, there emerged in our hominid ancestors a combinatorial
principle (later, perhaps, extendedinto syntax) by which a finite set of
articulatory gestures could be repeatedly permuted to produce a very large

number of distinctively different patterns.

Let me note, in passing, that manual sign languages have an analogous
dual structure. I do not have the space to discuss this matter in any detail.
However, we have learned over the past 10 to 15 years that American Sign

Language (ASL) (the first language of over 100,000.k deaf persons, and the

fourth most common language in the United States [Mayberry, 1978]) is a fully

independent language with its own char^acteristiciformational ("phonological")

`structure and syntax (Klima & Bellugi, 1979). Whether signed language is

merely an analog of spoken language (related as the bat's wing to the bird's)

or a true homolog, drawing on the same underlying neural structures, we do not

know. But there can be no doubt that as we come to understand the structure,

function, acquisition, and neuropsychological underpinnings of sign language,

what we learn will profoundly condition our view of the biological status of

language, in general.

Here, returning to my theme, I note simply that each ASL sign is formed

by combining four intrinsically meaningless components: a hand configuration,

a palm orientation, a place in the body space where it is formed, and a

movement. There are some fifty values, or "primes," distributed across these
four dimensions; their combination in a sign follows "phonological rules,"

analogous to those that constrain the structure of a syllable in spoken

languages. In short, both spoken and signed languages exploit combinatorial
principles of lexical formation. Their sublexical structures seem to "...pro-

vide a kind of impedance match between an open-ended set of meaningful symbols

and a decidedly limited set of signaling devices" (Studdert-Kennedy & Lane,

1980, p. 35).

THE ANISOMORPflISM PARADOX

If words are indeed formed from ,strings4 of consonants and vowels, and
signs from simultaneous combinations of primes, we must suppose that the

listener, or viewer, somehow finds these elements in the signal. Yet from the

first spectrographic descriptions of speech (Joos, 1948), two puzzling facts

have been known. First, the signal cannot be divided into a neat sequence of
units corresponding to the consonants and vowels of the message: at every

instant, the form of the signal is determined by gestures associated with
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several neighboring elements. Second, as an automatic consequence of this,
the acoustic patterns associated with a particular segment vary with their

phonetic context. The apparent lack of invariant segments in the signal

matching the invariant segments of perception constitutes the anisomorphism

paradox..

The recalcitrance of the problem is reflected in the current states of

the arts of speech synthesis and automatic speech recognition. Weaving a

coherent, continuous pattern from a set of discrete instructions is evideritly

easier than recovering the discrete instructions from a continuous pattern.

Speech synthesis has thus developed to a point where a variety of systems,

taking a sequence of discrete phonetic symbols as input and 'offering a

coherent, perceptually tolerable sequence Of words as output, is already in

use. By contrast, ,automatic speech recognition is still, after thirty years

of research, at itsbeginning. Current devices recognize limited vocabularies

of no more than about a thousand words. Moreover, the words must be spoken

carefully, usually by a single speaker, in a small set of syntactic frames,

and be confined to a limited topic of discourse. None of these devices

approaches within orders of magnitude the performance of a normal human

listener.

We may gain insight into why automatic speech recognition has so far

failed from the corollary fact that no one has yet succeeded in devising an

acceptable acoustic substitute for spech. In the burst of technological

enthusiasm that followed World War _LI, characteristic endeavor was to

construct a sound alphabet that might s bstitute for spoken sounds in a

reading machine for the blind. Of the do ens of codes tested, none was more
successful than Morse Code, which a highly skilled operator can follow at a

rate of .about 35 words a minute, as against the 150-200 words a minute of

normal speech. Yet with a visual alphabet, reading rates of 300-400 words a

minute are commonplace. Why should this be?

Part of the answer perhaps lies in differences between seeing and

hearing. Eyes comfortably scan a spatial array of static, discrete objects

for' information.; ears are attuned to dynamic patterns of spectral change over

time rather than to the abrupt "dots and dashes" of an arbitrary code. Speech

has evidently evolved to distribute the aboustic information that specifies

its discrete phonetic segments in patterns of change that match the ear's

capacities. Yet, ironically, theories of speech perception, like the models

implicit in automatic speech recognition devices, have all assumed that the

signar,ks a collection of more or less discrete cues or properties. Not

surprisingly, with this crypto-alphabetic assumption, these theories then have

difficulty in recovering an integrated percept.

RESOLVING THE PARADOX

There are two possible lines of resolution of the paradox. We may

reformulate our definition of the perceptual units or we may recast our

description of the acoustic signal. In what follows, I will briefly sketch

two current approaches that, extended and combined, may lead toward a

resolution along both these lines.
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Note, first, that we cannot, abandon the concept of the phonemesized

phonetic segment, and the features that describe it, without abandoning the
sound structure and dual pattern on which language is premised. Moreover,

there is ample evidence from historical patterns of sound change (e.g.,

Lehmann, 1973), errors in production (Fromkin, 1980), errors in perception

(Bond Carnes, 1980), aphasic deficit (Blumstein, 1978) and, not least, the

existence of the alphabet, that the phoneme is a functional element in both

speakin an listening (for fuller discussion, see Liberman & Studdert
Kennedy, 1978). at we can abandon, however, is the notion of, the phoneme,
sized phonetic segment as a static, timeless unit. We can attemPt, to recast

it as a synergistic pattern of articulatory gesture, specified in thNgoustic
signal by spectrally and temporally distributed patterns of change. luof

Here, it may be useful to distinguish between the information in a spoken
utterance and in its written counterpart'(a similar distinction is drawn in
another context by Carello, Turvey, Kugler, & Shaw, in press). Both speech

and writing may serve to control a speaker's output: We may ask a subject
either to repeat the words he/she hears or to read aloud their alphabetic

transcription, ,and the two spoken, outcomes will be es-nntially Identical. But

the information that subjects use to control their output is quite different

in the twb cases.

The form of the spoken utterance is not arbitrary: Its acoustic

structure is a necessary consequence of the articulatory gestures that shaped

it. In other words, its acoustic structure specifies those gestures, and the

human listener has no difficulty in reading out the specifications, and thus

organizing hi's- own articulations toaccord with those of the utterance. By

contrast, the form of the written transcription is an arbitrary convention

that specifies nothing. Rather, it is a set of instructions that indicate to
the reader what he is to do, butdo not specify how he is to do it (Carello,

et al., in press; Turvey, personal communication). A road sign indicates

"Stop," a tennis coach instructs us, "Keep your eye on the ball," but neither

tells us how to do it. Their instructions are chosen to symbolize actions

presumed to be in the repertoires of motorists and tennis players. If these

actions were not in their repertoires, the instructions would be 'seless.

Similarly, the elements of a transcription = whether words, sylla, les, or

phonemes--are chosen to symbolize actions presumed to be in the repe toires of

speakers. If they were not in their repertoires, the instructions would be

useless. Our task is therefore to describe those actions and to understand

how they are specified in the flow of speech.

Thirty years of research with synthetic speech have demonstrated that the

speech signal is replete with independently manipulable "cues," which, if

varied appropriately, change the phonetic percept. Two puzzling facts emerge

from this work. (See Repp, 1982, for an extensive review.) First, every

phonetic distinction seems to be signaled by many different cues. Therefore,

to demonstrate that a particular cue is effective, we must set other cues in

the synthesis program at neutral (that is, ambiguous) values. We then

discover the second puzzle, namely, that equivalent, indiscriminable percepts

may arise from quite different combinations of contexts and cues. Thus,

Bailey and Summerfield (1980) showed that perceived place of articulation of

an English stop consonant /p, t, k/, induced by a brief silence between /s/

and a following vowel (as in /spu/ or /ski/), depends on the length of the
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silence, on spectral properties at the offset of /s/, arld on the relation

between those properties and those of the following vowel. How are we to
understand the perceptual equivalence of variations in the spectral structure

of a vowel and in the duration of the silence that precedes it? More

importantly, how are we to understand the integration of many spectrally and
temporally scattered cues into a unitary percept?

The quandary was recognized and a rationale for its solution proposed

some years ago by Lisker and Abramson (1964, 1971). They pointed out that the

diverse array of cues that separate so-called voiced and voiceless initial
stop..consonants in many languages--plosive release energy, aspiration energy,
first formant onset frequency--were all consequences of variations in timing
of the onset of laryngeal vibration with respect to plosive release, that isv

voice onset time (VOT).

"Laryngeal vibration provides the periodic or quasi-periodic carrier

that we call voicing. Voicing yields harmonic excitation of a low
frequency band during closure, and of full formant pattern after
release of the stop. Should the onset of voicing be delayed until
some time after the release, however, there will be an interval

between release and voicing onset when the relatively unimpeded.air
rushing through the glottis will provide the turbulent excitation of
a voiceless carrier commonly called aspiration. This aspiration is

accompanied by considerable attenuation of the first formant, an

effect presumably to be ascribed to the presence of the tracheal
tube below the open glottis. Finally, the intensity of the burst,

that is, the transient shock excitation of the oral cavity upon
release of the stop, may vary depending on the pressures developed
behind the stop closure. Thus it seems reasonable to suppose that
all these acoustic features, despite their physical dissimilarities,
can be ascribed'ultimately to actions of the laryngeal mechanism."

(Abramson & Lisker, 1965, p. 1).

If, now, we extend this principle of articulatory coherence to other
collections of cues for other phonetic features--for which, to be sure, the

details have not yet been worked out--we can, at least, see how the cues may

originate, and may even cohere perceptually as recurrent acoustic patterns.
Moreover, we have a view of the perceptual object--consistent with Gibson's

(1966, 1979) principles--as an event that modulates acoustic energy. In other

words, the perceptual object is a pattern of gesture perceived directly by

means of its radiated sound, or, if we are watching the movements of a signing

hand, by means of a pattern of reflected light. This view, developed at

Haskins Laboratories over the past thirty years, takes a step toward resolving
the anisomorphism paradox by treating the perceptual object as a dynamic event

rather than a static unit, but does nothing to address the problems of
invariance and segmentation in the acoustic signal. For this we must turn to

the work of Stevens (1972, 1975) and of Stevens and Blumstein (1978; Blumstein

& Stevens, 1979, 1980).

Stevens' (1972, 1975) approach is entirely consistent with Gibson's view

that onemes are fin the air" (Gibson, 1966, p. 94), in other words, that the

acous c signal carries invariant segMents isomorphic with our phonetic

percepts. For Stevens, the perceptual elements are the features of distinc-
%
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tive_ feature theory (Jakobson, Fant, & Halle, 1963). He has adopted an

explicitly evolutionary approach to the link between production and perception
by positing that features have come to occupy those acoustic spaces where, by
calculations from a vocal tract model, relatively large articulatory varia-
tions have little acoustic effect, and to be bounded by regions where small
articulatory changes have a large acoustic effect. (As. a simple example, the

reader might test the acoustic consequences of whispering the word east,

moving slowly from the high front vowel [i] through the alveolar fricative [s]
to the alveolar stop [t].)

Most of Stevens' work in recent years has been concerned with acoustic
properties that specify place of articulation in stop consonants, for the good
reason that the acoustic correlates op-,this feature have seemed particularly
labile and subject to contextual variation (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, &
Studdert-Kennedy,. 1967). For example, in a well-known series of studies
(Stevens & Blumstein, 1978; Blumstein & Stevens, 1979, 1980), Stevens and
Blumstein derived by acoustic analysis a set of three "templates," character-
izing the gross spectral structure at onset, integrated over the first 26 ms
after stop release, for the three syllable-initial, English stop consonants,
[b,d,g]. They described the templates in the terminology of distinctive
feature theory as diffuse-falling for [b], diffuse'-rising for [d], compact for
[g]. They tested the perceptual effectiveness of these brief, static spectra
by synthesis, before or as part of either steady or moving formant transitions
in three vowel environments, [i,a,u]. The studies are too complex and subtly
devised for summary here, but the general outcome was that most subjects,mere
able to identify the stops with 803 -100% accuracy from the first 20-30 ms
after consonant onset. Nonetheless, accuracy did vary with vowel environment
and, in some syllables, subjects evidently made use of what Blumstein and
Stevens term "secondary" properties, such as formant transitions, to identify
the consonants.

Before we examine the implications of this last fact, we should note
three important aspects of this approach to the invariance problem. First, in
accord with distinctive feature theory and with the acoustic analyses of Fant
(1960, 1973), Stevens and Blumstein assume that phonetic information is

primarily given in the entire spectral array. "Cues" are not extracted;
rather, the phonetic segment is directly specified by the signal. Second, the
weight assigned to the spectrum at onset is justified by recent evidence from
auditory physiology (cf. Chistovich et al., 1982; e.g., Delgutte, 1982; Kiang,
1980) that the (cat) ear is particularly sensitive to abrupt spectral

discontinuities, and that the number of fibers responding to the input is
increased immediately following such a discontinuity. Third, Stevens and

Blumstein acknowledge the role of "secondary"--and potentially context-
dependent--sources of information in patterns of spectral change (i.e.,

.\formant transitions), but attempt to exclude them by positing innate property
detectors. These detectors filter out the secondary properties, it is said,
and enable an infant to extract the "primary" invariances, leaving the

secoq,dary properties to be learned from their co-occurrence with the primary
(Steens & Blumstein, 1978, p. 1367).

Here, in this third aspect, we see that Stevens and Blumstein have not,
in fact, completely freed their.theory of perceptual atomism. By dividing the
properties into "primary" and "secondary," they slip back into requiring some
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process of perceptual integration, accomplished, they propose, by the tauto-

logical process of "co-occurrence" or association. Moreover, the detectors

themselves are purely ad hoc, tautologous entities (or processes) for which

there is no independent evidence{ Their existence is inferred from the fact

that infants and adults respond in a particular way to stimuli that may be

described as having certain proprties. If we have learned nothing else from

behaviorist philosophy, we s.hould at least have learned to eschew the

"Conceptual Nervous System."

Yet the detectors are supererogatory to the enterprise that Stevens and

Blumstein are launched upon. The importance of their work is that they have

taken the first systematic, psycholinguistically motivated, steps toward

describing the invariant acoustic properties of a notoriously context-

dependent 'class of phonetic segments. What is missing from their approach is
not an imaginary physiological device, but a recognition that the signal is no

more a sequence of static spectral sections than it is a collection of

isolated cues. Rather the signal reflects a dynamic articulatory event of
which the invariances must lie in a pattern of change.

And, indeed, moves toward this recognition have already begun. Kewley-

Port (1980, 1983) has shown that an invariant pattern may be found in running

spectra at stop consonant onset, and that identification accuracy for synthet-

ic stop syllables improves, if they are synthesized from running spectra, up-

dated at 5 ms intervals, rather than from static spectra sustained over 26 ms

(Kewley -Port, Pisoni, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1983). Blumstein, Isaacs, and

MeHtus (1982) have found that the perceptually effective invariant may lie,

not in the gross spectral shape, as originally hypothesized, but in the

pattern of formant frequencies at onset. This suggests that characteristic
formant shifts of the kind described ±n earliest synthetic speech studies
(e.g., Liberman, Cooper, Delattre, & Geratr n, 1954) may yet prove to play a

role: for example, an upward shift in _t4e low frequencies for labials, a

downward shift in the high frequencies for alveolars. In fact, Lahiri and
Blumstein (1982) report a cross-language (English, French, Malayalam) acoustic

analysis of labial, dental, and alveolar stops that seems ta be consistent

with this hypothesis. The distinctions were carried by maintenance or shift

in the relative weights of high and low frequencies from consonant release

over the first three glottai pulses at.voicing onset. All these studies move

toward a dynamic rather than h static description of speech invariants.

We may see then, in (distant) prospect, a fruitful merger, consistent

with theories of event perception, by which invariances in the acoustic signal

are discovered as coherent patterns of spectral change, specifying a synergism

of underlying articulatory gestures. From such a resolution of the invariance

paradox there would follow a resolution of the segmentation paradox. For

implicit in a view of the perceptual object as a coherent event is a view of

"cues," "features," and, indeed, "phonemes" as descriptors rather than sub-.

stantive categories Of speech. The utility of features and phonemes for

describing the structure of spoken languages would remain, as would--in some

not yet clearly formulated sense--the functional role of the phoneme-sized

phonetic segment in the organization of an utterance. But phonemes and

features in perception would be seen, in origin, not as substantive datego-

ries, formed by specialized categorical mechanisms, but as emergent properties

of recurrent acoustic pattern. As we will see later,,ehis view of perception
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is coordinate with current research into the origins of phonological systems.

IMITATION AND THE AMODALITY OF SPEECH PERCEPTION

Let us turn now to another body of research that encourages a view of
speech perception as a particular type of event perception: research on lip

reading in adults and infants. The importance of this work is that it

promises to throw light on imitation, a process fundamental to the acquisition
of speech.

The story begins with the discovery by McGu k and MacDona (1976;

MacDonald & McGurk, 1978) that subjects' percepti ns of a spoken yllable
often change, if they simultaneously watch .a video display of a speaker

pronouncing' a different syllable. For example,'if subjects hear the syllable
/ba/ repeated four times, while watching a synchronized video displa of a
speaker articulating /ba, va, 5a, da/, they will typically reliortthe latter
sequence. This is not) simply a matter of visual dominance in a sensory

hierarchy, familiar from many intermodal studies.(Marks, 1978). Nor is it a
matter of combining phonetic features independently extracted from acoustic
and optic displays--for example, voicing from the acoustic, place of articula
tion from the optic. For, although voicing is indeed specified acoustically,
place of articulation may be specified both optically and acoustically, as
when subjects report a consonant cluster or some merged element. Thus,

presented with acoustic /ba/ and optic /ga/, subjects ,pften report /b'ga/,
/eba/ or a merger, /da/. (See Summerfield, 1979, for fu1ler discussion).

-The latter effect was used in an ingenious experiment rby Roberts and
Summerfield (1981) to demonstrate that speech adaptation is an auditory not a
phonetic process, and, more importantly, for the present discussion, to show.
that auditory and phonetic processes in'-perception can be dissociated. The

standard cJaptation paradigm, devised by Eimas and Corbit (1973), asks

listeners to classify syllables drawn from a synthetic acoustic continuum,
stretching from, say [ba] to Ida], or [ba] to [pa], both before and after
repeated exposure to (that is, adaptation with) one. or other of the endpoint

syllables. The effect of adaptation, reported in several dozen studies (see
Eimas & Miller, 1978, for review)1 is that listeners perceive significantly
fewer tokens from the continuum as instances of the syllable with which they
have been adapted.

Roberts and Summerfield (1981) followed this paradigm with a series of

synthetic syllables ranging from [be] to [de]. Their novel twist was to

include a condition in which subjects were adapted audiovisually by an

acoustic [be], synchronized with ao optic [ge], intended to be perceived

phonetically as [dc]. In the event, six of their twelve subjects reported the
adapting syllable as either [de] or [5e], four as [kle], one as [fle], one as

[ma]. Not a single subject reported the phonetic event corresponding to the
adapting acoustic syllable actually presented, [be].. Yet, after"adaptation,
every subject displayed a drop in the number of tokens identified as [bc],

roughly equal to the drop for the control condition in which acoustic [be] was

presented alone. Thus, while subjects! Maditory.systems were normally adapted

by the acoustic input, their conscious phonetic percepts were specified

intermodally by a blend of acoustic and optic information.
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We might extend the demonstration that phonetic perception is intermodal
(or, better, amodal) by citing the Tadoma method in which the deaf-blind learn
to perceive speech by touch, with fingers on the lips and neck of the speaker.
Tactile information may even help to guide a deaf-blind individual's own

articulation (Norton, Schultz, Reed, Braida, Durlach, Rabinowitz, & Chomsky,

1977). But he lip-reading studies alone suffice to raise the question of the

dimensions of the phonetic percept. The acoustic information is presumably
carried by the familar patternof formants, friction noise, plosive release,
harmonic variation and so on; the optic information is carried by varying

configurations of the lips and, perhaps, of the tongue and teeth (Summerfield:
1979). But how are these qualitatively distinct patterns of light and sound
combined to yield an integrated percept?; What we need is some underlying
metric common to both the light reflected and the sound radiated from mouth
and lips (Summerfield, 1979). Such a notion will hardly surprise students of

action and of event- perception (e.g., ,Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & Turvey, 1980;

Runeson & Frykholm, 1981; Summerfield, 1980). But, as I have already

suggested, it is worth pursuing a little further for the jight that it may
throw on the bases of imitation.

Consider, first, that infants are also sensitive to structural correspon-
dences between the acoustic and optic specifications of an event. Spelke

(1976) showed that 4-month-old infants preferred to watch the film (of a woman

playing "peekaboo," or of a hand rhythmically' striking a wood block and a
tambourine with a baton) that patched the sound track they were hedring. Dodd

(1978) showed that 4-month-old infants watched the face of a woman reading
nursery rhymes more attentively when her voice was synchronized with her

facial movements than when it was delayed by 400 ms. iIf these preferences

were merely for synchrony, we might expect infants to be satisfied with any

acoustic-optic pattern in which 'moments of abrupt change are arbitrarily
synchronized. Thus, in speech they might be no less attentive to an

articulating face whose closed mouth was synchronized with syllable amplitude
peaks and open mouth with amplitude troughs than to the (natural) reverse.
However, Kuhl and Meltzoff (1982) showed that 4- to 5-month-old infants looked
longer at the face of a woman articulating the vowel they were hearing (either

[i] or [a]) than at the same face articulating the other vowel in synchrony.
Moreover, the preference disappeared when the signals were pure tones, matched
in amplitude and duration to the vowels, so that the infant preference was
evidently for a match between a mouth shape and a particular spectral

-structure. Similarly, MacKain, Studdert-Kennedy, Spieker, and Stern (1983)

showed that 5- to 6-month-old infants preferreeto look at the face of a woman

repeating the disyllable they were hearing (e.g., [zuzi]) than at' the

synchronized face of the same woman repeating another disyllable (e.g.,

[vava]). In both these studies, the infants' preferences were for natural
structural correspondences between acoustic and optic information.'

Interestingly, in the study by MacKain et al. (1983), the infants'

preferences were only statistically significant when the infants were looking

to their right sides. Kinsbourne (1973) has proposed that attention to one

side of the body activates the contralateral hemisphere and facilitates

processes for which that hemisphere is' specialized. Given the well-known

1

specialization of the left hemisphere for` motor control ,of speech, we might

suspect that these infants were displaying a J,eft-hemisphere sensitivity to
intermodal correspondences that could play a role in learning tsgospeak. This
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hypothesis would gain support if we could establish that the underlying metric
of auditory-visual correspondence was the same as that of the auditory-motor

correspondence required for an individual to repeat or "imitate" the utter-
ances of another.

To this end we may note, first, the visual-motor link evidenced in the

capacity to imitate facial expression and, second, the association across many
primate species between facial expression and pattern of vocalization (Hooff,
1976; Marler, 1975; Ohala, in press). 'Recently, Field, Woodson, Greenberg,

and Cohen (1982) reported that 36-hour-old infants could imitate the "happy,

sad and surprised" expressions of a model. :owever, these are relatively-
stereotYPed emotional responses that might be evoked without recourse to the
visual-motor link required for imitation of novel movements. More striking is

the work of Meltzoff and Moore (1977) who showed that 12- to 21-day-old
infants could imitate both arbitrary mouth movements, such as tongue protru-
sion and mouth opening, and (of particular interest for the acquisition of
ASL) arbitrary hand movements, such as opening and .closing the hand by

serially moving the fingers. Here mouth opening was elicited without vocali-
zation; but had vocalization occurred, its structure would, of course, have
reflected the shape of the mouth. Kuhl and Meltzoff (1982) do, in fact,

report as an incidental finding of their study of intermodal preferences, that
10 of their 32 4- to 5-month-old infants "...produced sounds that resembled

the adult female 's vowels. They seemed to be imitating the female talker,
'taking turns' by alternating their vocalizations with hers" (p. 1140). If we

accept the evidence that the infants of this study were recognizing acoustic-
optic correspondences, and add to it the results of the adult lip-reading

studies, calling for a metric in which acoustic and optic information are
combined, then we may conclude that the perceptual structure controlling the

imitationsmitations was specified in this common metric.

Evidently, the desired metric must be "...closely related to that, of

articulatory dynamics" (Summerfield, 1979, P. 329). Following Runeson and
Frykholm (1981) (see also Summerfield, 1980), we may suppose that in the

visual perception of an event we perceive not simply the surface kinematics
(displacement, velocity, acceleration), but also the underlying biophysical
properties that define the structure being moved and the forces that move it
(mass, force, momentum, elasticity, and so on). Similarly, in perceiving
speech, we do not simply perceive its "kinematics," that is, the changes and

rates of change in spectral structure, but the underlying dynamic forces that

produce these changes. Some such formulation is f-wianded 'by the facts of

imitation on which the learning of speech and language rests.

ORIGINS OF THE SOUND PATTERN OF LANGUAGE

We come finally to a third aspect of current phonetic-study, compatible

with theories of action and event perception. The goal of the work to be
discussed may be simply stated: to derive language from non-lanuaage. The

topic is broad and complex. My comments here are brief, no more than a sketch

of the approach.

As we have seen, every language builds its words or signs from a small

set of meaningless elements, its phonemes or primes. These elemer,!,5 are

themselves constructed from a small set',,of contrasting properties or diatinc-

C,1u
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tive features. For modern phonology, phonemes (or syllables) and their

constitutive features are axiomatic primitives that require no explanation

(Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Jakobson, Fant, & Halle, 1963). A central goal of

linguistic-study is to describe a small set of 15-20 "given" or "universal"
features that will serve to describe the phonological systems of every known
language. The goal has pfoved difficult to achieve, in large part because the

various sets of features that have been proposed as potential systemic

components have lacked external constraints--for example, physiological con-
straints on their combination (Ladefoged, 1971).

If there is indeed a universal set of linguistic features that owes

nothing to the non-linguistic capacities of talkers and listeners, their

biological origin must be due to some quantal evolutionary jump, a structure-

producing mutation. While modern biologists may look more favorably on
evolutionary discontinuities than did Darwin (e.g., Gould, 1982), we are not

justified in accepting discontinuity until we have ruled continuity out. This

has not been done. On the contrary, the primacy of linguistic form has been a

cardinal, untested assumption of modern phonology--with the result that

phonology is sustained in grand isolation from its surrounding disciplines

(Lindblom, 1980).

An alternative approach is to suppose that features and phonemes reflect
prior organismic constraints from articulation, perception, memory, and learn-
ing. Thus, F. S. Cooper proposed that features,/ were shaped by the articulato-

ry machinery. Typical speaking rates of 10-to 15 phonemes per second could
"...be achieved only if separate parts of the articulatory machinery--muscles
of the lips, tongue, ,velum, etc.--can be separately controlled, and if...a
change cf state for any one of these articulatory entities, taken together

with the current state of others, is a change to...another phoneme...It is
this kind of parallel processing that makes it possible to get high-speed

performance with low-speed machinery" (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Stud-

dert-Kennedy, 1967, p. 446). A similar view was elaborated by Studdert-

Kennedy and Lane (1980) for both signed and spoken language.

most concerted attack along these lines has been developed over the

,:ecade by Lindblom and his colleagues (e.g., Liljencrants & Lindblom,

19(L; Lindblom, 1972, 1980, in press). 'Their goal has been not simply to

specify the articulatory and acoustic' of certain distinctive

features (as in \the work of Stevens and: Blumstein, discussed above), but to
show how a self-organizing system of features and phonemes may arise from
perceptual and motoric constraints.

The early work (Lindblom, 1972) began by specifying a possible vowel as a
point in acoustic space, defined by the set of formant frequencies associated
with states of the lips, tongue, jaw, and larynx. A computer was programmed

to search the space for k maximally distinct vowels according to a least

squares criterion. The vowels found were then compared with those observed in

languages having k vowels: Despite certain obvious deficiencies, the fi of

the predicted to the observed data was remarkably good. Later studies (!,

Lindblom, 1983) have improved the fit by incorporating the results of work in

auditory psychophysics (cf. Bladon & Lindblom, '.1981), together with certain

articulatory constraints, and by relaxing the search criterion to one of
"sufficient" rather than maximum distinctness.. The last move permits more
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than one solution for a k-vowel system, as indeed the observed language data
require. For the present discussion, the most interesting outcome is that the
derived sets of vowels form systems that invite description'in terms of

standard features, despite the fact that the notion "feature" was never at any
point introduced into the derivation.

Recently, Lindblom has extended the procedure to derive the phoneme from
sets of consonant-vowel trajectories through the acoustic space between

consonant and vowel loci (Lindblom, MacNeilage, & Studdert-Kennedy, forthcom-
ing). This work brings to bear both talkei.. constraints (sensory discrimina-
bility, preference for less extreme articulation) and listener constraints
(perceptual distance, perceptual salience) to select the syllable trajecto-
ries. Again', the interesting outcome is that when a set of trajectories is

selected from a large number of possible trajectories, the syllables are not,
as they might well have been, holistically distinct: Each chosen syllable
does not differ from every other chosen syllable in both consonant and vowel.
Rather, a few consonants and a slightly larger number of vowels occur
repeatedly, while other consonants and vowel combinations do not occur at all.
Thus, just as the feature emerges as a byproduct of phoneme selection, so the
phoneme emerges as a byproduct of syllable selection.

This work rests on a. number of assumptions that might be challenged (for
example, the precise nature of talker- and listener-based constraints) and on
a wealth of phonetic detail that might be questioned. Its importance does not
rest on the correctness of its assumptions nor on the accuracy of its

predictions--both may, and surely will, be improved in the future. Its

importance lies in its style of approach: substance-based rather than formal.
For if we are to do the biology of language at all, it will have to be done by
tracing language to its roots in the anatomy, physiology, and social environ-
ment of its users. Only in this way can we hope to arrive at an account of
language perception and production fitted to animals rather than machines.
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CONVERGING EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF COMMON DYNAMICAL PRINCIPLES FOR SPEECH AND
MOVEMENT COORDINATION*

J. A. Scott Kelso+ and Betty Tuller++

Abstract. We suggest that a principled analysis of language and

action should ,begin with an understanding of the ratedependent,
dynamical processes, that underlie their implementation. Here we
present a summar),, of our ongoing speech production research that
reveals some string similarities with other work on limb move
ments. Four design themes emerge for articulatory systems: 1) They
are functionally, rather than anatomically, specific in the way they
work; 2) They exhibit equifinality and An doing so fall under the
generic category of dynamical systems called point attractors; 3)

Across transformations they preserve a relationally invariant topol
ogy; 4) This, combined with their stable cyclic nature, suggests

they can function as nonlinear, limit cycle oscillators (periodic
attractors). This brief inventory of regularities, thoughnot meant
to be Anclusive, hints strongly that speech and other movements
share a common, dynamical mode of operation.

Our work has been, and is, directed toward understanding control and

coordination'in socalled complex systems composed of many degrees of freedom.
In brief, we want to find out how order and regularity arise in systems whose
component structures are nonhomogeneous. In a nontrivial sense we view the
task as or4)of understanding the emergence of (kinetic) form, since we take
our inspiration from the Soviet physiologist Bernstein (1967) who viewed

movement "as a living morphological object" (p. 68). He too chose speech
production as paradigmatic of.the problem, for even the "simplest" of speech
gestures requires cooperation among respiratory, laryngeal, and supralaryngeal
structures. Nature has solved this coordination problem, but science is a

long way from doing so.

At the Lake Arrowhead conference the participants spent a good deal of
time discussing properties that language and movement may have in common.

This 'issue and many others (e.g., origins, neural bases, development) are

addressed in several of the papers (cf. Bellman & Goldberg, Iberall, Poizner,

*For-Crump Institute conference (1982, March). Language and movement. Lake

Arrowhead, CA. To appear in American Journal of Physiology: Regulatory,

Integrative/and Comparative Physiology.
+Also University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT.
++Also Cornell University Medical College, New York, NY.
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Bellugi and Iragui, Kent). In this note our aim is a bit

wish to present briefly four sets of findings that relate
parochial. We

speech to the control and coordination of other activities
e the production of

and locomoting. We believe that these observations suggest
i such as reaching

that speech and other motor skills share a similar dynamical
rather strongly

hasten to add that this claim is far from universally accepted;
organization. We

recent conference on speech motor control in Stockholm it ri:'irlite7d3Tm:tX:"

source of controversy (cf. Grillner, Lindblom, Lubker, & Persson, 1982),

Raper Granit remarkedalthough in his concluding remarks, the Nobel Laureate

provocatively that "The motor marionette is what neurophysiology

with speech motoricity..." (Granit, 1982, p. 271). The Problem as we see it,

however, is to unpack the "motor marionette". Indeed,

has in common

it is to strip away, as

much as possible, the puppeteer who is pulling the strings.

In short, we resist any tendency to assume that the order and regularity

we observe when people talk or move about in their environment is contained

in, or prescribed by some device (such as the programs
common in machine-type theories) that embodies said

and reference levels

Rather we wish to understand the generation of pattern
and regularity.

assuming a priord that there is a generator that poZsrecis kind of
form without

representation, neural or mental, of the pattern before it appears. This

strategy applies as much to language as it does to ac such aaction. Taking

strategy seriously means, first and foremost, a commitment to understanding

the rate-dependent, dynamical processes that underlie the implementation of

language and action. In adopting this stance we do not mean to reject

entirely the abstract, symbolic mode of operationthat seems to be a hallmark

of language and action. But Nature employs the symbol ic mode of operation

only minimally (cf. Iberall's paper) and'so, at least for us, a principled

analysis of language and action must begin with an accou of the dynamics of

Speech and movement. Along with several of the participants and others,

notably Pattee (1972, 1977), we wonder how it might be that discrete, rate-

independent symbol strings could arise from dynamic,

(cf. Kugler, Kelso, & Turve Yr-1982). As far as language and action are
biological processes

concerned, we believe that wail the dynamics have been explored more fully

the question is moot. Here, we simply present some rece nt results that, when

are commoninterpreted from a dynamical perspective, suggest there les

governing speech and other movements.

principles

1. On the Functional (not Anatomical) Specificity of Mot br Systems

For some time it has seemed to us (and others, e.g., Boylls, 1975;

Greene, 1982; Szentagothai & Arbib, 1974; Turvey, 1977) that it is extremely

unlikely that the degrees of fc0dom of any articulatory system are individu-

ally regulated during purposive activity (as the marionette

keyboard metaphors might suggest; for discussion see Tur Fitch,

image or earlier

& Tuller,

Instead, in many multi-joint movements, ensembles of muscles

joints exhibit a unitary structuring--a preservation f

among muscles and kinematic components of 'a particular task

relations

across scalar changes in such parameters as rate and
task that is stable.

force (e.g., Kelso,

Southard, & Goodman, 1979a, 1979b; see Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & TurveY,. 1980;

Kelso, 1981, for reviews, and Section 3 for details regarding the form that

significantthe internal "topology" takes). For us, then, the of

gs of musclescontrol and coordination are functional groupings

gnificant units
and joints (which
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the Russians call functional synergies and we call coordinative structures)

that are constrained to act as a unit to accomplish a task. One of our goals
has been to try to ground this claim firmly and at the same time contrast it
with notions that 'units of action' consist of anatomical arrangements such as
hardwired reflex connections or servomechanisms (see for example Gallistel's
"new synthesis" of action and commentaries, 1981; also Kelso & Reed, 1981).

Bidlogical systems, as emphasized by Iberall and Yates (e.g., Iberall, 1972,

1978; Yates, 1980, 1982), are not "hardwired, hardgeared or hardmolded,"
although in exhibiting the' functions they do, they might appear to be so. But /
for us at least, biological things share no genuine likeness to machines:

instead, they organize themselves to meet task demands with whatever compo
nents are available to them.

How might one establish the "soft," functional nature of musclejoint
linkages composed of many degrees of freedom? One way is to poke them around,
perturb them and then examine how the potentially free variables reconfigure

themselves. An instructive experiment on speech by'Folkins and Abbs (1975)
loaded the jaw unexpectedly during the closure movement for the first /p/ in

the utterance "a Ahae 'paep/ again". Lip closure was attained in all cases,

apparently by exaggerated disglacements and velocities of the lip closing

gestures, particularly of the upper lip. Although the interpretation of this
result has been uneven [initially accounted for by online feedback processing

(Folkins & Abbs, 1975), ,later as supporting openloop feedforward control

processes (Abbs & Cole, //1982)], its impact for us as a paradigm is that

anatomical structures not directly coupled to the perturbed articulator are
the ones that compensate. The lips and the jaw in this case seem to

constitute a functional unit, an 'equation of constraint' as it were (Saltz
man, 1979); when one part is altered, other, distally linked parts automati

cally adapt to preserve the constraint. To us these data can hardly be

accounted for by either complete preplanning (openloop control) or fixed

inputoutput feedback loops. But to show this, we need to demonstrate that
the pattern of coupling among the articulators observed in response to the

same perturbation shifts with the functional requirements of the act. For

example, coordinative structure theory would predict that if the jaw is halted

in its raising action ddring the transition into the final /b/ in /baeb/, then

the lips will compensate but the tongue will not. In contra, for a

different utterance such as /baez/ the tongue will perform the primary

compensation and not the lips. In short, .the effects will not be fixed in

reaction to the perturbation; rather, the pattern of coordination will be

functionally specific to the requirements of the spoken act.

Our data (Kelso, Tuller, Bateson, & Fowler, in preparation; Kelso,

Tuller, & Fowler, 1982) bear this prediction out. In one experiment, a load

(5.88 Newtons, 1.5 sec duration) was applied to the subject's jaw unexpectedly )

(on 25% of the trials) via a DC Yirushless torque motor. Movement was

monitored by an optical" tracking system (modified SELSPOT) that detected

infrared light emitting diodes attached to the subject's lips and jaw at the

midline. In addition, EMG potentials from lip and tongue muscles were

obtained from painton and bipolar hooked wire electrodes, respectively.

The'movement results were clear. The upper and lower lips preserve the

timing of closure for the final /b/ in /baeb/ in the perturbed condition (like

the data of Folkins and Abbs) by increasing their displacement and velocity.
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But this is not a fixed, "triggered reaction" on the part of the lips to jaw

perturbations. When the jaw is perturbed in exactly the same place but this

time /z/ frication is required as in /baez/, there is no active lip

compensation. Instead, because the jaw is lower than usual, the tongue moves
further gas manifested in highly amplified tongue musclg activity) to achieve

the tong lie-palate relationship appropriate to frica0on. Like the lips in

/baeb/, the tongue in /baez/ responds remarkably quickly and is time locked to

the torque applied to the jaw (15-30 ms latency).

2
The coordinative patterns we observe in these speech experiments are

highly distinctive and anything but inflexible. In this they parallel work on

other movements such as cat locomotion. For example, when light touch or a
weak electrical shock is applied to the cat's paw during the flexion phase of

the step cycle, an abrupt withdrawal reaction occurs--as if the cat were

trying to lift its leg over an obstacle. When the same stimulus is applied
during the stance phase of the cycle, the flexion response (which would make

the animal fall over) is inhibited, and the cat reacts with enhanced extension

(Forssberg, Grillner, & Rossignol, 1975). Just as these reactions are non-
stereotypic and functionally suited to the requirements of locomotion, so the

patterns we have observed are fashioned to meet the linguistic requirements of

the spoken act in unique and specific ways. The flexible patterning observed

in response to perturbations in different phonetic contexts strongly speaks
against either a fixed response organization (of a reflex or servo type) or a

completely pre-programmed mode of control. Rather we are talking about a

softly coupled system of articulators that is constrained to act, temporarily,

in a unitary fashion. The cooperativity evident in the tongue-jaw-lip

ensemble is specific, not to any particular articulatory target configuration,

but to the production of the required sound. The relationship is many to one;

there is no isomorphism between the exact state of the articulators and the

utterance that is produced. As we will suggest next, the latter constitutes

an attractor field (in the nomenclature of dynamical systems theory, see

Abraham & Shaw, 1982; Rosen, 1970) to which articulatory trajectories con-

verge, regardless of contextual variation (and the multiple' meanings of

words?).

2. On the Equifinality Property of Motor Systems

The spatiotemporal adjustments that occur in structures (often far

removed from the structure perturbed) are constrained by the task that is

performed. Seen in another light, they guarantee the task's accomplishment

provided that biomechanical ,limits are not exceeded. This phenomenon of

'goal' achievement in spite of ever-changing postural and biomechanical

rearrangements and through a wide variety of kinematic trajectories has been,

called motor equivalence (Hebb, 1949) or equifinality (von Bertalanffy, 1973)

We have observed equifinality in our studies of limb targeting behavior

in single degree of freedom movements. Briefly, we have shown that a given

target angle can be achieved despite changes in initial conditions of the

limb, and despite unforeseen perturbations to the movement trajectory imposed

en route to the target. This is the case in functionally deafferented humans

(Kelso, 1977; Kelso & Holt, 1980; Roy & Williams, 1979) and individuals who

have had the joint capsules of the index finger surgically removed, thus

eliminating the seat of joint oechanoreceptors (Kelso, Holt, & 1980).
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Very similar findings have been, reported in normal and deafferented monkeys

for both heat (Bizzi, Polit, & Morasso, 1976) and arm movements (Polit &
Bizzi, 1978). Interestingly, a recent paper by Poizner, Newkirk, and Bellugi
(1983) shows how 'final position control' is exploited by the linguistic

system of American Sign Language, both in its lexical structure and its

grammar.

Recently we have examined the production of the vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/

in isolation and in a dynamic speech context, e.g., "its a peep again." -In

one condition the vowels were produced normally; in another, rather extreme
manipulation we artificially altered the normal configuration of the articula
tors by fixing the mandible using a bite block, and at the same time removed
as much tactile, proprioceptive and auditory information as possible. The

temporoMandibular joint was anesthetized, bilaterally; tactile information from
oral mucosa was reduced by application of topical anesthetic (to the extent
of, in some cases, eliminating the gag reflex) and audition was masked by

white noise (Kelso & Tuller, 1983). Though we recognize that it was probably
impossible to deprive the subject of sensory information completely, the level-
of performance was nevertheless quite remarkable. Measuring the vowel's

acoustic spectrum at the first glottal pitch pulse, we found (in five naive
subjects) no differences between normal and deprived conditions in the values
of the first and second formant frequencies. Thus, in spite of the changed

articulator geometry and in spite of rather drastic sensory reduction, the

vocal tract accommodated to produce a normal acoustic output.

Cinefluorographic work has shown that the new articulatory configuration
(often involving changes in tongue and pharynx shape) preserves regions of
maximum constriction between, say, the tongue and the palate for the vowel /i/
(Gay, Lindblom, & Lubker, 1981). In addition, we have recently shown in an x
ray study of biteblock speech that compensatory movements occur in a similar

fashion for one adventitiously and two congenitally deaf subjects (Tye,

Zimmermann, & Kelso, 1983).

What kind of system is defined when elements of the motor apparatus

cooperate in an apparently complex manner to exhibit equifinality? Rosen

(1970) suggests a strategy for dealing with complexity that has received only
spasmodic LISe.over the years by physiology and neuroscience, in spite of its
effectiveness="Lstorically in other scientific domains. In brief, he argues

that mode ing complex behavior involves abstracting what the system's

functions organization is rather than (or at least before) focusing on its

material structure. Often complex systems have a propensity for turning

themselves into rather simple, specialpurpose devices to meet functional

requirements.

There is now a good deal of support for the notion that 'tarr.,--ting'

movements are controlled by an organization dynamically similar to a (nonline
ar) massspring system (e.g., Fel'dman, 1966; Fel'dman & Latash, 1982; Kelso,

1977; Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980). Such systems are intrinsically
selfequilibrating in the sense that the "endpoint" or the "target" of the
system is achieved regardless of initial conditions. For us, the appeal of
this model is that the "target" is not achieved by conventional closedloop

control with its processes of feedback, error detection, and comparison.

Instead, it arises as an equilibrium operating point determined by the

system's dynamic parameters (e.g., mass, stiffness). Kinematic variations in
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displacement, velocity, and trajectory are consequences of the parameters

specified, not "controlled" variables (see Stein, 1982, and commentaries).

Importantly, kinematics (or dynamics for that matter) are nowhere represented
in the system and sensory feedback, at least in the conventional, computation
al sense is not required (cf. Fitch & Turvey, 1978). We are not saying that
information is unimportant for the regulation and control of movement, but

that it is unlikely to be provided in terms of receptor codes specific to the
movement's kinematic dimensions (cf. Kelso, Holt, & Fiatt, 1980). Rather, as

proposed by Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey (1980) a conception of information is

required that is unique and specific to the state of the system's dynamics,
given perhaps geometrically in the form of gradients and equilibrium points in
a potential energy manifold (see also Hogan,' 1980). This is admittedly a very

general description that has yet to be fully explored; it. follows Thom's
(1972) view of information as topologically specified in the system's dynamic
qualities and offers an alternative to simplistic coding schemes in which

receptor signals on a single dimension are fed back,to a setpoint. In fact,

have questioned all along ,(as have others such as Wiener, 1965, in hts last
paper; Cecchini, Melbin, & Noordergraaf, 1 81; Fowler et al., 1980; Iberall,

1972; Kelso, Holt, Kugler, & Turvey, 1980) Kugler et al., 1980; Yates, 1980)

the appropriateness of the setpoint concept in biological processes.

We should stress again one very important point that can be

misinterpreted (e.g., Bizzi et al., 1 82; Soechting & Lacquaniti, 1981). The

role of the massspring model of /quifinality as We propose it is to
/

characterize an abstract functional organization, not a unique mechanism. As

we have emphasized here, it accounts for the qualitative dynamical behavior of
a wide variety of materially different systems. As a style of description it
has more in common with, say, Gibbs' phase rule for lawfully describing the
behavior of matter as it undergoes changes in phase, e.g., from liquid to gas,
regardless of chemical composition, than it has in common with, say, the

'details of an isolated muscle's lengthtension curve. The approach here is

truly dynamic: complex systems--in performing goaldirected functions--can

behave as- abstract, taskdefined specialpurpose devices such' as a mass
spring. Dynamicists classify such devices as belonging generically to a

taxonomic category called point attractors. We think (Saltzman & Kelso, 1983)

and have preliminary evidence showing that when point attractor dynamics are
expressed in task rather than articulatory coordinates, the degrees of freedom
at the musclejoint level can be wrapped LIP` in those situations when the

system displays equifinality (Saltzman & Kelso, 1983).

3. On the Topological Nature of Motor' Systems

Bernstein (1967), placed great'emphasis on the predominance of topological

categories over metric ones in biological processes. He states "that the

totality of the topological and metrical characteristics of the relations

between movements and external space can be generalized under the term motor
field" (italics his), and further, "that the immediate task of physiology is
to analyse the properties of this field" (p. 48).

In our own experiments and in our analyses of other work, we have asked
the question: what variables, or relations among variables, are preserved in

the face of relevant transformations? What, if anything, remains invariant

across metrical change? These questions are motivated by an approach to

1 8
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living systems proposed by Gelfand and Tsetlin (1962) in their theory of well
organized functions. For these authors, as for Bernstein, control and
coordination are completely described by socalled nonessential ("control")
variables that can effect scalar changes in the values of the function'withodt
annihilating its, internal structure or topological character. The internal
topology is determined by socalled "essential" variables, which elsewhere we
have linked with the term "coordination" (Kugler et al., 1980).

In a wide variety of activities including locomotion, handwriting,
postural balance, interlimb coordination (see Kelso, 1981; Schmidt, 198, for
reviews), we have observed a stable temporal patterning (among muscle activi
ties or kinematic events) across scalar changes in absolUte magnitude of EMG
activity or kinematic components. The temporal stability often takes the form
of a phase constancy among cooperating muscles as a kinematic parameter is
systematically changed. Large variations in handwriting speed, for example,
do not alter the intrinsic phasing among tangential velocity peaks (Viviani &
Terzuolo, 1980), and, though the magnitude of acceleration pulses much
greater for a word written large than small, the timing is the same
(Hollerbac6, 1981). In short, the "topology" is a temporal one.

We believe that this invariant temporal structure is a fundamental
"signature" of coordinated activity, including, perhaps, the production of
speech. Of course, finding any kind of invariant in speech, temporal or
otherwise, has been notoriously difficult. Early work at Haskins Laboratories.
(e.g., Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & StUddertKennedy, 1967;, MacNeilage e
DeClerk, 1969) underscored the problem in both the acoustic and physiologic,
domain; suprasegmental variables (such as prosodic variations add changes in

speaking rate), as well as contextual (coarticulatory) effect , were shown to
affect the acoustic and physiologic realization of the segmen . For.example,
when a consonant vowel consonant syllable is spoken with pri ary stress, the
muscle activity associated with production of the vowel is of longer duration
and greater amplitude than it would be in an unstressed e vironment. The
acoustic duration of the stressed vowel is also longer nd the formant
frequencies more extreme, than when the same vowel is produced\without primary
stress. Thus, although the metrics of speech shift constantly, segmental
identity is somehow preserved. How can this be?

In our work ( Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1982; Tuller, Kelso, & Harris,
1982a), we hoped that by applying two transformations that are believed to be
particularly important for speech--changing syllable stress and speaking
rate--we might uncover motoric variables, or relations among variables, that
remain unaltered: We approached the problem initially by examining electromy
ographic (EMG) and/acoustic recordings of speakers' prouuctions of utterances
in which syllable stress and speaking rate were orthogonally varied. Native
speakers of English produced twosyllable utterances of the form pV1pV2p,
where Vn was either /i/ (as in "peep") or /a/ (as in "pop"). Each utterance
was spoken with primary stress placed on either the first or second syllable.
The subjects read lists of these ,utterances at two selfselected speaking

//rates, "slow" -,Conversational) and "fast."

EMG recordings were obtained from five muscles known to be active during
production of the speech sounds that we used: 1) Orbicularis oris partici
pates in bringing the lips Together for /p/. 2) Genioglossus bunches the main
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body of the tongue and brings it forward for the production of the vowel /i/.

3) The ante,.ior belly cf digastric and 4) the inferior head of lateral

pterygoid are associated wtih jaw lowering during. speech, while 5) medial

pterygoid acts- to raise the jaw (Tuller, Harris, & Gross, 1981).

When subjects increased speaking rate or decreased syllable stress, the

acoustic duration of their utterances decreased as expected, and the magnitude

and duration of activity in individual muscles changed markedly. In general,

EMG activity was of longer duration and greater magnitude for production of

stressed than unstressed syllables. EMG activity was of shorter duration or

increased amplitude in syllables spoken quickly compared with those spoken

slowly.

In order to evaluate possible phasing relations among muscle events that

might be stable across such large individual variations, we looked at period

durations (e.g., between the onsets of muscle activity for vowel 1 and vowel

2) and latencies of corresponding consonantal events..Erelative to such periods.

We examined all possible muscle combinations across each of the foLv: speaking

conditions, i.e., conversational or fast rate with first or second syllable

stressed. One very consistent result emerged, namely, an_ invariant linear

relationship between duration of the vocalic cycle (onset of muscle activity

for V1 to onset of muscle activity for V2) and the latency between V1 onset

and the intervening consonant. Thus, timing of consonant production relative

to vowel production was invariant over substantial changes in the atnLas_i of

the vocalic cycle. New kinematic results in which articulatory movements

corresponding to vowel and consonantal gestures were examined have confirmed

this result (Tuller, Kelso, & Harris, 1982b, in press), implicating a

functionally significant vowel-to-vowel cyclicity in English (see also Fowler,

in press).

In short, these data not only provide evidence for relational invariance

timing among articulatory events in speech, but also share a close

corhespondence to results obtained in many other motor activities. To use

Winfree's (1980) term, the preservation of "temporal morphology" across scalar

variation may be a design feature of all motor systems and may ba Nature'6 way

of solving the problem of coordinating complex systems, like speech, whose

degrees of freedom are many. It will not be lost on the reader that this

design may arise from the (thermodynamic) requirement that biological systems,

to persist, must be cyclical in nature. In our final comment, we turn to a

discussiontof the fundamental rhythmicity that characterizes many articulatory

activities, and perhaps even language itself.

4. On the Fundamental Cyclicity of Motor Systems

The ubiquitous cyclicity in biological processes at many scales of

analysis needs little commen.c, here (see Winfree, 1980, for a good review). As

for the neural basis of rhythmic motor behavior, Delcomyn (1980) remarks that

the big questions no longer concern central versus peripheral control, but

rather what kind of oscillatory processes are involved and how they interact

to effect coordination in an animal. He goes on to say that "Recognition that

systems of oscillators are universal will lead to a better understanding of

motor control...and...bring neuroscientists much closer to the goal of under-

standing how nervous systems function" (p. 498). Similarly, Grillner (1977,

83
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1982) and others (Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1983) have argued that rhythmic

generation in locomotion, respiration, and mastication share a common neural

design logic.

Though speech certainly uses many of the same body parts as chewing, its

rhythmic basis is much less secure, n spite of the fact that linguists have

long claimed that languages rhythmical and people perceive them to be so.

Moreover, the timing data sed in Section 3 were also suggestive of some

basic rhythmical structure ying the maintenance of temporal order across

transformation. Lenneberg I) reviewed some indirect evidence on psycho
logical and physiological "clocks" that led him to posit a basic speech

periodicity of 6t1 cycles per second. To test the idea, Lenneberg suggested
using a computer to monitor some easily isolable speech event associated with

syllable onset, and plotting its frequency distribution over an extended

period of running speech. The suggestion was talen up seriously by Ohala

(1975) who measured some 10,000 successive jaw opening gestures during a 1.5

hour reading period, but to little avail: An extremely wide variance band
accompanied a dominant, but illdefined periodicity of 250 ms. According to

Ohala (1975) his findings gave "no support to the c,1 that there is any

isochronic principle underlying speech, at least the speec of this particular

speaker" (p. 434), who, parenthetically, was himself. In addition, there have

been many acoustic studies of speech rhythm, most of which have reported large

departures from measured isochrony (see Fowler, in press, for review and also

a fresh look on the issue).

Part of the problem in establishing the existence of an articulatory
rhythm rests on the measurement process (as it apparently does in the acoustic
domain as well; Fowler & Tassinary, 1981). Speech productio.n is inherently
multidimensional; during running speech different articulators are involved to
different degrees and the temporal overlap, "coarticulation," among articula

tors is considerable. Confronted with so many cooccuring events, there is
little chance of identifying a basic rhythm., even though our perceptual

impressions lead us to suppose that there is one.

We have adopted an experimental paradigm that may provide some insight

(Kelso & Bateson, 1983). Briefly, we asked subjects to speak "reiterantly,"
that is, to substitute the syllable /ba/ or /ma/ for the real syllable in an

utterance yet still maintain 'the utterance's normal prosodic structure. Thus

a sentence "When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air" would be produced

"ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba ba" where the underlining indicates an idealized

(and simplified) stress pattern. A previous acoustic study by M. Liberman and

Streeter (1978) found that the segmental makeup of target utterances had

jlittle or no effect on the duration of the substituted non: -'ease sy ables,

which were principally determined by stress And constituent st7uct r . For

example, the acoustic duration of reiterant syllables in "cunning scholars
deciphered the tablets" was identical to "thirteen teachers were furloughed in

August," /

The benefit of the reiterant technique is that the removal of segmental
factors (besides having minimal effects on the metricra pattern) allows one to

measure the movements of the primary supralaryngeal Aculators, in our case

the lips and jaw involved in /ba/ and /ma/. Figure 1 (left) shows displace

menttime profiles of the jaw and lower lip plus for nne such sentence.

8,
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Although there are clear effects of stress on the space-time behavior of

articulatory gestures (e.g., a tendency for large amplitudes and longer

durations for stressed syllables), the overall periodicity is very stable

indeed. Coefficients of variation in cycle duration (lip closure-to-lip
closure or jaw opening-to-jaw opening) were in the region of 15 to 20%. This

relatively narrow band variance, concentrated around a cyclicity of approxi-

mately 5 Hz, contrasts sharply with Ohala's (1975) earlier work, which for
reasons discussed previously was likely subject to contaminating factors.

When segmental variation is removed and measurements confined to the action of

primary articulators, it is possible to identify (as we have here we think,
for the first time) articulatory cyclicity in its "purest" form. Clearly

the periodicity we observe is not perfectly isochronous: unless one were
dealing with an ideal totally conservative harmonic oscillator (which exists
only in textbooks) one would not expect it to be. Nevertheless, at shown in

phase-portrait form in Figure 1 (right), the trajectories do exhibit stable

-L- -4

POSMON

VELOCITY

POSIT101-4

VELOCITY

Figure 1

REITERANT SPEECH /ba/

JAW

x

(mm)

13.2

ft/dt

350 0 350 (Inm/e)

CLOSED

OPEN dx/dt

(mm/e)

450 0 460

Left. Position-time and corresponding velocity-time profiles of
the jaw and lower lip (plus jaw) of the sentence "When the sunlight
strikes raindrops in the air" spoken reiterantly with the syllable
/ba/ interjected for the real syllables (see text for details).

Right. Phase-portraits corresponding to the articulatory profiles

shown on the left. Closed refers to the portion of the trajectory
in which the articulator is moving into and out of closure for the

bilabial consonant. Open refers to the vocalic portion of the

syllable. Ordinate is position, x in mm, abscissa is velocity,

dx/dt in mm/sec.
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orbits and single-peaked velocity profiles regardless of stress and rate

variations and small changes in initial conditions. (There are, in fact, some
interesting differences in the microstructure of the stressed and unstressed
syllables when viewed on the phase plane that space does not permit us to
discuss here.) These trajectories describe the behavior of the articulatory
system for this task: their topology is characteristic of nonlinear, limit
cycle oscillations, which are the only predicted temporal stability for

5iological processes (Ibcrall, 1978; Yates, 1982). In a limit cycle, any

dissipative losses that occur during a cycle are compensated for by a forcing
function (an "escapement pulse), Which, in the case of speech, is precisely
tuned to the required stress leveiA. As suggested for locomotion (Shik &

Orlovskii, 1965) we might expect Bach cycle to be instituted de novo in

speech, in order to satisfy local phonetic and more global, suprasegmental
constraints.

Elsewhere, we have identified muscle linkages in general with nonlinear
oscillatory processes (see previous section) and demonstrated their entrain-
ment properties both within (Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981) and across
anatomically separate subsystems (Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1983). By this
reasoning, which is consistent with homeokinetic theory, any persistent motion
must exhibit limit-cycling beh vior (Kugler et al., 1980). Speech cannot be
granted exempt status. An ensemble of functioning muscles is first and

foremost a "thermodynamic engine" (Bloch & Iberall, 1982; Kugler et al.; 1980)
whose dissipative cyclic motions are sustained through the capability to draw
on a source of potential energy. Thus, such functional units share not .;nly
common sources of afferent and efferent information (Boylls, 1975) but also a
vascular, metabolic network as well (Bloch & Iberall, 1982).

Though we have yet to test this idea, we might expect a complex system
like speech to consist of different nested periodicities; the cycling we have
observed here, for example, may well be coupled into the respiratory cycle ijn

a harmonically-related fashion, just as the lodomotory motions of many anima s
are (Bramble & Carrier, 1983). 'Indeed, in a preliminary study of continuous
limb movements in which the subject chooses a preferred frequency and

amplitude and we record movement's over an extended period of time (=90 sec),
spectral analysis reveals two/dominant peaks--one at the preferred frequency
(=2 Hz) and the other at =.25 Hz, corresponding to the respiration rate. In

this case, as in speech, shorter term cyclicities may cohere under a longer
term power-cycle such as the inspiration-expiration-inspiration cycle.

The present data on speech, then, combined with evidence from many other
motor activities are strongly suggestive of a temporal organization of the
limit dy:A.e type. We have begun to identify the cyclicities and to show that
they can be functionally significant, following the methods of biospectroscopy
(Bloch et al.,' 1971). A good beginning has been made with physiological
tremor (Goodman & Kelso, 1983).

CONCLUSIONS

We recognize that this inventory of parallels between speech and other
motor behaviors is incomplete. We have omitted, for example, any detailed
discussion of coarticulation, which recent evidence suggests is a faculty not

restricted to human speech. Thus the grooming behavior of mice can be

t.,
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modified by its relation to actions that occur before or after it in an

overall sequence (Fentress, in press). "Motor marionette" theories that posit

a discrete organization of elements of behavior do not handle such findings

very well. We recognize also that our results may indicate only analogies,

and that the stronger claim--that they arise from common dynamical principles- -

is very risky. But it is prerily these functional similarities existing in

structurally very different .ystems :Hat allow us to identify them as

belonging to the same set. the regularities we see in speech and movement,

a)A the laws that underlie them, may have m.:s.-re in common than the particular

structures that embody the laws. Indely4, the strategy adopted here--of

identifying functional organizations common to materially very different

systems--was central to Rashevsky's (1954) early attempts at formulating the

field of relational biology and remains at the core of dynamical systems

theory (e.g., Abraham & Shaw, 1982; Rosen, 1970). The same sentiment has
recently been expressed by Eigen and Winkler (1981, p. 252). Our tentative,

but non-trivial claim, then, is that speech and other articulator movements

are dynamically alike with respect to the way they are controlled and

coordinated.
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PHASE TRANSITIONS AND CRITICAL BEHAVIOR IN HUMAN BIMANUAL COORDINATION*

J. A. Scott Kelso+

Abstract. The conditions that give rise to phase shifts among the
limbs when an animal changes gait are poorly understood. Often a
'switch mechanism' is invoked whose neural basis remains specula
tive. Abrupt phase transitions also occur between the two hands in
humans when movement cycling frequency is continuously increased.
The asymmetrical, outofphasemode shifts suddenly to a symmetri
cal, inphase mode involving simultaneous activation of homologous
muscle groups. The boundary between the two coordinative states is
indexed by a dimensionless critical number, which remains constant
regardless of whether the hands move freely or are subject to
resistive loading. Coordinative shifts appear to arise because of
continuous scaling influences that render the existing mode unst
able. Then, at a critical point, bifurcation occurs and a new
stable (and perhaps energetically more efficient) mode emerges.

It is wtL1 known that when quadrupeds change their mode of gait from a
trot to a gallop, the phase relations of thP limbs are Filtered abruptly from a
roughly outofphase, asymmetric mode Lo an inphase, symmetric mode.
Although such discontinuous changes in coordination are not well understood,
it is frequently assumed that central pattern generators exist (often equated
with motor programs) whose role is to select the desired spatiotemporal
pattern tf muscle activities (Brooks & Thach, 1981; Gallistel, 1980; Keele,
1981; MacKay, 1980; Schmidt, 1982). In the case of socalled stereotypic
activities like locomotion, the basic programs are hypothesized to be innately
given (GriAlner, 1977; Thelen, Bradshaw, & Ward, 1981). We report here,
however, that under certain conditions phase transitions also exist in

voluntary cyclical movements of the two hands. Under instructions to increase
frequency of cycling progressively, a sudden and spontaneous shift occurs from
an asymmetrical, 180 degree outofphase mode in which one wrist flexes as the
other extends, into a symmetrical, inphase mode that involves simultaneous

*Also American Journal of Physiology: Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative
Physiology, in press.

+Also' Departments of Psychology and Biobehavioral Sciences, University of
Connecticut
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activation of homologous muscle groups. When the transition is allowed to

occur naturally, the critical frequency is predictable from the preferred
frequency regardless of whether the hands move freely or are subjected to

resistive loading. We take these data to support the notion (Kugler, Kelso, &

Turvey, 1980) that phase transitions in movement may follow the same laws as

the phase transitions and critical behavior described for many other natural

phenomena (e.g., Fleury, 1981; Haken, 1975, 1978; Iberall & Soodak, 1978;

Riste, 1975).

The basic experiments reported here required subjects to cycle the hands

at the wrist in the horizontal plane in an asymmetical mode, that is, one in

which flexion (extension) of one wrist was accompanied by extension (flexion)

of the other. Similar experiments have been carried out using movements of

the index fingers. A preliminary presentation of the finger movement data,

whose results were basically identical to the present studies has been

presented (Kelso, 1981; see also Kelso & Tuller, in press). The subjects,

seated with forearms firmly supported in a position parallel to the ground,

grasped a freely rotating handle with each hand, the positions of which were
converted to DC voltages by potentiometers mounted over the respective axes of

motion. A full description of the apparatus appears in Kelso and Holt (1980).

These signals were recorded on FM tape and later subjected to analogto
digital conversion at a sampling freqUency of 200 Hz. Timedomain displace
ment tracings were obtained that could be displayed and analyzed on a computer

graphics terminal. Instructions to subjects were to commence cycling the

hands slowly and then to increase rate of cycling either in response to a

verbal cue provided by the experimenter at 15 sec intervals or by a metronome

whose interpulse interval could be adjusted in 100 ms increments every 15 sec.

Driving frequencies in the metronome case ranged from 1-5 Hz. In another

experiment subjects performed a series of trials under identical instructions

but with a resistive load applied to both limbs. In this case the vertical

rods leading to the potentiometers were clamped between fixed wooden blocks,

thus providing a frictional damping force throughout the range of motion for

each limb of approximately 5.9 Newtons.

Before the experimental manipulation, baseline measures of subjects'

preferred frequency and amplitude in both asymmetrical and symmetrical modes

were obtained under free and resistive loading conditions. Subjects were

instructed to choose their preferred frequenciesWand amplitudes in such a way

that they "could perform the task all day," if required to do so. Movements

of each limb were then continuously sampled at 200 Hz for 30 sec. Measures of

frequency (ia Hz), amplitude (in deg.) and interlimb phase (in rad.) were

obtained for each limb on every cycle. In addition, by assuming an approxi

mately sinusoidal motion, we estimated the total mechanical energy expended

per unit moment of inertia per cycle (proportional to the square of a given

cycle's peak velocity).

The results were unequivocal for all the six subjects' data analyzed. In.

Figure la we show the movement trajectories of the two limbs for one subject

as the rate increased. The rapid shift in phase is obvious. Figure lb shows

the same da%a on the Idssajous plane with one liiub's displacement plotted

against.the other. It can be seen that1ihe phase relations between the limbs

are initially very stable. Were the two motions perfectly sinusoidal with

phase equal to radians, a straight line would be observed. As. frequency
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A. A computer generated display of displacement-time profiles of left (solid

line) and right (dashed line) hands plotted against each other and accompany-
Ding phase relationship between the two. The peaks of one hand movement act as
a "target" file and their phase position is calculated continuously relative
to the peak-to-peak period of the other "reference" file. The display repeats
the phase curve so that phase lags and leads can be noted. The subject in
this case is simply increasing the frequency of cycling in an asymmetric mode
in response to a verbal cue from the experimenter. B. Identical data to those
shown in Figure la, except displayed onthe Lissajous plane. Positions of the
left and right hands are displayed on the ordinate and abscissa, respectively.
Viewed from left to right, the hands first preserve a quite stable out-of-
phaSe relation that becomes more variable (less stable) over time as evident
in the widening of the Lissajous phase portrait. Eventually the hands jump
into the next mode, which remains quite stable thereafter. C. The average
value of phase plotted over cycles before and after the transition. Bars

correspond to standard deviations. Each point is the average of 19 different
phase transition experiments(11 free and 8 resisted). The abrupt phase shit
is apparent.

Figure 1
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increases, the phase difference between the limbs becomes more variable,

evident in the widening of the Lissajous phase portrait. Following the

transition, phase becomes stable once.again. The overall picture of phasing
between the limbs as a function of cycles is shown in Figure lc. Each point

on the phase diagram corresponds to the mean of 19 different phase transition

experiments (11 free and 8 resisted). In all cases, an abrupt change in phase

was observed. Usually, the jump from one mode to the other occurred within a

cycle; seldom did the transition require more than 2 or 3 cycles. On two

occasions, both in the same subject, temporary transitions occurred in which
the limbs moved from an asymmetrical to symmetrical pattern, and then returned
to an asymmetrical pattern. EvPntually, however, a permanent transition to

the symmetrical, in-phase mode war observed.

Others as well as ourselves have shown that in bimanual finger movement
tx;.,:s only two modes--symmetrical and asymmetrical- -are stable regardless of
wh .her the subjects are naive or whether they are skilled musicians (Kelso,

Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981; Yama ishi, Kawato, & Suzuki, 1980). This is not

to say that other phase relations re not possible, only that they tend to be

much more variable. Skilled piani ts, as well as those who study their motor
performance (Shaffer, 1980), have long recognized the difficulty in performing
complex bimanual rhythms. In fact, characteristic "errors" often occur- -

manifested as tendencies to produde in-phase and out-of-phase patterns--and
are only ...voided through much practice.

The present data indicate that when cycling frequency increased, one

mode becomes unstable only to disappear and be replaced by another stable
mode. In this they share a likeness to studies of locomotion in decerebrate
cats (Shik, Severin, & Jrlovskii, 1966) that demonstrated that a steady

increase in electrical stimulation ap lied to the midbrain region was associ-
ated with increases in rate of locomotion. Moreover, transitions in gait

occurred when sufficiently strong cu rent was. employed. Like some of our

data, unstable regions were also note in which the animal sometimes trotted

and sometimes galloped. Above a cert in value of current (80 'IA), however,

only galloping occurred. Our result , similar to these findings on gait,

sggest'. tha:, changes in coordination may be ordered by changes in the

magnitude of a single parameter.

We have some reason to suppose thatl the 'new' stAble mode is energetical-

ly more favorable at a given frequency than its predecessor. In the free

unloaded experiments, cycle frequency 'increased significantly across the

transition (from an average of 2.26 Hz ver the 5 cycles before the transient

ohase to 2.50 Hz averaged over 5 cycles fter the transient, t(10) = 3.45, p =

.0660, but cycle amplitude and energy dropped across the transition, t(10) =
2.59 and 2.11; p = .03 and p = .06, respeCtliely. The pattern was similar in

the eight resistive loading experimentsi, frequency increased significantly
across the transition, while amplitude and energy dropped slightly but not

significantly. It should be emphasized that under both resistive and -honre-
sisted conditions, cycle energy was always substantially greater before the
transition than in either of the correspOnding preferred mode conditions (p <
.01).

Systematic relationships between energy utilization and modal behavior

have alsol'been reported in studies of gait in horses (Hoyt & Taylor, 1981),
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and gnus (Pennycuick, iorses locomotig in a free environment, for

example, elect only those ranges or speed within a gait that correspond to
regions or minimum oxygen expenditure (Hoyt & Taylor, 1981). - Moreover, when
horses are Corced to maintain a given gait at a speed other than preferred,
metabolic costs increase dramatically, until, at some threshold value a shift
into the next most economical mode occurs. Shifts in locomatory modes are not
hardwired or deterministic (except perhaps at the very limits of stability):
Horses can trot at speeds at which they normally gallop or walk, but IL is
metabolically expensive to do so.

IL i8 also possible to delay the phase transition observed in these

experiments consciously. The critical value at which the transition occurs
naturally, however, (that is, without a purposeful effort to resist it), is

highly predictable. Though the absolute values or frequency, amplitude, and
energy (measured over the last five consecutive cycles before the transient
phase) ry considerably between and within subjects, one relative measure
does tt,t. '411en the frequency at transition, is scaled to the individual's

pren. cad frequency in the outofphase mode a highly linear relationship is
oh!.

relationship, along with least squares regression lines, is plotted
,re 2 for free and resistive loading experiments for five subjects
lime3). The effect of resistive loading was to reduce both preferred

I'rklquency and transition frequency in a reliable fashion (p < .01). The mean

poterred frequencies for free and resisted experiments were 1.81 Hz (1 = 552
iiis; SD = 30 ms) and 1.37 Hz .([ = 730 ms, SD = -33 ms), respectively. The mean
r,:msition frequency for the free case was 2.34 Hz (T = 427 ms, SD = 48 ms)

:d 1.83 Hz ( = 546 ms, SD = 36 ms) for the resisted case. These findings
appear to eliminate any simple. interpretation'in which the redundant symmetric
mode (which involves homologous muscles) is chosen when the capacity limit for

processing information in the asymmetric mode (which involves nonhomologous
muscle) is reached (Cohen, 1971).

Although resistive loading systematically reduced transition and

preferred frequency, it did not alter the relationship between/the.tc. The

slopes of the functions relating transition and preferred frequency were

different from zero, F(1,3) = 84.95, R <,.01 for the unloaded experiments, and
F(1,3) = 25.80, p_ < .02, for the loaded experiments. However, the slopes were

not different from each other, F(2,6) = 2.04, p > .10. Moreover, the

correlations between preferred and transition frequency (equivalent to

normalized regressioh slopes) were very similar, r = .95 for resisted and r

.98 for unresisted.conditions. Thus whatever the changes in mean and variance

that are introduced by parametric changes in resistance, the critical

17havior--manifested in the functional relation between transition and

preferred frequency--remains unchanged. In fact, when the transition

frequency is expressed in units of preferred frequency, the resulting

dimensionless ratio is constant across all preferred frequencies whether

loaded or not. Neither of the functions shown as dotted lines in Figure 2 is
significantly different; from zero, fs(1,3) = 1.71 and 2.83, Es > .10 for free
and resisted cases, respectively, or from each other, F(2,6) = 1.67, p > .1.

The mean "critical value" across both conditions, with and without resistive
loading, is 1.313, with a coefficient of variation of .077.
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than her preferred frequency. -In the unresisted case, for which estimates of
mechanical energy per unit moment of inertia per cycle are most valid, she

shows by far, the largest energy drop acrosSithe transition of all the subjects
(mean ,,of 301 "energy- units"/cycle POliire transition to 20.51 "energy
'units"/cycle after transition,. compared to a.gi:oup average of 19.38 "energy
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transition frequency over 'preferred frequency, --that is', the proposed critical
transition point (Tc). The least squares regreion'line"\for the free case
is: Tc -= :13Fp + 1.04, mean value of Tc is 1.284 (S.D. = .057). For the
loaded case,-the regression function is: Tc = -.23Fp +'1.66 with a mean Tc .of
1.342 (S.D. = .132). Combining both experiments, the overall regeession
equation is: Tc = .09Fp + 1.46, mean Tc of 1.313 (S.D. = .10).

Figure 2
/.7
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It may not simply\be chance that if a similar normalilation,procedure is
applied to Hoyt and Taylor's (1981) locomotion data, and a ratio calculated
between.the horse's preferred speed in a given gait and the speed at which the
transition occurs` from one gait to another, a critical value of approximately
1.33 results for both walk-trOt and trot-gallop transitions. As in our data,
regardless of what the preferred speed is, the transition appears tooccur at
some constant proportion of the preferred value. Stride frequency at the

trot - gallop transition in animals ranging fYom mice to horses has been shown
to scale to total body mass (M) raised to the power of :-.14cHeglund, McMahon,
& ;Taylor,} 1974). This exponent is in close agreement to that of M-1/8

predicted by McMahon's (1975) model of elastic similarity in which muscle
stress (tension per unit cross sectional area) is hypothesized to be the sate
at gait transitions in homologous muscles in animals of different size. In

the present experiments, when the proposed critical value (Tc) ) is scaled to
preferred frequency (Fp) for all observations, an exponent of -.12.results (Tc
= .14Fp-. 12). If further wor=k shows preferred frequency to be tightly', coupled
to mass, then it'may be that the elastic similarity model cab be applied not
only to gait transitions but also to the modl shifts observed here.

We ,would be remiss if we .did not mention the. possibility that the pattern
of results-observed for hand movements here (and perhaps for gait changes as
well) shares common-features with other critical phenomena in nature (Fleury,
1981; Haken, 075, 1978; Iberall & Soodak, 1978; Nibolis k Prigogine, 1977i
Prigegine°, 1980; Riste, 1975;' Soodak & Iberall, 1978). o'Syst4ms at many scales

of magnitude and varying widely in material properties appear to be qualita-
tively similar with respect to their behavior' at critical points (Fleury,

1981; Haken, 1978). For example, our findings seem consistent. with certain
aspects of phase transition theory .in physics (Kadanoff,, 1971; Stanley, t971)
one of which is that parameters adjusted in _an 'experiment may shift the
critical point (as resistance does to frequency here) without altering ;the
critical behavior itself (for examples, ,see 1981 review). Moeover,
a major characteristic of many- physical and biological' systems is that new
"modes" or spatiotemporal orderp'kS arise when the system is scaled on certain
parameters, to which is sensitive (e.g., Haken, 1978; Iberall & Soodak,
1978). In bhe presents-experiments,- continuous .scaling on frequency resulted
in the initial modal pattern becOming unstable, until, at a critical 4falue,
bifurcation occurred,and a different modal pattern appeared.

_ Tbe present approach, if pur=sued rigorously, may rationalize currently
available neurophysiological .accounts of transitions in 'coordination, that

assume a "'switch mechanism" mediated by "coordinating fibres" (Grinner, 1982)
(neither of when-neural basis is well - defined, see Selvers.tov, 1980, and

.commentaries). 'Instead, a careful elaboration of the conditions which give
rise to switching, may constrain possible neural explanations of the emergence
of new spatiotemporal pattern.
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TIMING AND. COARtICULATION FOR ALVEOLO-PALATALS AND SEQUENCES OP ALVEOLAR +[j]'
IN `CATALAN

Daniel Recasens+
I'

, t

Abstract. geural articulatorycharacteristidd' and V-to-C coartiaulatory .

effects for alveolo-palatals [y], [A] vs. sequences [nj], [lj] in Catalan )
VCV (itterances have been, measured at the poipt of, maximum alveolar
contact and over time by means of ,dyngthic palatography. Data show that
the amount of V-to-C coarticulation in tongue- dorsum contact varieS"i'

,

inversely with the luration.of the temporal Jag between the periods of-
alveolar closure and palatal'odlosure. ' Results support. the view that
coarticUlation is, affected by contrasting timing constraints on'rtioula-
tory activity.-)

t \

- INTRODUCTIOW-

Phoneticians have. ,characterized alyeolo-palatals [31.] and [A ] as

"mouill4" or palatalized sounds based on a,transitory perceptual effect of-a
[j] nature caused by the formation of a narrow doraopalatWch'annel,at thee
release (von Essen, 19'57; Grammont,' 1933; Jones, '461956 Sweet, 1877).

(,

Moreover, they have argued that [11,-] and [-A rcontrast clear:ly with sequences
compdsedof alveolars .[r-k] and [1] `followed by [j], thus; [nj] and [lj]. 'Such
differentiatidghas been made on the followinfi grounds:

,
- .

A

, 1) The [j] element is more auditorily salien' in sequences than in

,alveolo-palatals for speakers of languages ,that; contrast' the two 'phonetic
.categories (RouSselot; 1912). \ .,

T,

2) Alveolo-palatals ,involve more linguopalatal contact than sequences
(dhlumskY,-.1,931).

'

The research -reported here investigates the articulatory basis for these,
two differentiation criteria in Catalan.in the light of data on articulatory
dynamics %collected- by means of dynamid palatography. The use of dynamic
palatography' represents an improvement with respect. to the use of static
palatography Nom which those criteria were derived. While dynamic palatogra,

d r.
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0 1 Alveolar -1.[J]

phy allows tracking changes in linguopalatal contact .over time,' static
.

palatography allows taking only one recording of linguopalatal contact for

successive articulatory events. Therefore,, it cannot show at what point in

time during the release of'alveolo-palatals vs. sequences the [ j,] configura-,J.

tion occurs, nor whether' aIiveolo-palatals involve more palatal bontact than
sequences along all the dynamic stages involved in their articillation or just.

at a particular moNent in time.

First, this study, argues that the articulatory differentiation between
alveolo-palatals and sequences is brought about primarily by two contrasting

timing strategies: whilg the periods of alVeolar'closure and palatal closure
are produhd quasi-simultaneously for alveolo-paatals, a'ccinsiderable tempo-

ral lag occurs between ttle,_,twb periods for sequences. On,\ the other hand,

contrasting degrees of linguopalatal contact "during alveolar closure and

during ,palataL, closure do not help to differentiate invariably between

alvedlo-palatals and sequences. If this hypotheSis is tenable it implies that
different timing strategies are?regponsible for differences in linguopalatal
contact f"in the,:diachronip pl*ocess of palatalization that chanen. Latin

clusters compqsed of alveolar plus p] to alveolo-palatals in Romance

languages: the loss of temporal la'g between alveolar and palatal, closures
invoived,Hpresumably, an anticipatory raising of tongue body with respect to

tongue .tip ,(Haden, 1938) with consecutive widening 'Of tongue. contact from 'the

,alveolar region 0towards the palatal area(Bhat, 1974Nandris, 1952).

,

Median
line

0 -4

A

1 2 3 4 6
RowA,

of
electrodes

ALVEOLAR REGION

PREPALATAL REGION ,

MEDIOPALATAL REGION
-0

POSTPALATAL,REGION

Figure 1. Elearopalate.
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A second purpose.,of this studyis to show, that the contrasting timing
strategies for alveolopalatals and sequences cause contrasting coarticulatory
effects to occu' at the period ,of.. alveolar closure in VCV4utterancev. In

partiFular the following hypothesi8 waS tested: . the amount of Vt C
coarticulatity intonguedorsum.activity during the 'Period' of alveolar clo ure
varies inversely With the duration of the temporal lag between alveolar

closure and dorsal closure. The, following rationale underlies this hypo

_ thesis: Dorsopalatal [j]' to "a large extent', resistant to coarticulatory
effects from the surrounding vowels (ChafccOoff, 1980; Kent &.Koll, 1972;

Lehiste, 1964) according to the severity of the constraints imposgd upon the
tongue dorsi= in the constriction gesture required for the production of the
consonant. On these grounds, sequences of.alveolar+ [j]'should show smaller
coarticulatory effects than alvpolopalatals since the [j] configuration has a
more independent status for sequences than for alveolopalatals.

y METHOD

f
The artiflicial palate caused in this study co))tains 63 e(fectrodes evenly

distributed over its surface and allows trackinglinguopalataI, dynamics over'
time (1 frame= 15. ms): Detailed information about' this palatographic'system:

(RionElectropalatograph Model DP-01) is available in Shibata -(1968) and'

Shibata et,alf. (1978).
/ ,

The .eLectrodes are arranged in five semicircular rows:, for purposes/of
data interpretation,' they have been groupedin.arti:.lulatory regions and sides

. taking aevantage of their equidistant arrangement in para4e1 curved rows on
tifd artificial palate," As shown in Figure/1, the surface :of the palate has
been divided into four articulatory regions(alveolar, prepalatal, mediopala
.tal, and postpalatal)and tKo.symmetrical.sides (right and left).; by a median
line traced alonglthe central range of electrodes. This division cP-Merion
established in t r s of articulatory areas on the palatal surface is based on
anatomical ground (Catford;.1977).

4
General- articulatory charactestias and coarticulatory trends were stu

'

,

died) for utterances -composed of the vowqs, [u] arranged in all

possible VCV combinations for afveolopalatals [5i-], [A] and sequences [n],
[ljj. SequenCes *[Vnji]; *[Vlji], which would collapse with [6Vni],

since they do not occur in Catalan, were eiccluded. It was decided to include
'sevences composed of V + [n, 1] + [i] (for V=[d], [a-], [u]) since, as for
.alve918:palatals and sequences of alveolar. + [j],- theyshow a tonguedorSum
raisinggesture towards the Palatal vault after the (release of the alveolar
closure. A speaker (the author) of Catalan (a Romance language spoken in

Catalonia, Spain) with the artifidial palate in place recorded all utteranCes.4
with, [TA, [4], [ni] and [li] 10 times, and those with [nj] and Tlj] 5 times;
repetitions were _averaged for datvinterpretatfon.' They were embedded in a

cratalan frame sentence "Sap poC" kdows just a little.'

Difference in the size of lingdopalatal contact and VtoC coarticulato-:
ry effects here analyzed- at the point of maximum alveolar contact (PMCA). For

BMA happened to be always the frame in time with the

largest amount of onelectrodes'all along the VCV utterance (PMC). For

sequences of alveolar + [j] and sequences of ,alveolar + [i], two possibilities
had to be accounted for: a 9 '
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1) PMCA coincides with EMC, as for alveolopalatals.
2) PMCA precedeS PMC. PMC occurs after the release of the alveolar

closure. PMCA shows less linguopalatal contact than PMC but still the largest
number of onelectrodes during the period of alveolar closu're.

Temp-oral differences tin linguopalatal dynamics' between the ,periods of

closure at,.the alveolar region and*the palatal region were also analyzed.' For

this purpose, alveolopalaWs, sequences of alveolar + '1j] and sequences
alveolar + [i] ,Were lined up according AC the frame that shows maximum
linguopalatal contact over the surface of the palate, namely, PMC.

RESULTS'

-7 . e
1. Point of Maximum Alveolar Contact (PMCA)

a. Degree of linguopalatal/ contact. Figure 2 shows the linguopalatk
conf.iguratio at PMCA for alveolopalatals and\ sequences of alveolar + [j] in
symMetridal environments except,for *finji] and 41(i4i]. Sequences' cordi)osed

of V+[n, 1]+[i] are also'included for comparison. 'Tongue contact is repre
sented by the area between the contour lines and the sides of the palate; the
area where. there is no contact is medial to the Contour lines:.

It. can 15-g observed that sequences of alveolar.+ [j] and, alveolcpalatals
show alveolar contact, that for sequences being more frorited (with the tongue

tip) than that for alveolopalatals (with the tongue blade). Behind the

alveolar region, a' larger .central .cavity all along the medip line is ,found

for sequences vs. alveolopalatals, except for .'the postpalatal area where

linguopalatal contact can be the same for the two categOries (for [anja]

vs. [ajLa] and for [ulju] vs. [u4 u]) or even larger f"o'' sequences than for,

lveolopalatals (for [alja] vs. [ak a]). Contact for sequences of alveolar +

[j] and °sequences of alveolar + [i] ip highly ''similar at all articu?..aiory

regions: the two show a large alvgoloprepalatal cavity behind the'alveolar
closure and some narrowing ofthe_cqlstriction tdwards the rear of th? palate

due to coartic'ulation of tongue dorsum activity with the follOwing palatal

articulations [j], [i]. Moreover, lateral airflow occurs 'through postpalatal.

slits at- both .sides of the palate for sequences ialja], -[ulju] and [ali]1

[uli], brat through a prepalatal slit on the left side for sequences with. [4

(only for V=[111]). (For utterances/ with a lateral conson nt in the context

[iCi], airflow takes place along a/ lateral channel between the teeth and the

cheeks),. Figure 2 also shows that the Equivalent [fni], [ili] of the non
ocpurring sequences *[ nji], present less contact han [ii( i]

all overOthe, palatal .su ace.

In summary, at `PMCA sequences of alveolar 4-'[j] are produced' similarly

to setluenceD of alveolar + O.] and present less linguopalatal contact than'
alveolomialatals When the whole surface of the palate is taken, into considera
tion. 'However, this relation does not necessarily hold when each articulatory
region is accountedfor separately.',,

. .

b. Coarticulator activity. Figue0,3 shows the linguopalata17.configura

tion at PMC separately for alveolLpalatals and sequences of alveolar + [j]

in symmetri al ycV environment -8. It allows the analysis of coarticulatory
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. k

A , . i

trends upon tongue - dorsum activity fro the surrounding ,owels at PMCA when
V1=1,12..- The non - existent symmetrical equences *[inji], *[ilji.] have bee4
neplaed by [ini ], [in ]. I %

__.,

(
For 4',/.. ], tha_mediopalatal and postpa latal passage. shows maximal narrow-

ing for high vowels ,[i ] and [u,7, and large opening for lbw vowel [ia]; thus,

the tongue. dorsum appearS to be sensitive to a large Jaw (buning gestmre (as
r [a]) . but not to),,rtion6e backing dynathics (as for En]) .. Poi''. [ 4 ].,

di ferenCet in size of.,...the mediopalatal and postpalat4 passage are found tor.
hi front _1] (nanrdriest) and low 'back [a] (1\argest), high back [u] falling
in etw.dn;_ thus, tongue - dorsum placement du? Ling the - production of [A ]

api5 ars to be senSitiye to. degrees of_ tongue backdmg as well as jaw/Opening in

1

the djacent vowels. Fpn)sequences with [j] and [1], very small (from [i ]

vs. ar], [u]) effects are found from the surrounding vowels ill the degree of
contaft at the ilediopalate 'and postpal ate . . .

. .

. . , ..
. . .

Therefore, 'at PMCA tongue- dorsum activity is, far more sensitive for

alveoio-pala ls than for sequences to changeS in articulatory> configuration
shown bY the same surrounding vowels. r,

r^".,

r
.

.

...

. .

4Figures 4 through 7 show coarticulatory effects at PMCA, for alveolo-
palatals' and sequendes '1f asymmetrical vocalitl environments.. Anticipatory
ef fects-;( from V2) and carryover effects (from V1) 4,4 contact size at the ,,rear

.

pf the palate(are reported below.' , .

i . _ t

Aht4,ciOatory effects in degree ofknedippala tai= and postpalatal contact
. ,.,

i
...,

e, very small or non-existent for. the two phonetic categories. In any 'case,
effects for aly4ao-palatals are larger than effects for sequel-lees. , Thut, as
shown in /Figure 4, contrasting degrees of. opening .are fourid ,for alveolo
palatals' for V2=[a.] (larger)- vs.. [1], [n] (smaller) mainly when 1 V1=[a ].

Effects for sequences with [j] (sequences with fixed\3121[1,) _show no contrast-
i.hg VCV .combinatLions fbr analyb,is 9f: antic4pAory effeotS) are very ,small, aild

1)
thon.-syseMatac (see Figure 5). ;1 .,

....
, .

.

; 1 N
\ ..

41

Carryover' effects in degnee of mediopalatal -anid postpalatal contact are
foOnd for alveoloupalatals .(see Figure 6), more so for [ A ] than for [JI ]:
for Ejt- I' (left), a preceding lqW vowel causes les mediopalatal and postpala-
tal contact thah a preceding high .14w0.; for. [ A] .(righ). variability in

''contadt Size is found for' p. [i Mid> [].----is 4.or the two sequence typA,
namely, alveolar + [j]i and alveOlar + [1] -(see ,Figure 7), carryover ef fdots in
degree of contact \at the rear of the palate ',':are very 'small and occur for

,,...

-p
..)

Therefore, at PMCA ,.alveoloalatals show larger anticipalt9ry and carryo-
ver effects in degree of contact at the mediopalate and Pbstpalate than

...-

sequences of alveolar + [j], which,' in \ttieir turn, behave similarly to

:.'-, equences of
E
arveolar + [i ].

,
..,

1
J .

2. Dynamics ,

-

, .4. ;4 ,-

/ : . ' Dynamic palatography' allows analyzing -,the ,relative timing of alveolar
ctosure , and palatal closure and, thus, testing the hypothesis that the

.

inter val betweenk,..t1Tem should be..shorter for alveold-palatalS , than rot. se-
quences with [j].

)11
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Figures 8 and 9 show linguopalatal dynamics for alveolo,-palatals (above)

and sequences'of alveolar + [j] (middle). in symmetrical, environments with

Vr.[a], [u]. Linguopalatal dynamics for sequences CVni.] and [ylil (below) has
also been included for cokiparison. The Una:up point is at PMC. Each panel

provides data on contact for the right side of the'palate at the periphery/of
the alveolar region (row 1) vs..the.central area of the Mediopalat.al and
postpalatal regions (row 5) over time in ms (horizontal axis). Contact data

(vertical axis) are given on an electrode-by-electrode basis starting from the
backmost electrode- (numbered 1 in the figure) up to the frontmost one

(numbered 3.5). The frontmost electrode has been counted as since it is,

placed on the median line (see Figure 1).'

For alveold-palatals, the peak of Alveolar contact (row 1) and the peak

of palatal contact (row 5) are achieved simultaneously at PMC, or else, the

peak of palatal closure can be achieved around 15 ins before the peak of

alveolar gl(Aure (always at PMC)..,For sequences of alveolar + [jJ',, the onset

of maximum alveolar closure can occur between -15 and -45 ms while that of
maximum palatal closure is found between 0 and +15 ms. While alveolo-palatals

show no temporal lag between the twd peaks, a temporal lag 15 to 45 ms long

occurs- for sequences ([ anja] 15' ms, [unju] 30 ms, [alja] and [ulju) 45 ms).

For alveolars followed by [i], .ple onset of maximum alveolar closure occurs
between -60 and -95 ms and that of maximum palatal closure between 0 and -15

ms. A temporal lag 'of 60 to A ms occurs for sequences with [i] aani] and

[uni] 60 ins, [alit 8p ms and [ull] 95 ms).

'Figures 8 and 9 provide information about the .degree of contact at the'
center of the mediopalAe and postpalate associated with the [j] component.,

Data show that the peak of tongue-dorsum'activity is larger forlsequences with

[j] than for alveolo-palatals when laterals and nasals with [a] are taken into

account; however, the opposite trend is observed fornasals with Cu].

'Sequences with [i], on the other ,hand, show a high peak of tongUe-dorsum
activity in all. environments, analogous to or higher than that for alVeolo-

palatals and sequences with CjJ...

In summary, while alveolo-palatals show nearly .simultaneous peaks ,of

alveolar-and palatal contact, sequences show a lag between the two, longer for

sequences of alveolar + [ii thdn for sequences of alveolar + CjJ. Moreover,

tongue-dorsuM`raising activity at the release as indicated by the peak of
palatal contact is greater for sequences with [i] than for sequences with CjJ,

and generally but not always larger for sequences with CjJ than for alveolo-

palatals.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

During alveolar closure in alveolo-palatals, two commands Ore being

actualized: tongue-blade occlusion and tongue-dorsum raising. AS a/result, of

this synergistic activity, a large degree of contact is obtained(, over the

entire surface ofthe palate. During alveolar closure in sequences with CjJ,

only one'command is actualized: tongue -tip occlusion. The tonguedorsum can

be said to coarticulate with [j]; as shown by a progressive lincnease in

contact toward the rear of the palatal region, analogously to sequences with

The onguF blade shows contact only at the sides of the ,palate, thus
leaving a.large central cavity at the front of the palatal region. The degree

t.
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)

of contact turns out to be invaria y larger for alveolo-palatals than. for
sequences with [j] when the overall' surface of the palate is taken into

consideration, but not necessarily with respect ,to each articulatory regior
Ven separately.

DUring palatal' closure, 'the two corfsonantal types share an articulatory

Command for, tonguedorSum raising. For, alveolo-palatals, ;this -command is

actualized together withthe command.for tongue-blade occlusion; for sequences
with [j], it i.s actualized by itself at some temporal\jag after-alveolar
closure. The degree of,dorsal contact at the period of Palatal closure is
generally but not always larger for sequences than for alveolo-palatals. It

seems that the glide component of the :sequence involves less tongue- dorsurr
activity and less articulatory precision than expected when directed towards
an articulation that .ibvolves tongUe-dorsum activity as well, e.g.; [Li]

vs. [a].

An interpretation for thiS set of data supports the hypothesis that

presence vs. absence of a temporal lag between alveolar closure and palatal
closure is an invariant cons 'nt used 4 the speaker when actualizing

alveolo-palatals vs. sequence with [j]. /Spatial constraints in terms of

degree of linguopalatal contac can be said to act as secondary articulatory
traits in the task of different'ation between the two phonetic categories\ On
these grounds, the formation of alveolo-palatals in Romance languages 'from

Latin sequences with [j] Can -be explained as a result of the loss of the
temporal lag between alveolar and palatal closures and, therefore, the

acquisition of a new rule of temporal constraint that generates the two

simultaneously. 1

Coarticulation data reported in this study can be summarized as follows.
Alveolo-pa.katals show cloarticulatory effects at the point of maximum alveolar
contact in'symmeti=ical and .asyMmetrical vocalic environments; carryover ef-
fects are. .larger than anticipatory effeCts. Coarticulatory effects for

sequences with.[j] are very small and non-systematic, analogously to` sequences
with [i]. These contrasting coarticulatory effects( pan be,!explained with

reference to the temporal constraints involved in the' tongue-dorsum raising
gesture during the production of alveolo-palatals vs.:Sequences. Jhus, the
palatal articulation needs to be less precise when simultaneous with alveolar
contact (for alveolo-palatals, vs. sequences). As a result of this.contrastin
articulatory. mechanism, while the temporally' independent [j] component. in

sequences blocks effectS from V1 and V2, the tongue dorsum during the

production of alveolo-palatals is 'freer to coarticulate with the surrounding
vowels.
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VTOC,COARTICULATIONIN CATALAN VCV SEQUENCES: AN ARTICULATORY ANb
ACOUSTICAL STUDY,

. Daniel Recasens+

Abstract. Electropalatographic. and acoustical data on VCV sequences
for Catalan consonants, involving contrasting degrees of tongue
dorsum contact ([.j], [51-], [1 ], EnJ) shoW.that the degree of VtoC
coarticulation varies monotonically and inversely with the degree of
tonguedorsum contact and the size of the back cyUy' behind the
placel, of constriction. This finding suggests thk, to a large
extent, coarticulation is regulated by mechanical constraints on
articulatory activity. Evidence for larger carryover than anticipat
tory VtoC effects is also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Little progress has been achieved in characterizing the programming of
articulatory gestures used by the speaker to actualize phonetic segments
running speech (Harris, 1977). Thus, a large body of experimental evidence
supportS the view that no onetoone mapping relationship is to be found

between underlying phonemic units and articulatory gestures. Instead,' the I

articulatory manifestations, of phonetic segments can be said to coarticulate'
in running speech in the sense that articulatory gestures, are inherently
contextsensitive and overlap over time. Therefore, articulatory invariance
is to be sought in the process of articulatory dynamics itself. Accordingly,
the underlying units that control such a process can best be characterized ih
term's of dynamic gestures (see Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & Turvey, 19 0) rather
than in terms of static articulatory targets correlated with linguistictic units
such as phonemes or phonemic features.

O

A plausible View about how the production 'process is organized around
patterns of articulatory dynamics is that taken by some researchers at Haskins
Laboratories. AccOrding to Fowler (1980) and Fowler et al. (1980), this

+Also University of Connecticut.
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proceSs is exeoutod y means of coordinative structures, name16,,', muscle

groupings organized unctionally to actualize linguistic units in fluent

speech The constraints on articulatory movement allowed by the coordinative

structure specify those irttioulatory dimensions along which ,context-adjustment

may take place. Thus, in the light of this approach, coarticulatory activity

ought'to be prVictable from consttraints.on articulatory displacement.

To investigate the regularities underlying the process of coarticulation,

the effect of Nqurrounding vowels upon tongue-dorsum contact during the

production of palatal and alveolar consonants was analyzed in this study.. The

prediction 'that the degree of vowel -to- consonant coarticulati6n varies mono-

tonically acid inversely with the.degree of tongue -dorsum contact .was tested.

Consistent with Fowler et al. (1980), for consonants produced with contrasting.

degrees.of constraint on the tongue .dorsum to make dor4bpalatal contact, more

tongue-dorsum contact 1.Ight to produce less coarticulatory acti#ty'and less

tongue-dorsum contact' larger coarticulatory effeCts.

There is evidence from the literature that coarticulation on/ tongue-

dorsum activity and degree of tongue-dorsum constriction are inversely relat-

ed. In the articulatory domain, data on ,alveolar stops for Swedish and

English (Ohman, 1966), on English alveolar fricatives (Carney & Moll, 1971),

and on German alveolar stops (Butcher & Weigher,. _1976) show that, 'during the

production of ,these consonants, the tonghe dorsum coarticulated with the
surrounding vocalic environment and produces transconsonantal effects. In the

acoustical' domain; large effects from surrounding vowels on alveolar -El] are.

documer4ed in different languages:;; English (Bladon & 41-Bamernit, 1976;

Lehi,ste, 1964) Italian (B.ladon & Carbonaro, 1978), French (Chafcouloff, 1980).

e-

Data for palatal consonants show less coarticulation. Kent and Moll

(1972) found no tongue-dorsum effects from the surrounding vowel's during.

closure of English [j] in VCV. sequences. Lehiste (1964) for English and

Chafcouloff (1980) for French 'report small F2 effects from V to C in the case

of [j]. According to Stevens and House (1964), the spe.ead of F2 values at the

boundaries of. the vocalic portio s of English VCV sequences is smaller tior_

palatals than for consonants a ticulated fVrther front in the mouth.,

Analogously,.Bladon and darbOharo (1978) .found little or no acoustic evidence

Of V-to-C coarticulation for the C43 in VCV sequences.

A comparison of coarticulatory trends for both, consonantal sets according

to data from the literature summarized above shows that V-to....0 eff6gts are

larger for alveolars than for palatals. Such a difference is associated with

contrasting of tongue-dorsum activity as follows: in the case of

alveolars, the tonguedor um is left free to coarticulate with surrounding

vowels; for palatals, it ppears to be directly involved in the constriction

gesture, thus blocking po ible coarticulatory effects to a large extent.

To my knowledge the prediction that degree of tongue-dorsqm contact : and

degree of coarticulation can be related monotonically has not.betn systemati-

cally'inVestigated before. Iri'ordet%to test the prediction,-V-to-C coarticu-

latory trends for palatal and alveolar consonants that involve different

degrees of tongue-dorsum contact were studied here. Consonants [j], [11.],

[A ] and ,[n] in Catalan (a Romance language spoken Yii-,atalonia, Spain), have

.114
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been chosen for this purpose. Contrasting degrees of tonguedorsum contact
are asNciafed with these consonants for [j]>[31..]>[,( ] >[n], both as tradition

ally described.and according to a survey. of palatographic recordings from' the
literature across different Romance languages and contextual conditions (e.g.,
Haden, 1938; Rousselot, 1924-1925) I performed for the present study. Thus,

[j] can be characterized as a dorsopalatal approximant, leavlbg a narrow

i passage along the palatal median ]Line; [_y] and [A ] appear to be alveolo
.palatal stops produced with large linguopalatal contact over the surface of

the palate with the tong9e blade and the tongue dorsum (less so than for [j],

and more so for [3-] than for [A 3); [n] is an alveolar consonant produced
with tongudtip occlusion and no contact With the tongue dorsum at the center
of the palate.

In summary, it appears that [j], [31-], [X ], and In] involve decreasing

degrees of tonguedorsum contact. In a language with alveolars and palatals

contrasting in tongue dorsum contact, [j], [31-], [A ] and [n] ought to show

increasing degrees of VtoG-coarticulation.

METHOD

I.)Articulatory Analysis

Electropalatographic (EPG) data were "collected for Catalan /consonants

[j], [y_9", [4 ], and [n] in all possible VCV combinations with V= [i], [a],

[u]. The ,utterances were embedded in a Catalan frame'Sentence "Sap___poc,"

'H,e knows_ just a little.' A single speaker of Catalan- (speaker Re, the

author), also fluent in Spanish, English, and French, repeated all utterances

10 times with the artificial palate in place while the electropalatographic
signal and the corresponding acoustic signal 'were recorded on tape for_later,

analysis.

The artificial palate used in this sudy contains 63 electrodes evenly

distributed_ over its surface and permits tracking linguopalatal- contact

''patterns over time (1 frame= 15.6 ms. Detfailed information about this

palatographic system (Rion Electropalatograp'S Model DP-01) is available in

.Shibata (1968) and Shibata et al. (1978). The electrodes are arrnged.in five
'semicircular rows;.for purposes of data interpretation, they have been grouped

in articulatory regions and sides taking advantage of their equidistant

arrangement in parallel curved rows on the 'artificial palate. As shown in

Figure 1, the surface of the palate has been .divided into four articulatory

regions (alveolar, prepalatal, mediopalatal, and postpalatal) and into two

symmetrical sides (right and left) by a median line traced alog the central

range of electrodes. This division in terms of areas/ on the palatal. surface

is based on anatomical grounds (Catford, 1977).

For each VCV utterance, contact data were tabulated at the frame that

presented the highest, number of onelectrodes (that is, point of maximum

contact or PMC) and averaged across repetitions for .interpretation.

II. Acoustical Analysis

Four repetitions of all VCV combinations from this and two Other Catalan

speakers (Bo and Ca), also fluent in Spanish, were record?ed fon'acoustical

II
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Figure 2, "Linguopalatal configuration for [j1, [r-], [X ] and [n1 at PMC in
symmetridal environments (,speaker Re).
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analysis. They were digitized.at a sampling rate of 10 knk, aftbr p'reemphnsis
and low-pask filtering. An LPC (linear prediction coding) program included in
the ILS (Interactive Laboratory System) package was used to . measure the

frequencies of the three lowest spectral peaks. at, PMC. To identify. PMC on the

acoustic wave fOr speaker Re, .EPG datwere also digitized at a samPling rate
of 20 kHz, with no previous pree\mphasis or filtering.' Labelingprocedures
were executed using WENDY (Haskins. Laboratories Wave Editing and Display
system). For3speakers Bo and Cal for whom no EPG data were available, PMC was
est.Lmated by visually identifying the Fl frequency minimum in the transition
from the first vowels to the consonant. Such a point was found to match PMC
satisfactorily for Speaker /Re. Acoustical data were averaged across repeti7
tions for interpretq/ on.

The prediction that degree of coarticulation varies along with changes in
degree bf'tOngue-dorsum contact will be studied according to the following
.kprocedure. r6r each gcSnsonaq, I will present articulatory and acoustical

,data at PMC on' general'produ4ion characteristics in symmetrical VCV!enliiron-
-ments and V-to 7C coarticulatory effects-in symmetrical7and asymmetrical VCV
environment:5. In all cases I will concentrate exclusively on patterns of
contact at the rear of the palate (mediopalate and postpalate) that reflect
tongue-dorsum activity. In the acoustic-tymain, only data on F2. frequencies
will be presented, given the affiliation between this torment with differences
in back cavity size ancl in degree Of palatal constriction for palatal and
alveolapoonsonants (Fent, 1960).''

RESULTS

I. Consonant [j],

4

In Figure 2, tongue contact is represented by the area between the

contour lilies and the sides of the palate; the area where there is no contact
is mediar-to the'contdur lines. According. to the figure, the dorsopalatal
approximant [j] is produced with a dorsal constriction along the .ent're

med,iopalatal and postpalatal regions except for a narrowl)assage along the
median' line; and lowered tongue tip and tongue blade. High' F2 for [j]
(1925-2425 Hz, according to Table 1) are dependent upon half-wavelength of the
combined mouth-pharynx system behind the constriction; the small range of F2
variation (500 Hz) denotes a highly fixed and, well-defined back, cavity

configuration independent of speaker and vocalic environment.

Figure 2 shows coarticulatory effects in symmetrical vocalic environ-

ments. They Wect the widt,ik)of the central passage in the mediopalatal and
postpalatal areas, with analobus',maximal narrowing for high vowels [i] and

[u], and more'opebing for low'ivowel [a]. As shown in.Table 1, observed F2
values for [j] vary indirect relationship to the degree or palatal constric-
tion: Thul-, they are found to be high for high vowels [i] and [u] (2050 to

2425 Hz) and low for low vowel [a] (1925 to 2150 Hz).
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values in Hz for E.11 (jAH , [h], inu1 (n] at. PMG In :tymmotr..1 oily I rownont.:i

(speakers rre, ca).

[iji ]

Re 2350

Bo ,2425

Ca 21,50

Eaja I -Lulu] [.bra] Lipid

1925 2200 2350 1775 21:)0

2150 2425 2425 2000. 2425

1925 2050 2150 1575 2250

[i(i] LaAa]

Re 2275. 1600

Bo 2400 2000

Ca 2000 160(

[u4u] 1 [ini] Lana] Eunul

,

1900 2210 1570 1075

1850 i 2350 1675 1150

1750 2075 1350 1100

Figure 3 shows coarticulatory effects in asymmetrical vocalic environ
ments. Anticipatory effects from V2 (shown on the left ) and carryover effects

from (shown on the- 'right ) have been measured when the transconsonantal

vowel is kept constant. It, can be seen that patterns resulting from carryover
and anticipatory effects are almost the same as for the symmetrical highvowel

environment: the effect of a high vowel is found to override that of a low
yowel systematically, thus causing maximal degree of constriction at the

mediopal ate and postpal,ate , independent of coarticulatory direction.

Acoustical data on anticipatory and carryover effects are presented in

Table 2 . F2 values have been averaged across VCV contexts for each V2

(anticipatory effects) and V1 (carryover effects) for each speaker. Cross
vocalic ranges ?have also been included. In contrast to the EPG data, the

acoustical dat.a in Tabl-e. 2 :show large?-4.carryover effects :( from. V1L-[ ] ,

[u]>[ ) 1 than anticipatory efpcts (from V2= [i ]> [u][a]) for all speakers.
Thus,, the range of F.2 values across contrasting V2 is lower (40, 105, and 110

Hz for different speakers) than that across contrasting V1 (100, 210, and 315

Hz for different speakers).
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Figure 3. Ant ipatory (left) and carryover (right) effects for [j] at PMC

(EPG data; speaker Re).
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Table 2

Anticipatory and carryover effects for [j], [sq, [4], and [n]
(F2 values in Hz; speakers Re, Bo, and Ca) over all VCV

contexts for each V2 (anticipatory effects) and V1 (carryover effects).

[J]

Anticipatory Carryover

J
[it]

Anticipatory Carryover

[i]: 2240 2300 2185 2300
Re [u]: 2135 2225 2115 2210

[all 2135 1985 , 2085 1875

Range
: 105 315< 100 425

1

[i]: 2375 2425 2335 " 2425
Bo [u]; 2355 2425 --,. 2300 2425

ip

[a]: 2335 2215 2285 2065

Range : 40 210 50 360

:

[i] 2075 2025 2050 2085

Ca [u]: 1990 2085 2015 2065

1965 1925 1955 .1690

Range 110 10e 95 395

[4 ] [n]

Ahticipatory Carryover AnticipatOry Carryover

[ill 2005 2190 1655 2230

Re [u]: 1885 1935. 1595 1075

[a]: 1885 1650 1640 1585

Range
:

120 540 60 1155

1

1
. .

[i]; 2250 2275 1875 2260

Bo [u]: 2000 2090 1635 1 285 i.

[a]; .2140 2050 . 1765 1735

Range
1

250 225
;

240 975

1

[i]: 1885 2000 1665. 2000 f

Ca fu ] I 1835\ 1800 1485 1215

[a]: 1785 1700 1540 1475
1

Range 1 , 100 300 180 785

1 I
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II. Consonant [7.]

The alveolo-palatal nasal [31.] is produced with contact all over 'the-

surface of the palate with tongue blade and tongue dorsum, except for a narrow
passage along the median line (see Figure 2). At the postpalate, this passage

shows equal or less (never more)1 contact than for [j]. F2 for [T..] is

pharynx-cavity dependent. As showii in Table 1, the range of F2 values for
[31.] (850 Hz) is larger and the values can be lower (1575-2425 Hz) than for
[j]. This is essentially due to the fact that the postpalatal passage can
show more variability and can be larger in degree of opening for [ji..] than for

[j].
.

Coarticulatory trends in symmetrical environments (see Figure 2) show,
just as for [j], maximal narrowing of the passage at the rear of the palate
for high vowels [i], .[u], and larger opening for low vowel [a]. Differences

in degree of postpalatal contact are larger (for [a] vs. [i], [u]) than for

[j]. As shown in Table 1, F2 'values fOr [iu] vary in direct relationship, to
the degree of palatal contact, as for [j]. Thus, they are found to be high
for high vowels [i] and [u] (2150 to 2425 Hz) and low for low vowel [a] (1575

to 2000 Hz). Lower values for [a] with [it.] than , '.h [j] accord well with

the fact that [ayt.a] shows less dorsopalatal contac. at the postpalate than

[aja].

Anticip2tory (left) and carryover (right) effects with respect,to degree
of the constriction at the rear of the palate are shown in Figure 4.

Carryover trends occur systematically, i.e., a 'preceding low vowel causes a

wider passage than a preceding high vowel, independent of V2. Anticipatory

trends from V2 are overriden by V1; thus, the paslage width is always more
open for V1=[a] than for V1=[i],.[u]., independent ofW2. Similarly, acousti-

cal data (see Table 2) show larger carryover effects (more so than for [j],

from V17-[i]>/[u]>[a]) than anticipatory effects (as for [j], from

V2=[i]>[u]>[a]) for all speakers. The fact thatEy-7 shows similar anticipa-
tory effects and larger carryover effects than CjJ at the articulatory and
acoustical levels results from the smaller degree of tongue-- dorsum contact.

III. Consonant [A ]

The. alveolo-palatal [A ]'is produced with contact all over the palatal

surface with tongue blade and tongue dorsum, except for a narrow passage along

the median line that is larger than that for [it] (see Figure 2). Therefore,

[A] involves a smaller degree of tongue-dorsum contact than [-j] and [ r..]. As

a lateral consonant, [A ] is articulated so that the airstream.passes out at

the sides' of the vocal tract. The absence of lateral slits for some

utterances and.the presence of only a prepalatal slit on the left side of the
palate for others, suggests that the airstream passes mainly through a channel

formed by the external surface of theiteeth and the inner walls of the cheek.

F2 for [ A ] shows essentially the same cavity affiliation as for [ i].

According to Table 1, there is a larger range of F2 variation (800 Hz) for
[4] than for [j]. The result is consistent with a more variable back cavity

configuration. On the other hand, F2 values can be lower (1600-2400 Hz), in
accordande with a larger back cavity behind the constriction.
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Figure 4. Ah cipatory (left) and carryover (right) ) effects for [yi- ] at PMC
(EPG data; speaker Re). .
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- , Coarticulatory trends in symmetrical envifOnments (see Figure 2) short

differences in the size,of the palatal passage for high front [i] (narrowest)
and low (back [a] (widest), high back[u] falling in between. This pattern

differs from that for. [j] and [31-]4 which show no contrast between [i] and

lu]. Thus, the tongue-dorsum placement during the production of [4 ] vs.

[j], [7-] appears to be sensit.ive to degrees of tongue backing as well as jaw
opening in the adjacent vowels. Consistently, contrasting cross - speaker

effects on F2 are found according to differences in degree of dorsal contact
for [i] (2000-2400 Hz)> [u] (1750-1900 Hz)> [a] (1600-2000 Hz) (see Table 1).

Carryover effects are larger than anticipatory effects (see Figure 5).
They are also larger than for_[j] and [,11.-]-in showing contrasting degrees of
.contact for V1=[i]>[-1.0>ial;--antic-tpatary effeCtS are small or non-existent and

conform always to the degree of mediopalatal and postpalatal opening appropri-
ate-forV1. Larger carryover than anticipatory effects are also observed for
the articulatory traits that characterize, laterality. Thus, a lateral prepa-
latal slit on the left side of the palate is always found when V1=[u] and is

absent when V1=[i], [a], while no anticipatory effects are found in this

respect.

Acoustical data (see Table .2) for F2 frequencies also show larger

carryover than anticipatory effects for all speakers. Carryover trends are

observed mainly from V1=[i]e[u]>[a] and anticipatory effects mainly from

V 2 = [ i ] > [ u ] , [ a ] . Ranges of F2 values show that anticipatory effects for [ A]

are larger than for [j] and [31.] (for speakers Re and Bo but not for speaker
Ca), and that carryover effects are larger than for [j] and can be larger or
smaller than for [31,].

IV. Consonant [n]

The consonant [n] is produced with apico-alveolar constriction and

complete contact all along the sides of the palate, thus leaving a large

central cavity along the median line (see Figure 2). The cavity is much

larger than that for palatal consonants, thus indicating a smaller degree of
tongue-dorsum contact. F2 for [n] is dependent upon the pharynx cavity, as

for [31-]. According to Table 1, it is lower (1075 -2350 Hz) and shows more

variability (.1275 Hz) than for [31.], thus indicating larger pharynx-cavity

size and higher degree of tongue-body adaptability to the vocalic environment.

. COarticulatory effects in symmetrical environments (see Figure 2)

degree of contact at the reark,of the palate are found for [i]>[u]>[a]. The

passage becomes narrower towards the postpalate for high [i] and [u] than for

low [a]. Cross-vocalic differences in size of the passage are larger than for
any alveolo-palatal consonant, thus reflecting higher sensitivity of-tongue-
dorsum activity to the surrounding vowels. As shown in Table 1, large cross-
speaker F2 differences are found for [i] (2075-2350 Hz)> [a] (1350-1675 Hz)>
[u] (1075 -1150 Hz), as a result of important changes in pharynx-cavity size
reflected by differences in the size of the passage at the mediopalatal and
postpalatal areas. -Lower F2 for [u] than for [a] (and npt for[a] than for
[u], as would be expected from differences in degree of contact at the rear of
the palate) may be dUe to lip rounding effects.
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.
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." 0(
1

0
fi

Figure 5. Anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) effects for [A ] at PMC

(EPG data; speaker Re).
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According to Figure 6, largd carryover effects in the opening'size of the
mediopalatal and postpalatal passage are found when V2=[a], [u] (from
V1=[a]>[u]>[i]) and very small effects when V2=[i] (from V1=[a]t [u]>[i]).
Anticipatory effects are found when' V1=[a], [IA (from V2=[a]>[u]>[i) but not
when V1=[i]. Anticipatory and carryover effects in degree _of tonguedorsum
contact are larger for [n] than for any palatal consonant.

Table 2 shows strong carryover effects upon F2 for all spe'akers from
V1=[i]>[a]>[u], and much smaller anticipatory effects from V2=[i]>[a]>[u].
Ranges of F2 values show that carryover? effects are always larger for [n] than
for palatal consonants, and that anticipatory effects are generally but not
always larger.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS,

Palatographic data show that the degree of tonguedorsum contact, on
average, decreases along the series [j], [J1-], [ A ], [n]. Coarticulatory
effects on tonguedorsum contact for [j], [J1.], [4 ] and [n], measured at PMC,
can be summarized as follows:

1) Dorsopalatal approximant ,[j]: In symmetrical environments, articula
tory anti acoustical effects are found from high vs. low vowels. ,In asymmetri
cal environments, anticipatory and carryove'r patterns of contact strow that the
effecV of a,high vowel always overrides that of a low vowel; in the light of
thecoustical data, larger carryover than anticipatory effects are foueld

mainly from high vs. low vowels.

2) Alveolopalatal nasal [7]: In symmetrical environments, articulatory
and acoustical effects are found from high vs. low vowels, more so than for
[j]. In asymmetrical environments, articulatory and acoustical data show
carryover effects mainly from high vs. low vowels and small or nonexistent
anticipatory effects"; overall, [IL] shows larger carryover effects than [j]

and similar anticipatory effects.

/ 3) tAlveolopalatal lateral [4 ]: In symmetrical environments, larger
articulatory and acoustical effects than for [j] and [31. ], are found for high

front vs. high back vs. low back vowels. In the light of articulatory data',
contrasting carryover effects occur for those vowels while anticipatory
effects are small Or -nonexistent; acoustical data show larger carryover
effects for the three vowels than anticipatory effects. Overall, coarticula
tory effects in asymmetrical environments are larger than for [j] and .1)1-] in

the articulatory and acoustical domains.

4) Alveolar ,,nasal [n]: In symmetrical environments, articulatory and

acoustical effecte Cound for high front vs. high back vs. low back vowels,
more so than for palatal consonants. In the light of articulatory data,
carryover and anticipatory effects can be large or small depending pn the
quality of the transconsonantal vowel; acoustical data show stronger carryover
than anticipatory effects for the three vowels. Overall, coarticulatory
effects in asymmetrical, environment& are larger that-4 for palatal consonants.

It can-'be concluded that the amount of :,ytoC coarticulation is dependent
upon the degree of tonguedorsum contact observed during the production of the
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Figure 6. Anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) effects for [n] at PMC

(EPG data; speake( Re).
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consonant. Thus, on the one hand, a defined tongue-dorsum raising gesture
towards'the palatal area, as for )dorsopalatal conso4nt such as [j], results

in little coarticulatory sensitivity to the surrounding vowels. On the other

hand, alveolo-palatals such as [k] and [4 ], which show a greater degree of

opening of the mediogalatal and postpalatal passage and in range of F2 values

than [j], coarticulate more freely with the surrounding vocalic environment;
moreover, a larger passage for A] than for [y.] results in larger coarticu-
latory effects. Finally, alveolar [n], produced with less tongue-dorsum
contact than alveolo-palatals, shows the largest V-to-C coarticulatory effects

of all the consonants studied here.

It is true, then, that the degree of V-to-C coarticulation varies

inversely with the degree of tongue-dorsum contact required for the uoduction
of the consonanE. Moreover, this variation is monotonical: a progressive

decrease in degree of tongue-dorsum contact causes coarticulatory activity to
vary progressively in similar amounts. Thus, for the different degrees of
tongue-dorsum activity for [j]>[,-].>[X]>[n], difTerent degrees of coarticula-
tory activity are obtained for [n]>[4 ]>[316.]>[j]. Ij

This systematic dependence of coarticulatory effects on the degree of

.lingubpalatal contact suggests that, to a large extent, coarticulation is
regulated by mechanical constraints on articulatory activity. :Thus, a large

degree of constraint on tongue dorsum results in a,large amount of dorsal
contact and a small degree of coarticulation; as the degree of constraint

decreases, dorsal contact becomes smaller and coarticulatory effects increase.
In line with Fowler et al. (1980), those may be the invariant relationships
underlying the 'speech p'roducti'on mechanism.

With respect to the issue of directionality of coarticulatory ,effects,e,''

carryover effects have been found to be larger than anticipatory effect

independent of speaker and vocalic environment. From the. present study, it

can be concluded that this finding reflects a language-specific property of

gOWd?ticulatory programming is organized' in Catalan. However, evidence for

the same trend has been found for English (Bell-Berti & Harris, 1976; Gay,

1974).
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THE RELATIVE ROLES OF SYNTAX AND PROSODY IN THE PERCEPTION OF THE /g/-/6/
DISTINCTION'"

Patti Jo Price+ and Andrea G. Levitt++

Abstract. A silent interval that cues the /g/-/6/ distinction in
many contexts is less likely to do so when it'coihcides with, certain
boundaries. In natural tre5cch these boundaries are generally marked
by both prosody and synt . We independently varied syntax and
prosody to assess their contributions to the phonetic dnterpretation
of silences occurrin at these boundaries. We used a set of four
sentences,' four durationsions of silence, -and-'two prosodic patterns
(Experiment '1). We constructed sentences Using three techniques
that differed in the amount of prosodic control andin naturalness:
synthesis by rule, Concatenation 'of naturalely produced syllables,
and cross-splicirig of naturally produced utterances. Silence dura-
tion had a strong effect-on the perception ofeAhe /S'/-/6/ contrast
in all conditions. For the Synthetic Condition, we also found
strong effect of the prosodic pattern: We found no evidence of any
purely syntactic effect. In Experiment 2, the two syllablgs sur-
rounding-the silenv were excised from the sentences of Experiment 1
and presented to listeners for 'labeling. Prosody had a significant
effect in the Synthetic Condition and in the Natural Condition. The
results indicate that the local prosodic pattern (one syllable with
a pitch fall and a longer duration) can be sufficient to influence
listeners' perception of the/ /i''/-/C./ contrast. There is also
evidence that the prosodic informatiorOmay be subject to context
effects.

INTRODUCTION'i.

The introduction of a short silent interval before 'an appropriate
intervocalic fricative, noise can change listeners' labelings from 'sh' to 'ch'

*Also to appear in Language and Speech, Vol. 26, 1983.
+Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
++Also Wellesley College.
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(Dorman, Raphael, & Liberman, 1979). For example, in theutterance "say
shop," the introduction of silence after,the word "say" can change the percept

of "shop" to "chOp," Others have shown, however, that this change is much

less likely to occur when the silence coincides with a sentence boundary

(Raket4, Dechovitz, & Verbrugge, 1982). 'Presumably, the listeners interpret

the silence as a consequence of the sentence boundary, that j.s. as a pause,

rather than as the silence associated with oral closure for /8/. D/echovitz

(1980, 1981) has Argued that. sentenceinternal clause boundariesi'shave a

similer.effect oh listeners' perception and that such boundaries will have an

effect even when they are not marked by appropriate prosody.

Syntactic boundarfe',s in natural speech are, however, generally associated

with significant prosodic changes that may be largely, or bntire4r, responsi

ble for the subject's", interpretatidn of the silenle. It is therefore--

important td" carefully, control for the role of pros?dy 'insofar as possible

before attributing the effect purely to syntax. Aspeots of prosody that' may

mark clause boundaries include a drop in F0, a lengthening of the clausefinal

syillable, and a.period of silence before, the beginning of the next clause. By

independently varying the syntax and. these prosodic markers in several

sentences, we can test the relative roles of syntax and prosody in influencing,

a listener's decision that the silence is to be attributed to oral closure for

/8/ or to a pause followed by /5/.

The separation of syntactiand prosodic' effects leads to an important

methodological consideration: Mnce prosodY and syntax are often correlated

in ,natural speech, the more effectively the two are separated, the less

natural the sentences begin to sound. In our attempt to deal with this

problem, wehai,e used thfee techniques to create the sentences so thbt some e

area more natural sounding, but less carefully controlled, and others the

reverse:

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Stimuli. Table 1 shows the two pairs of sentences used. Each pair

contains an equal number of syllables and hares a large number of words:

Sentences la and lb 'differ, or "are disambiguated," before "pay,." whereas

sentences 2a and 2b are disambiguated after "pay." The two members' of,each,

pair differ in syntactic structure: Sentences la and 2,s1 have, a sydtactic

break after ,"pay"; sentences lb and 2b do not. We used iour durations of

silence (0, 30 60, 90 ms) following "pay." The sentences were gentE3telkin

two versionS:. one with a prosodic pattern appropriate for a break followin

"pay," and one with a pattern appropriate for no break following "pay."

Patterns. appropriate for a break principally involve tris syllables immediately

before that break. These syllables, may show longer duration, a fall or fall

rise pitch pattern, a tapering off in amplitude., and a following pause. ' The

same syllables occurring in a sentence without such a break are ,shorter and

have flatter pitch- and amplitude patterns. Here We have investigated the

\combined roles of 'pitch pattern-and duration in marking the boundary; the two

were not separated in this study.

We found In pilot studies that an intervocalic /5/ preceded by, silence

generally was perceilied as /5/ unless the onset was edited to be more abrupt
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(cf. Rakerd et al., 1982). In order to allow silence to operate as an

effective /g//C/ cue, we therefore had to edit the friction noise to make it
more ambiguous between /g/ and /6/. We shortened the initial friction noise

rid gave it .a sharper rise time. These changes were based on measurements of
natural speech production's of /6/.1

Table 1 -

Source sentences. SubjeCts hear either "Shipley" or " Chipley" following "pay."

1a,
Since we have -all ourback pay,- Shipley -and I want to leave town,

lb.

He wants enough to repay Shipley, and I want to leave town.

2a.

That he could pay, Shipley reiterated.

That he could pay Shipley was a shock to me.

The dependent variable in our design .was the perceptual change of

"Shipley" to "Chipley." We chose proper names to minimize effects of lexical
frequency and semantic expectation. The stressed open syllable "pay" can show

clearly the pitch, amplitude, andyAuration patterns that may mark clause

finality versus nonfinality, and its final high front glide transitions are
similar in productions of either "pgy ship" or "pay chip."

The three methods used to create the sentences were:

(1) Synthesis by rule: These sentenw were not very natural sounding'
but prosobic patterns were trictly)controlled.

(2) concatenation of syllables excised' from naturally produced strings:
These sentences were more natural than in the Synthetic Condition but
prosodic patterns were disrupted.

(3) Crosssplicing of large pieces of, naturally produced utterances:,

These sentences sounded natural but prosodic patterns were not

strictly controlled.

Synthetic Condition. A version of each of the four sentences in Table 1

was generated using Ingemann's C1978) rules on the OVEIIIc 'synthesizer at
Haskins Laboratories (Liljencrants, 1968) -. To facilitate the perceptual

change to /6/, the /S../ frication from sentence la was edited so that the
initial fricative noise was shorter _and. had a sharper rise time. This

frication was used in all. tile' synthetic sentences. Though an intonation

'fall' generally occur1s in sentencefinal position and 'a' 'fallrise' pattern
in phraserfinal position, the 'rise part of the fallrise may occur either
before theOpreakor on the first syllable after the break (see, e.g., Cooper &
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Sorensen, 1947). Delattre (1965) observed that the rise part of the fall-rise
pattern 'is generally not as important in American speech as the fall.part. To

sort out the relative perceptual values of these two patterns we used two
'final' versions of "pay" (one with a fall-rise F0 pattern and the other with
a falling F0 pattern, both of equal length and amplitude), and one 'non-final'

version (with a shorter duration, and a flat amplitude and F0 pattern).

Figure 1 shows the F0 and temporal patterns for the source sentences used in
this condition.

SYNTHETIC CONDITION

200

Hz 100-

la

IS in ce we hove all our b a ck pay , Sh i p ley and I

01 1,

wan t to leave t own .

I I I I L I

'He won is encu gh to re p ay Sh i p ley, and I wan t to leave f own ".

200
2a

100--
That he could p ay , Sh i p ley., reiterated

;0
2

100-
.

That he could p ay Sh i p ley was a th o ck t o me.

Figure 1. Synthetic Conditioh sentences with, FID patterns. The axes at the

left show frequency in Hertz. Sentences 1a and 2a contain the

"pay" with a fall (final) contour. The flat (non-final) "pay"

shown in sentences 2.a and 2b was switched with the fall (final)
"pay" shown in sentences la and 2a in order to control syntax and

prosody independently. In the fall-rise part of the_ Synthetic

Condition, the F0 pattern on "pay" .shown at the right was substi-

II

6Verywherp for the fall pattern shown in sentences la and 2a

at the left. Silence was inserted after "pay."

Note that sentence lb has a syntactic and prosodic break after "Shipley,"

while sentence la does not. Since this break 'occurs in the part, of the

sentence that the two members of the pair are supposed to share, sentence la

was edited to create a compromise version in which the duration of t"Fi-e'' final-:-

vowel in "Shipley" was increased by 75 ins and an amplitude contour .1(a

symmetric fall and rise) was added. The matching parts of sentences 2a and'2b

before "pay" were identical as generated and no editing was neOessary._

The Synthetic Condition was divided into two blocks, each consisting of 5

separate randomizations of 32 stimuli: 4 sentences (see Table 1) X 2 "pay"s

1 36
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(final and non-final) X 4 silence durations (0, 30, 60, 90, ms). The two

blocks differed in that the final "pay" used had either the fall-rise contour
or the fall contour. Digitized versions of each sentence were created before
randomization.

Concatenated Condition. In this condition the starting point was natural
speech. In order to preserve as much segmental naturalness as possible, while
at the same time eliminating most prosodic cues, strings of two or three
syllables were recorded, digitized, 'edited, and then spliced together to form
the sentences in. Table 1. A ranomized list of these strings was read with
list intonation by one of the authors (PJP). The list contained the syllables
of the test sentences as well as similar strings from some additional
sentences. By list intonation we mean that, in .general, all syllables had a
pitch fall; the last syllable in 'a string (the prepau6a1 syllable) fell to a
lower level' and was longer. An example of the strings used for sentence 2b
appears in Table 2.

Table 2

Exa6ple,of the strings generated for sentence 2b. The middle column in Table
2 contains the syllables to be concatenated with others to form the sentences.
Sets of strings similar to these 11 strings were generated for the 4 test
sentences and for an additional 28 filler sentences. The strings were
randomized and read with a list intonation. The pieces in the middle column
were then isolated and spliced together to form the sentences in the
Concatenated Condition. The symbol # indicates a pause.

II that hat
heet he key

key could pould
peed pay shay
shay ship lip
leap lee we
we wuh zuh
zuh zuh shuh
shuh - "shock tock
tuke to moo
moo me Il

Note that the syllable strings were constructed so that the syllables in
the middle column were uttered in phonetic contexts similar to that of the
part of the sentence into which the syllable was to be spliced. Adjustments
of the transcriptions were made to condition phonological rules such as

flapping. The syllable strings were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz and sampled at
a, rate of 10 kHz before editing. One "ship" was used in all the sentences.
Tie friction noise at the beginning was made more ambiguous between /g/ and
/6/: it was shortened and oits onset made sharper. A single "pay," from the
pr9-pausal context, was used. LPC analysis and resynthesis were used to

flatten the pitch of this syllable, and the waveform editor was used to
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shorten it from about 300 ms to about 200 ms, thereby creating the 'nonfinal'

version of "pay." Analysis of the LPCflattened "pay" revealed that the pitch

was not flattened during the first 40 to 50 ms of the vowel.. This left a

sharp pitch fall at the vocalic onset, which we felt was not unreasonable for

a vowel following avoiceles1 consonant (Hombert, Ohala, & Ewan, 1979). The

sentences composed of concatenated syllables were edited further to eliminate

any audible discontinuities. Figure 2 shows the F0 and temporal patterns of
the source sentences used in this conditon.

The four source sentences in Figure 2 were generated in two versions:

one with prepausal' "pay" (shown in sentences la and 2a) and one with the

'flattened' and shortened "pay" (shoWn in sentences lb and 2b). \We used four

durations of silence (0, 30, 60, and 90 ms) between the "pay" and the "ship"

of the resulting 8 sentences to create 32 stimuli. Five separate randomiza

tions of the 32 stimuli were recorded.

Natural Condition. The four sentences of Table 1 were included in a

randomized list containing 28 filler sentences. This list was-read by one of

the authors (Pa). Sentences with the same words (and, presumably, syntactic

otructure) but with (presdmably) inapproprite prosodic structure were created

by crosssplicing pieces of the sentences as indicated in Figure 3. The

naturally occurring "ship" in each of the sentences was replaced by the single

edited' "ship" used in the Concatenated Condition. The resulting eight

sentences were used to generate the 32 stimuli of the experiment (with 0, 30,

60, or 90 ms of silence between "pay" and "Shipley" in each). Again, five

separate randomizations of the 32, stimuli were recorded. The F0 and temporal

patterns of the source Sentences used in this condition are shown in Figure 3.

Subjects and procedure. Ten Yale undergraduates with no reported history

of speech or hearing problems were paid to listen to the four resulting tapes

(Synthetic Fallrise, Synthetic Fall, Concatenated, and Natural) in counter

balanced order over GrasonStadler model TDH 39-300Z headphones connected to

an Ampex tape ,recorder. Subjects were asked to write 's' if they heard

"Shipley" in the sentence :'and 'c' if they heard "Chipley." They were told

that it was important to listen to the entire sentence before deciding.

Results J
We analyzed the results of the three conditions separately to see whether

prosodic pattern, syntactic structure, or silence duration affected the number

of 's' responses. An analysis of variance was performed on the 's' responses

in each of three conditions (Synthetic, Concatenated, and Natural). Each

analysis included the factors disambiguation (before/after), syntactic context

(break/no break)., prosody (tfinalWnonfinal'), and silence duration (0, 30,

60, or 90 ms). The analysis of the Synthetic Condition had as an additional

factor the pitch change that marked the break after the "pay" (fall/fall

rise). e.e

Figure 4 (thick lines) presents the results of this experiment. The data

are averaged across disambiguation (before/after), syntactic context (break/no

break), and for the Synthetic Condition, the pitch marker of the break

('fall' /'fall rise').

1 1.../kj
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CONCATENATED CONDITION

350
Ia

Hz 250- N.
S i n co w h o y e e o u r a "ck p,"k! Shi plea and I wa n ease, t o

154
354

lb

250 N. \A.

wan ,ou,o1; t ro p 9 y,Sh,i p ley,, end' I w,a 9 t .1,o ,leaver

3
2a

250

150That ho could p'Shi p ley rei ter a ed.n
35G

2b

25°-
That he could pay Ship lex waswa a shock it o me.iiiii AAA

Figuee 2. Concatenated Condition sentences with F0 patterns. The axes at the
left show frequency in Hertz. The 'flattened' (non-final) "pay"
shown in sentences lb and 2b was switched with the original fall-
rise (-final) "pay" shown in sentences la and 2a. Silence" was

inserted after "pay."

350

Hz 250

NATURAL CONDITION

3550.0

2

150

Ia

S in cz we have all our b a ck IZTO , 1142_ ralyrg/41.111,04:11 401paye111,11111,
lb

\__N-
14§24/an is enou_igh to, rep Sh, i p Ipvonct !, won t to 1,avp t ova).

350

250

150
350

2a

N
740treN41---PAt i§t04. tle rester to till
2b

250- " \
150 Tq9"--L---1---L-L°1-1A=1 e4'/"". c"7.

Figure 3. Natural Condition sentences with Po patterns. The axes at the

left show frequency in Hertz. These sentences were cross-spliced

as indicated: Portion* of the sentences with the same underlining
were joined to form the new sentences. Silence was inserted after
Hpay.

1.3 9
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SYNTHETIC CONCATENATED NATURAL

100- 100 /

0 30 609O 0 30 60 90
SILENCE (ms)

0 30 60 90

Figure 4. Fercent ' esponses are plotted for the Synthetic (left), Conca
tenated (m ddle), and Natural (right) Conditions. Thick lines
represent responses to sentences; thin lines to' controls. Solid
lines show responses ,to-items with 'final' "pays"; dashed lines to
'nonfinal' "pays."

'In all conditions there, was a highly significant main effect of silence
duration. In the Synthetic Condition there was also a Significant main effect

of prosody (final/nonfinal) (mol'e 's' responses for 'final' "pay"s, as

expected): F(1,9) = 12.34, a = .0066, and a significant interaction of proso
dy and silence duration, F(3,27) = 12.84, p_ < .0001. There was no significant
difference between the two final pitch patterns on "pay" ('fall' versus 'fall
rise'). Finally, there was a significant interaction' of syntax (break/no

break) and prosody (final/nonfinal), F(1,9) = 6.45, .p = .0318. When there

was a 'final' contour on "pay," sentences with a syntactic break received
slightly more 's' responses than sentences without such a break; whereas when
there was a 'nonfinal' contour on "pay," sentences with a.syntactic break had
slightly fewer 's' responses than,sentences without a break. The expectation,

of course, would be that if syntax were an independent cue to the listener,

sentences with a 'final' contour on "pay" and a syntactic break would show
more 's' responses than would sentences without a syntactic break. This is

the opposite of What was obtained. A significant interaction, F(3,27) = 3.51,

= .0287, between pitch change (fall, fallrise) and silence duration was due
to the fact that the number of 's' responses was sometimes slightly higher for

fall, other times higher for fallrise, depending on the .given silence

duration. There was no systematic pattern of differenceS. A significant

threeway interaction of syntax, prosody, and disambiguation, F(1,9) = 54951
4

4
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11 = .0374, was also present: for a 'final' contour on "pay" there were
slightly more 's' responses for sentence la (with a break) than for sentence

lb (without a break), whereas there were slightly more 's' responses for

sentence 2b (without a break) than for sentence 2a (with a-break).
4

In the Concatenated Condition the only significant effect, besides that

of silence duration, F(3,27) = 39.66, 2. < .0001,. was a threeway interaction

among disambiguation ,(before / after), prosody (final/nonfinal), and silence

duration,.F(3,27) = 3.08, a = .0445, due to the fact that sentences disambigu

ated before the,break showed a slight rise in number. of 's' responses for the

'final' "pay "s at the longest silence duration whereas sentences disambiguated

after the break did not. Although there wasd'no significant prosodic, effect,

seven of the ten subjects did show more is' responses when the preceding "pay"

had the 'final' prosodic pattern as opposed-to the 'nonfinal' one.

In the Natural Condition the effect of silence duration was most

pronounced: subjects' responses changed almost completely from 's' to 'c'

with the introduction of 30 ms of silence, regardless of sentence type. There

was also a significant interaction of disambiguation (before/after) and

prosody (final/nonfinal), F(1,9) =49.00, = .0150: for the sentences disam

biguated in their initial part, sbgjects showed a greater number of 's'

responses for a 'final' "pay" than for a 'nonfinal' "pay." However, in the

sentence pair that was disambiguated in its final part, subjects showed a

greater number of responses for a nonfinal. "pay." There was another

significant two way interaction of prosody (final/nonfinal) and silence

duration, F(3,27) = 3.86, a'= .0203, and a significant threeway interaction,

F(3,27) = 5.77, a = .0035, of those factors and disaMbiguation (before/after),

which both seem due to the fact that-eachofthe foUr individual- "pay"s used

in this condition produced slightly different cross Dyer points. Experiment 2

deals with this issue more directly.

Discussion

There was a clear phonetic\\effect of silence duration in all three

conditions. For all subjects and all conditions the introduction of silence

after "pay" caused subjects to report "Chipley" rather than "Shipley."

The effedt of the pitch and duration patterns of "pay" (final/nonfinal)

on the number of 's' ("Shipley") responses is clear in the case of the

synthetically produced sentences. Subjects' responses to the two fi al pitch

patterns on "pay" (fall and fallrise), however, did nOt diff r, which

suggests that both were equally good at signaling a break to American English

listeners. In the Natural Condition, a prosodic effect was obtained only in

the sentences that were disambiguated before the syntactic .break but not in

the sentences disambiguated after the syntactic break. However, since the

sentences in the Synthetic Condition that were disaMbiguated after the break

show a prosodic effect, we believe that the failure to find one in the

sentences disambiguated after the break in the Natural Condition reflects the

fact that the overall prosodic contours of the natural sentences are not as

well controlled as in the other conditions. We do not believe that site of

disambiguation was the crucial factor. Finally, the Concatenated Condition

showed a trend in the direction of an effect of prosodic pattern.

.1
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We found no evidence of a purely syntadtic effect: Grammatical structure

of the sentences independent of the prosodic patterns was not a significant
factor, nor was there a trend in that direction for any of our three

conditions. A negative, result, of course, does not prove that-such syntactic'

effects cannot occur. However, it is essential to disentangle pos,9ible

prosodic effects from syntactic effects-in order to demonstrate the latter
clearly. Our results show that prosody 'can play an important role in the

perception of the /g//C/ distinction.

What, then, is the domain of the prosodic effect? Is the falling pitch
pattern and longer duration of the .."pay" sufficient to cue a change in the
number of 's' responses regardless of context? Experiment 2 addresses these

questions.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method

The various "pay ship"s from the preceding experiment were isolated by
waveform editing. For the Synthetic Condition, this resulted in three "pay"s
(two 'final'-7fall and fallriseand one !nonfinal,' which was flat in pitch
and shorter) times four durations of silence, or 12 source stimuli. For the

Concatenated Condition, the two "pay"s (the original prepausal, and its

flattened and shortened version) and four silence durations resulted in eight-:
stimuli. For the Natural Condition, the, four "pay "s (one for each of the

sentences in Figure 1) and four silence durations resulted in 16 stimuli. Ten

randomizations of each set of stimuli were prepared, blocked by.condition, and
presented for labeling to twelve new subjects in counterbalanced order.

Subjects were asked to write 's' if they heard "pay ship'r and 'c' if they

heard "pay chip."

Results

A twoway analysis of variance (prosody and silence duration) was

performed on each of the conditions. In all three conditions, silence

duration was highly significant. Prosody was a significant main effect can the

Synthetic Condition (as in Experiment 1), F(2,22) = 5.23, a = .0138, and in
the Natural Condition, F(1,11) = 6.34, e = .0286 (unlike Experiment 1 where it
was part of a significant interaction), but not in the Concatenated Condition.

There was an interaction of prosody and silence duration in the Synttltic

Condition, F(6,66) = 2.25, a = .0489, and in the Natural' Conditiar,

F(3,33) = 4.71, p = .0076;7

Figure 4 (thin lines) shows the results of Experiment 2. As before,

results for the Synthetic Condition are averaged over the two final versions

of "pay" used (fall/fallrise), and results for the Natural Condition are

averaged over the two tokens of the final ""pay"s and over the two tokens of

the nonfinal "pay"s.

In order to compare Experiments 1 and 2, we did an unequal N analysis of
variance on the results of the two experimerits for each cohdition.
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For the Synthetic Condition, the combined analysis (Experiments 1 and 2)

showed highly significant effects of prosody, F(2,40) = 15.82, p < am, and
silence duration, F( ,60) = 67.02, a < .0001, and a highly significant inter
action of prosody and silence duration, F(6,120) = 7.51, a < .0001, as had

been found in each of the separate analyses. There was also a significant

threeway interaction of task, prosody, and silence duration, F(6,120) = 4.07,

.... .009, reflecting a greater number of 's' responses for silence durations

of 60 ms or greater in the sentences than in the "pay shipsPs

For the Concatenated Condition, we found a highly significant effect of
silence duration, F(3,60) = 187.05, p < .0001, the only significant effect in
each of the separate analyses, and a significant interaction of task and

silence duration, F(3,60) = 3.49, p = .0211, again showing a greater number of
's' responses for the longer silence durations (here, 30 ms or longer) in the
sentences than in the "pay ship"s.

For the Natural Condition, we found in the combined analysis a signifi
cant effect of silence duration, F(3,60) = 1035.57, a < .0001, as we had in

the separate analyses, and a significant prosodic effect, F(1,20) = 6.16,

R .0221, as well as a significant interaction of proSody and silence

duration, F(3,60) = 6.14, p_ = .001, as we had in Experiment 2.

Discussion'

effect of silence duration was again demo strated in each of the three
In the separate analysis of the results Experiment 2 alone, a strong

conditions. In the Synthetic Condition, as' in the previous experiment,'

prosody was a significant main effect and -a significant- interact-i-ve effect

with silence duration. In the Concatenated Condition, prosody was not a

significant effect in the sentences or in the controls. The original "pay" in

this condition was from a prepausal context. Although the pitch was flattened

by LPC analysis and resynthesis and the syllable was shortened, other cues to

'finality' may have remained. It 'is also _possible that the syllable was

insufficiently flattened and/or shortened. In any case, though the flattening

and shortening resulted in something more like a nonfinal "pay," as seen by

the trends in the data, the effect di5l not reach significance. In the Natural

Condition, prosody as a main effect and its interaction with silence duration

were both significant in the controls, Cough they were not in the sentences

(Experiment 1).

When we compare the results of Experiments 1 and 2, task emerges as

significant interactive effect in both the Synthetic and the Concatenated

Conditions. In both cases the interactions appear due to the fact that in the

experiment with sentences, there tend to be a greater number of 's' responses

at longer silence durations than in the experiment with the two syllables. In

the Synthetic, and the Concatenated Conditions, prosody is more controlled, but

the sentences sound less natural and less coarticulated. It seems reasonabl

that subjects might interpret silence as a random pause (and not as closure

for the affricate) in these less natural sounding sentences and therefore

respond with more 's' responses. The lack of naturalness would be less

salient in the experiment with the two syllables. Furthermore, since the

utterances are shorter and are less likely to be heard as sentences, the

silences may be less likely to be interpreted as pauses.

1 4, 3
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In sum, we see a very similar pattern of results foe the two experiments.

A sharp pitch fall and a longer duration seem to be sufficient to sway

listener judgments towards pause plus /h-/ rather than /6/, when other factors

are neutralized.2 Further, the more effectively these factors are neutral-
ized, that is, in the Synthetic Condition, the mbre important these aspects of

prosody can bd. Of course, in actuaI speech communication such factors are
not generally sep rated. That people can make reliable judgments. when

prosodic facto re varied and others are neutralized is evidence, we feel,

that prosody s a significant factor among many that people are attuned to in

speech undeest ding.

GENERAL DISCUSSION.

The results of these experiments show a clear pattern _of the effect of
prosody on the per.beption of /5/-/6/ distinction in a variety of contexts.
Although no purely syntactic effects were found here, it is-possible that a

change in the subject's task would elicit such an effect. Miller (1982), for'

example; has suggested that variations in prosody (speaking rate, in her case)

are "automatically" taken into account by the listener, whereas semantic
effects only emerge when the task focuses on meaning. Semantic or syntactic
structures are more likely to play .a role when the task more directly demands

them. We also.believe that in general, listeners use any strategies and any

information available (see-also Culler, 1982). We would argue, however, that

prosody is more available to the listener as an aid in initial parsing of a

sentence than syntax can be at this stage.

Our data also; provide evidence for the importance of the syllabi

-dmmediately preceding the boundary in cueing that boundary. The same "ship.;'.

-was used in the Concatenated and Natural Conditions, yet the patterns of 's'

responses differ.. Some context effects of domains larger than this,; are

suggested in the comparisons of the two experiments.

A further result of our study bears on methodology. We feel that the
cross-splicing of large pieces of naturally produced sentences is the least

approPriate of the techniques' we used. On the one hand, the fact that in

these sentences the key parameters are sometimes conflicting and in general

are not independently controlled make the data difficult to interpret. On the

other hand, naturalness is a highly desirable feature in test stimuli.

There is much evidence that the pitch contour and*\temporal properties of

the local environment of a break can carry a great deal of weight in marking

that break (see., e.g., Cooper & Sorensen, 1977; Grosjean, 1982; Larkey, 1980;

Pierrehumbert, 1980). We*found that these factors can outweigh those of the

syntax and semantics of a sentence. This, together with other reports of

segmental and suprasegmental interactions (see, e.g., Klatt & Cooper, 1975;

Lehiste, 1975; Nooteboom & Doodeman, 1980; Summerfield, 1975),, suggest the

possibility that listeners may use suprasegmental information to assign an

initial syntactic structure before decoding the rest of the information. We

see research along these lines as promising for investigations of acoustic

correlates of prosodic information and of their role in marking perceptual

units for the listener.
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FOOTNOTES

1'It is common experimental practice\ to neutralize cues other than those
under investigation. It is somewhat difficult to determine an appropriate
neutral value for the /g/-/C/ friction rickise. Our pilot studies indicated

that what is neutral with respect to /g/-/a in utterance initial position is

not neutral in vocalic contexts.

2That listeners continued to hear /s/ even when the edited friction noise
was preceded by short intervals of silences). dicates that we did not in
editing eliminate all the cues that identify /s/.
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INTERSECTIONS OF TONE AND INTONATION IN THAI*

Arthur S.. Abramson+ and Katyanee Svastikula+

Abstract. The distinctive tones of a tone language may be said to
have "ideal" pitch contours that are perhaps best seen in citation
forms. Strings of tones in running speech show perturbations.of the
ideal contours through tonal coarticulatiok and the effects of
segmental features. These tones intersect with sentence intonation,
which also makes much use of pitch. For our research we chose Thai,
a language with five phonemic tones, because much analytic and

perceptual work had been done on its tones. We recorded all

possible sequences of three tones on key words in sets of simple and
complex declarative sentences for acoustic analysis into waveforms,
overall amplitude, and fundamental frequency. We looked for'ildecli
nation," i.e., a drop in fundamental frequency from beginning to
)end, and interaction between declination and filne.1 Such declination
as we found is somewhat obscured, especially in short sentences, by
the local effects of the lexical tones. The tones themselves remain
physically, distinct in all contexts examined.

INTRODUCTION

,Older approa the study of sentence intonation, for example the
important work of Trager and Smith (1951), generally tried to analyze''

intonation into phonological' units of one kind or another. More recent work,
perhaps best exemplified by Cooper and Sorensen (1981), has sought rather to
correlate intonational variables with syntacti& features. Since pitch is the

most salient auditory aspect of intonation, it is not surprising that

investigators have given most of their attention to its major physical

correlate, fundamental frequency (F0). In addition, one major observation on
'which there is emerging consensus is that declarative sentences show "declina
tion," an overall fall of F0 from the beginning to the end of the sentence.
Indeed, it may be possible to predict the course of this declination by rule
(Cooper & Sorensen,. 1981).

*Also in H. Fujisaki & E. Guarding (Eds.), 'Proceedings of the Working Group on
Intonation, .XIIIth International Congress of Linguists. Dordrecht, The

Netherlands: Foris Publications in press.
+Also University of Connecticut.
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.
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development to Haskins Laborato
ries, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S. 41. Preliminary work for this study was
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1, 1981. ar
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In phonemic tones, as in intonation, although such other features as

amplitude shifts may play a role,' it is generally agreed .that To levels and

contours furnish the major phonetic underpinqngs. One might think then that

in a true tone language, one in which in principle every syllable in the

morpheme stock bears a tone,,it would be hard to use the same laryngeal and

aerodynamic mechanisms to control global intonation contours while at the same

time using them moment by moment to 1control the local FO .patterns of the

tones. Anyone with experience in speaking such a language, however, knows

very well that the communicative use of Sentence intonation seems to be as

free.as in nontone languages.

Certain questions have motivated our present research. Is declination

normal in the declarative sentence& of a tone language? One study on Mandarin

Chinese suggests otherwise (Lieberman & Tseng, 1980),> If it is normal, what

are the interactions between it and the FO contoufs of the lexical tones?
That is, each tone could be, even while preserving essential aspects of its

"ideal" contouy,a local perturbation of the overall intonation line; or it

could simply be that some or all of the tones in the system lose their

distinctiveness--they become neutralized--fOr certain stretches of the intona

tional contour. We are also interested in the manifestations of tone and

intonation at major syntactic boundaries within the sentence, but that is

beyond the scope ofAhis paper.

We have chosen Thai (Siamese) as the language for our study, because much

work has been done- on its five phonemic tones as, Well as other phonetic

features (Abramson, 1962, 1978; Erickson, 1976). Also, more than enough work

for our needs has been published on its syntax (Kuno & Wongkomthong, 1981;

Panupong, 1970; Warotamasikkhadit, 1972). Finally, one of us (K.S.) is a '

native speaker.

PROCEDURE

or the present stage of our research we have used two speakers, a,man

`an .a woman, who are native speakers of Central Thai, the regional dialect

upon which the standard language of Thailand is based. Both of them are

currently graduate students at the University of Connecticut; (Of course,

K.S. was, not one of them.)

In experimental phonetic research there is a constant tension between the

desire for perfectly relaxed vernacular speech and the need for utterances

that can be easily analyzed and manipulated in the laboratory to yield a

statistically satisfying data base. To what extent the Apnderstanding of

phonetic phenomena has been distorted,. paradoxically, by methodological con

straints is not fully known. In our approach we have tried to have it both

ways. Thus we used our informants to record two kinds of material, conversa

tion as well as sentences composed by us.

After our informants became completely relaxed in the presence of the

microphone, we succeeded in recording about 25 minutes of spontaneous convert

sation about the stresses and strains of graduate school and rife in a foreign

country. Because of the expected gross iMbalances in the occurrences of

sentence types and the five tones, we have so far made very little use of this

material, although we hope to exploit it further.
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For each syntactic slot in a threeword simple declaratiye sentence, we
chose five tonally di ferentiated key words. All possible sequences of three

words times five tones yielded 125 sentences. 'Because of grammatical' and
syntactic constraints, as wel,1- as the need to expand these sentences into
longer complex sentences, we could not completely control for the immediate
phonetic context of each tone, although we tried to foresee some difficulties
in segmenting the key words out of the' sentences. We expanded these basic

sentences by inserting mater-il between the key words. This yielded 125,

complex declarative sentences of the same overall syntactic structure with
each one containing an embedded relative clause. They were all of about the

same.Vngth:

-nth sentence was written in Thai script on an index card. Each speaker
was instructed to peel one card off the top Of the deck and read it in as
natural, relaxed, and,unemotional a fashion as possible, put the card down and
then take the next card and repeat the procedure. Ultimately, each sentence
was read three times by each speaker. To our ears the effect was certainly
not one of spontaneousrcolloqult1 speech; nevertheless, the reading sounded
like a perfectly normal Thai' rlidition for this special kind of speech

behavior.

APALYSIS

Using a cepstral method of Po extraction provided in the Interactive
Laboratory System (ILS) package of computer programs, we analyzed the utter
ances for F0 and overall amplitude, contours of which we displayed in

_,synchrony. with a wave form. Editing facilities on our VAX computer enabled us
to enlarge selected portions of any utterance graphically and listen to them
separately as outputs of our pulsecode modu ation (PCM)'system. We were also

able to reject spurious records, especially at the onset or offset of an
utterance, or to correct dubious values by making direct measurements of
repetition rate on the, wave form. 1The wave forms and amplitude displays were
indispensable for setting the bOuhdaries of the key words, especially in the
complex sentences.1

Given the probable local shifts upward. and downward of any overall Fo
intonation contour, not to ,peak of the tonally determined movements around
the intonation contour ih our data, it is necessary to choose a consistent
criteriv for thq putative declination effect. Under the influence of the
systematic, careftaly reasoned and ttested procedures of Cooper and Sorensen
(1981), we have chosen the "top ling." measurement, i.e., a line connecting the
Fo peaks at diagnostic points in the sentence.2 In both the simple and
complex sentences, we have found the highest F0 ,value for each key word in
first, second, and third position. The first peak is arbitrarily assigned the

latime of one second in order to imply that there may be speech before it and
that, if so:, its duration is irrelevant. The onsets of all the top lines are.

aligned on Peak ,1 = 1 sec. For each succeeding peak, the length of time from
the first peak is noted.\ The resulting tables of data show the extent to
which any top line effect is present in our Thai material in the sense that,
whatever happens in the individudl utterances, each tone abstracted from the
sentencee'ought to show declination a5 it is viewed through time across the
three key positions. Also, it will then be possible to see whether the Fo
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contours of the tones are affected by placementalong any declination that may

be found.

RESULTS

In this first report, we regret to say that we have not yet been able to

analyze all the utterances of our two speakers. Indeed, we can only present

data from a large percentage of the sentences read by'our male informant.3 A

very brief look at the productions of the female informant'and at the dialogue

will be mentioned..

Simple Sentences

The F0 data for all 125 tone-sequences uttered three times by our male

informant are presented in Table 1. The average temporal placements of the

peaks are also given, with Peak 1 arbitrarily set at 1 sec. Inspection of the

table reveals no clear overall declination effect for the short ddclarative

sentences. Since it was immediately apparent from close examination of the

underlying tokens that the overall Fo contours were being largely determined

by the particular sequences of tones, we used a rather loose criterion to

establish whether or not declination was present. We simply required that

Peak 2 be at lehst 5 Hz lower than Peak 1 and Peak 3 at least 5 Hz lower than

Peak 2. We found that only 12.8% of the utterances showed decliriatipn by this

criterion. A very small sampling of data obtained so far from the second

speaker, our female informant, does not contradict this finding.

Table 1 is arranged to show the average .values for each, tone as it occurs

in each of three positions in the simple declarative sentences. Of the five

tones only the falling tone shows declination by our 5-Hz criterion, although

the mid tone almost makes the grade. That is, viewed across all the tonal

sequences, these two tones show decreasing peaks as-they move toward the end

of the sentence. Even this observation is complicated by the fact, as shown

in the column of grand means, that the falling tone has the highest average F0

peak. If we look again at the tonal sequences, we find that when this tore

occurs in final , 71 out of 75 utteranceSshow no declination. At the

bottom of Table 1, the grand means for the eaks do indeed show a small

.decline from Peak 1 but no significant change bet een Peaks 2 and 3.4

We have decided not to do a close examination f the F0 contours for the

lexical tones in the simple sentences, because there was little or no

declination to interact with them. As far as we can see, the main effects are

those of coarticulation as observed in previous work (Abramson, 1979a;

Gandour, 1974). That is, the "ideal" contours observed in citation forms are

somewhat perturbed, particularly at their, onsets and offsets, by coarticula-

tion With neighboring tones and by the particular Aconsonantal contexts;

nevertheless, the full Thai system of five tones is preserved and each tone is

readily\identifiable both auditorily and graphically.
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Table 1

Means and standard deviations of peak F0 (Hz) and times of occurrence
-peaks (sec) for the key words (labeled by their tones) in

sentences. N=75 in each cell.

Peaks: a P1 P2 P3 F0 Grand Means

Tones

Mid F0 143.4 133.2 130.4 135.7
SD 8.9 8.1 10.6

t 1.0 1.2 1.5

SD 0.0 _0.1 0.1

Low F0 131.1 122.1 130.4 127.9

Sp, 12.7 10.5 7.5
t 1.0 1.2 1.6

SD 0.0 0.1 0.1

High F0 150.7 147.4 150.5
SD 10.2 6.6 9.8

t 1.0 1.4 1.6

E]) 0.0 0.1 0.2

Falling Fp 171.8 167.2 149.4
SD 9.9 8.2 ' 7.5
t 1.0 1.3 1.6

SD 0.0 0.1 0.1

Rising F0 140.9 132.9 139.1
SD 13.5 7.7 9.4

t 1.0 1.4 1.8
SD 0.0 0.1 0.1

Grand Means

F0
t

140.6 140.0
1.0 1.3 1.6

1147.6

149.5

162.8

137. 7

...11'.171,

of the
the simple
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Complex Sentences

What with greater processing time, more segm-,,tation problems, the

necessity for separate graphic displays of the key words in addition to those

of the whole sentences, and the need occasionally to redo the Fo extraction of

low-amplitu4 stretches, we have so far been able to examine somewhat fewer

utterances of complex sentences. The F0 data for 244 sentence tokens out of

375 (i.e., 111 tone sequences out of the expected 125) are presented in Table

2 for our male speaker: This table is organized in much the same way as Table

1, except that the grand means at the right and the bottom are weighted to
reflect the uneven numbers (N) of items analyzed. Here it is to be recalled

that the sequences of three tones have filler material between the key words.

By the criterion given und Simple Sentences, 38.9% of the utterances of

the complex sentences showed declination. That is, ,for the long complex

sentences we see a somewhat more overt declination for the single speaker

examined so far than for the short sentences (12.8%).

Looking at Table 2 for an overall effect of declination on the peak

values of the individual tones, we find in fact that all tones but the low

tone (but cf. Figure 2 and Footnote 6) show lower frequency valOes for their

peaks as they move from Peak 1 to Peaks 2 and 3. The grand means at the
bottom of the table reflect this very clear trend. The column of grand means

at the right shows ;once again that the falling tone has the highest peak

value. Indeed, of the 47 utterances analyzed with the falling tone in second

position, 36 show a higher peak for the second position than the first; for 10

of the remaining 11 seqUences the peak of the falling tone in second position

is lower than Peak 1 apparently only because the first position is also

occupied by the falling tone.

Another major question of concern to us, as indicated in the Introd -

tion, is the effect of the intonation line on the F0 contours of the five

tones of Thai. To this end, we needed an average F0 contour for each tone in

each of the three sentence positions. Of course, all tokens to be averaged

first had to be normalized in time. By means of a computer program written

for the purpose,5 we obtained such displays as those shown in Figure 1.

Again, for this stage of the research we had to restrict ourselves to an

examination of a limited sample. Thus, only 20 of the available 50 F0 curves

for the rising tone in third position, normalized in time, are shown in the

upper part of the figure. This sampling was taken at random from our computer

tapes. The very small scatter in this bundle of curves suggests great

stability in production. Indeed, the average of the 20 curves, which is shown

in the lower part of the figure, could easily have been derived by eye.

The procedure illustrated in. Figure) was followed for the five tones in

all three positions of the complex sentences. The resulting/average F0

contours are shown in Figure 2. (The average curve in Fisgure 1 is,

accordingly, presented in the rising-tone box with the label "s" for third

position.)

Looking at the tonal shapes in Figure 2, we can make two broad

observations: (1) The height of the overall tonal contour in the voice range

drops progressively .across the three positions.6 (2) The contours that come

closest to the ideal shapes known from earlier war!, (Abramson, 1962; Erickson,'

1974) are best seep in the third position, which is pre-pausal.
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Table 2

,

Means and standard deviations of peak F0 (Hz) and times of occurrence of the
peaks (sec) for the key ,Words (labeled by their tones) in the complex

sentences.

Peaks: P1 P2 P3 F0 Grand Means

Tones a

Mid F0 146.9
SD 14.1

t 1.0

SD 0.0

Low

N 46

FD 140.2
SD 11.3

t 1.0

SD 0.0
N 45

High FD 160.6
SD 5.6

t 1.0

SD 0.0

N 49

Falling F0 179.1
SD 12.6

t 1.0

SD 0.0

N

Rising Fo,
SD
t

SD
N 50.

128.0 111.7

5.3 4.4

2.2 3.1

0.2 0.3
45 37

111.0 118.3
4.1 9.7
2.2 3.2

0.2 0.3
51 49

142.6 132.3

5.4 10.0

2.3 3.1

0.1 0.3
49 55

166.9 132.5

5.0 6.7
2.2 3.2
0.1 0.3

54 49 ..

149.0 134.1

7.7 6.3

1.0 2.3
0.0 0.1

Grand Means \
Fo \-156.0

t_.40 1.0

53

111.3
6.0
3.2

0.3
50 50

136.6 122.1

2.2 3.2

130:1

122.6

144.7

159.4

1 31 . 5

_J
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Figure 1. Rising tone in final position of the complex sentences. Above: A
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Finally, there is the question of preservation of the five-way set of

tonal distinctions. Again, as in the simple sentences, we have apparent

effects of segmental and tonal coarticulation, but we also have the effects of

a much more obvious declination. Even so, the full tonal system seems to be

well preserved in all the key words, as shown by inspection of the time-

normalized familied of curves with their averages, exemplified in Figure 1,

for all the tones in each position. As a matter of fact, all five tones are

clearly distinct in shape, as shown in Figure 3, even when 60 randomly chosen

tokens of each one are averaged across the three positions in the complex

sentences. It is true that in our study there may be syntactic and prosodic

factors that contribute to the maintenance of contrast. The key words in

initial and final position probably have enough prominence in the sentence to

discourage suspension of distinctions. The key word in second position occurs

immediately after the end of an embedded relative clause where there may be a

rese ing of the tone-control mechanism (Erickson, 1976) sev,eh/ while the

intonation continues to fall.
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Figure 3. Average F0 contours of the five tones in all three positions of the
complex sentences. 1 = mid tone, 2 = low tone, 3 = high tone,

4 = falling tone, 5 = rising tone.

So far we'have hardly taken more than a cursory look at a small portion

of the conversation. Our hypothesis is that a more detailed examination will

reveal that the sentence is' not reliably the domain of the declination effect.

Rather, declination may be most likely to occur at the end of each person's

portion of the discourse before someone else takes his turn to speak. That

is, its communicative value may be`'as a signal for turn-taking.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Our research has been Wilt upon earlier work on Thai intonation
(Abramson, 1979b; Henderson, 1949; Noss, 1972; Rudaravanija, 1965; Thongkum,
1976). Declination as a feature of sentence intonation is to be found in Thai
and perhaps other tone languages, although it is much less clear-cut than in
English7 and perhaps other non-tone languages. In our short declarative
sentences the perturbing effects of the local Flo manifestations of the lexical
tones are much more injurious to a global declination effect than in the long
complex sentences in which the key words are separated by other speech
material. Even in the long sentences, however, the effects of the tones make
it very difficult, at least for now, to devise a formula, as has been done for
English (Cooper & Sorensen, 1981), that would predict intermediate Flo values
of the top line. This is not surprising given the similar difficulty
mentioned by Cooper and Sorensen in devising a top-line rule \for Japanese, a
"pitch accent" language that in the matter of moment-by-moment controlr'of Flo
for linguistic purposes might be viewed as standing somewhere between a tone
language like Thai and a non-tone language like English.

In our discussion of Table 1, our reasoning was that even though the

individual tokens of simple sentences do not reliably show declination, if
there is some kind of pre-programming toward this end on the part of the

speaker, we might expect that a separate examination of each tone across the
three positions would reveal a decline in peak values, thus manifesting
declination in a more abstract way. This is not convincingly demonstrated.
In the long complex sentences, on the other hand, such pre-programming is more
readily apparent, although we may be dealing only with the physiological
effect of coming to the end of a breath group (Lieberman, 1967), which does
not reliably happen at the end of a very short sentence in Thai. Another sign
of pre-programming would be somewhat higher F0 values for Peak 1 of Table 2
for the long sentences than Peak 1 of Table 1 for the short sentences but the
same values for Peak 3, an effect found for English (Cooper & Sorensen, 1.981).
That is, the speaker may be looking ahead to a final Flo value and setting his
onset Flo so that his declination will be "right." Such an effect is apparent
here only for Peak 1; the third peaks are in fact lower in Table 2. All in

all, we may tentatively conclude that while long-range planning of the

sentence exists, short-range planning plays a larger role in a tone language.

To the, extent that the speaker's preprogrammihg of an utterance does
include a certain amount of Flo declination, the question still remains as to
the domain of this feature (Umeda, 1982). Most work, including our own, has
focused on the sentence as the traditional domain of intonation, yet some
intonational features may go beyond the sentence to some larger unit of

discourse (Lehiste, 1975). In particular, our cursory look at the very

natural piece of dialogue that we succeeded in,recording, suggests th5t a full
analysis may reveal .that declination is such a feature. In the reading of
independent sentences in a laboratory setting, of course, the careful avoi-
dance of list reading may yield a style in which the sentence itself is
necessarily the domain of all global intonational features.

Finally, our findings show that sentence intonation, at least the kind of
declarative intonation examined in this study, does not reduce the number of
tonal oppositions in each key position. That is, although the absolute Flo

1 Or--0FL)
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values of the tones move up and dowri with the intonation line, each of the
five tones keeps its characteristic Fo-contour everywhere and, to the ear of
the listener, its appropriate pitch..contour.
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FOOTNOTES

1We are grateful to Charles Marshall for his help and advice in ad-justing
of the parameters of the cepstral algorithm to the voices of'our speakers. We

also wish to thank Stephen Eady and Louis Goldstein for the valuable special

routines they designed to make the use of the computer programs so much

easier.

2although a baseline through FO minima has been used by some, Cooper an
Sorensep argue (1981, p. 30) that the top line is better "because its

associated FO peak values exhibited a variety of advantages over the bottom

line, including relative ease of measurement, greater capability of being

influenced by the speaker's coding of linguistic structures, andl perceptual

salience for the listener..."

3We hope to fill in the missing data in a continuation of this work.

40f course, the FO peaks do not by themselves specify the tones. Thus it

is not an anomaly to find in Table 1 that the mid and low tones have the same

value for P3. Indeed, the low tone could even haye a higher peak (cf. the

same cell in Table 2).

5The program (OVERLAY) for time-normalizing curves and averaging them was

written by Gerald Lame and then modified for some of our special needs by

Michael Anstett.

6The apparent contradiction between this general tendency and the order

1, 3, 2 for the peaks of the low tone in Table 2 is to be ascribed to
differences in'the onsets.of this tone. The peak frequencies are all at the

beginning of this tone, whcCh is best described, perhaps, as a low fall.

7The reliability, of the declination effect in sentences, even for

English, has been called into question (Lieberman, Landahl, & Ryalls, 1982).
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF VOWELS PRODUCED BY A HEARING-IMPAIRED SPEAKER*

Nancy S. McGarr+ and Carole E. Gelfer+ 1

Abstract. Perceptual judgments, acoustic measurements, and electro-
myographic (EMG) records were obtained for one deaf speaker produc-
ing the vowels [1, x , , a, u ,u] in an [hVd] frame. Overall

listener judgments were consistent withspectral measurements. In

general, front vowels were perceived as more similar to targets than
back vowels, and high vowels were perceived correctly more often
than low vowels. Experienced and inexperienced, listeners were found
to differ significantly in their categorization of the point vowels
[1, e , a , and u] but not forr [ x and u ].' ,The vowel space, as'
determined by the foment frequency measures, was reduced with

respect to normal values particularly in the region appropriate to
high back vowels. However, EMG records of genioglossus and orbicu-
laris oris do not entirely account for the perceptual and acoustic

data. In particular, genioglossus activity is relatively undiffer-
entiated across all vowels when compared to data from. mme's. The

results of this study generally support the widespread notion of
reduced vowel space secondary to a reduced range of tongue movement
in this deaf speaker. The physiological records were also charac-
tuized by a significant degree of variability from token to token.
In this regard', these data are different from acoustic and physio-
logical patterns that have been previbusly reported for vowels

produced by deaf speakers.

INTRODUCTION

Many previous studies haye described the typical vowel errors produced by
hearing-impaired speakers. These studies usually relied on perceptual assess-
ments wherein experienced or inexperienced listeners transcribed the produc-
tions and the resulting error patterns were analyzed (e.g., Hudgins & Numbers,
1942; Smith, 1975). In these studies, hearing-impaired speakers' were found to

produce back vowels correctly more often than front vowels (Boone, 196'6;

Geffner, 1980; Mangan, 1961; Nober, 1967; Smith, 1975) and low vowels

*To appear in Language and Speech.
+Also Graduate School and University Center, The. City UniVerrty of New York.'
Acknov)ledgment. We are grateful to Mrs. Margaret Hlibok for enthusiastically
serving as a subject for this study, to Rosemary Szczesiul for assisting in

the data analysis, and to Judith Rubin, Katherine S. Harris, and Peter

AlfoAso for providing helpful comments.' This work was supported by NINCDS
Grants NS-13617 and NS-13870, and NIH Biomedical Research Support Grant RR-
05596 to Haskins Laboratories.

[HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research SR-74/75 (1983)]
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correctly more often than those with mid or high tongue positions (Geffner,
1980; Nober, 19670mith, 1975). On the other hand, Stein's (1980) cioneradio-

graphic study--6T five deaf speakers showed "fronting" of back. vowels.

Similarly, Grouter (1963) reported greater variation in tongue shape for [i]
than filr [u] and [ a] as measured by cinefluorography.

Hearing-impaired speakers also fail to distinguish between what has

traditionally been referred to as the "tense-lax" distinction between vowel
pairs such as [i-I]. Often the substitution is to the tense member of the

pair (Mangan, 1961; Monsen, 1974; Smith 1975), although other less closely
related vowel substitutipns have also been reported (Hudgins & Numbers, 1942;

Markides, 1970):

The acoustic characteristics of vowels produced by deaf speakers have

also been examined using techniques such as spectrographic analysis

(Angelocci, Kopp, & Holbrook, 1969; Bush, 1981; Monsen, 1976) and linear

predictive coding (LPC) (Osberger, Levitt, & Slosberg, 1979). Formant

frequency measures show a reduced phonological space with formant values

tending toward the neutral vowel [A]. Monsen (1976) noted t4t the second
formant of vowels produced by hearing-impaired children remained around 1800

Hz rather than varying as different vowels were articulated. Perceptual,,

judgments and acoustic analyses have, thus, led some researchers (e.g., .

Angelocci et *al., 1964; Horwich, 1977) to propose that hearing-impaired

speakers use a limited amount of tongue movement and consequently do not

achieve vowel differentiation. Some studies (Bush, 1981; Martony, 1968)

suggest that deaf speJakers who produce vowel distinctions do so by exaggerated

variations in F0, particularly for high vowels such as [i] and [u]. Existing

'physiological studies of deaf speech productionelectromyography (Huntington,

Harris, & Sholes, 1968;."--,McGarr/- & Harris, 1983; Rothman, 1977) and

cineflurography (Grouter, 1963;-Stin, 1980; Zimmermann & Rettaliata, 1981)- -

are few and provide minimal information regarding vowel production.

Each type of investigationdescriptive, acoustic, and physiological--

contributes partial. insight into a deaf speaker's vowel production. However,

only a few studies (cf. Huntington et al., 1968; Rothman, 1977) incorporated

simultaneous acoustic and articulatory measures of production with listener

judgments or phonetic transcriptions. The paucity of such studies is

undoubtedly related to the considerable effort and specialized technology
required to obtain such measures from deaf speakers. owever, the information

cpotentially gained from such simultaneous measures could greatly enhance our

knowledge of speech organization in the deaf population.

This study was undertaken as a. preliminary, investigation of the

hypothesis that deaf speakers fail to vary tongue position in their attempt to

achieve vowel differentiation. EMG activity was recorded from the posterior
genioglossus muscle and superior and inferior orbicularis oris of one deaf

speaker. Listener judgments were obtained and acoustic analyses were

performed in (order to reconcile these measures with physiological records.

METHOD AND PROCEDURE

The pre-lingually deaf speaker (pure tone average fdr .5, 1, and 2

kHz = 105dB ISO)'was a woman who attended an oral school for the deaf and also
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received remedial speech classes as an Iadult. Speech samples obtained from

the subject were analyzed i.n several ways. First, a listener highly

experienced with the speech of the deaf rated her spontaneous speech samples

for overall intelligibility. Following the format described by Subtelny
(1975), this subject was classified as difficult to understand, producing only

occasional intelligible words or phrases. Second, judgments of vowel identity

were obtained from five listeners experienced with the deaf and eighteen
listeners who had no previous experience with deaf speech. Listeners were

asked to identify the vowel they heard from a closed. set of vowels and

diphthongs. From these data, confusion matrices were derived. Third, narrow

phonetic transcriptions were made by a phonetician. The listener judgments
and phonetic transcriptions will be described further below.

Simultaneous acoustic and electromyographic recordings were made of the
speaker's production of ten randomized repetitions each of the vowels: [1, I

a, u , u] in an [hVd] frame. Because of technical problems, only five
repetitions of [ u] could be analyzed perceptually and acoustically; the EMG

signals for this vowel could not be analyzed. Conventional hooked-wire

electrodes were inserted into the posterior fibers of the genioglossus muscle,

which elevates and bunches the main body of the tongue (Raphael & Bell-Berti,

1975; Raphael, Bell-Berti, Collier, & Baer, 1979). The electrode preparation

and insertion techniques for this muscle have been reported in detail

elsewhere (Hirose, 1971). Patterns of peak genioglossus activity for vowels
produced by a hearing speaker are shown in Figure 1 for purposes of comparison

with our. data (Alfonso & Baer, 1982). This figure shows that greater muscle
activity occurs for the front vowels [i] and [I], and to a lesser extent, [u];

the genioglossus shows relatively little activity for [ a]. Thus,

genioglossus appears to be active for high vowels in general and for front

vowels in particul4r.

Measures were also made of lip-rounding activity using surface electrodes

to record from the superior and inferior orbicularis oris muscles (Allen,

Lubker, & Harrison, L1972). It was assumed that only [ u ] and [Li) would show

significant ori cularis oris activity.

The acoustic and electromyographic (EMG) data obtained from the deaf

speaker were analyzed in the following three ways. First, the experienced

listeners' judgments were used to sort the production "tokens into three

categories: 1) perceptually correct productions (at least 4 of the 5

listeners agreed with the intent of the talker), 2) perceptually incorrect

productions (4 or more listeners disagreed with the intent of the talker), and

3) perceptually equivocal (2 or 3 listeners heard the vowel as intended; the

remaining heard it as incorrect). Second, spectral analyses and v wel

duration measurements were performed on an interactive computer system at

Haskins Laboratories. T "hird, the EMG signals were rectified, integrated, and

further analyzed as previously described (Kewley-Port, 1973).
\

.

RESULTS

A. Listener Judgments

Table/ 1 shows the confusion matrices obtained from the listeners' scores.

Fifty judgments were obtained from the experienced listeners (5 listeners x 10

repetitions) for each vowel; 180 judgments were obtained from the
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Figure 1. Peak genioglossus activity in microvolts ( p V) for vowels produced by
a male speaker with normal hearing (after Alfonso & Baer, 1982).
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Table 1

Confusion matrices or listeners' judgments for vowels
speaker. Scores are reported as percentages:

Experienced Listeners

Target
a er

produced by

ai 3A.

the deaf

Other
vowels

i 74 16 TO

i 48 40 2 10

m 2 4 32 42 10 10

a 6 4 26 42 8 14

u 32 12 16 32 8

u 46 24'. 2 8 14 6

Inexperienced Listeners

Target Other

vowel i i e a 0 u u eI ai 3A vowels

i 42 21 1 1 .5 1 4 13 6 3 7.5

1 27 34 2 3 1 1 8 4 7 6 7

m 5 11 11 15 5 .5 7 5 12 12 7 9.5

a 8 1 3 7 \ 14 6 2 9 4 11 9 8 8

u

u

22

30

17

24

2

4

1 16 25

2 .5 1 8 9

5

7

1

2 2

11

10.5
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inexperienced listeners (18 listeners x ,10 'repetitions). Peroentsges are

reporjed for each listening group for each vowel. In general, the pattern or

correct responses is similar for the two groups cf 'listeners. Overall,

listeners perceived the front vowels HA, [I], and [ ,e] an correct more often

than the back vowels [a , u or u]. Confusions for the high front vowels [i]

and [r] were most often, restricted to this tenselax pair although this was

not the case for other vowel pairs. Substitution errors occurred across the

vowel space for other target vowels. Of significance is the Considerable

number of [i] or [I] substitutions for [ u] or [u] targets. Percentages of

correct judgments for experienced and inexperienced listeners across all vowel

types (taken from Table 1), and their averages, are summarized in Table 2.

Table 3 shows the ranking of the most common combined listener responses

(again taken from Table 1) for each vowel. It ia interesting that vowels

tended.to be judged as more fronted than their tahets. A twobytwo Chi
square analysis was performed on the most common listener response versus all

other choices in order to ascertain'if the two groups of listeners differed in

their categorizations. There was a significant difference betweenexperienced

and inexperienced listeners for the vowels [i] (X2 16.4, 2, < .01),

[e] (X2 17.3, 2 < .01), [a] (X2 18.3, 2 < .01, [u] (x2 4.5, 2 < '.05) but not

for the vowels [I and u 3. That is, both groups of listeners tended to

cluster their responses for the lax vowels, while the experienced listeners"

responses also clustered for the point vowels. Inexperienced listeners, on

the other hand, were more scattered in their responses for the point vowels.

B. Acoustic Measures

Figure 2 shows the values for F1 and F2 for all tokens of all vowels.

These measurements were taken at the center, and relatively steadystate,

portion of the vowel. Formant values for F1 grossly differentiate between

high and low vowels, while the range. of F2 variation is restricted. These

latter values imply limited backward movement of the tongue. In an attempt to

prdduce the back vowel [a ), this speaker succeeds only in approaching mid

range. Thus, the values for the low vowels [ m ] and [ a] cluster, and the

tendency for listeners to perceive [ a ] as [ ] is not surprising. The F2

valves for [u] are grouped with [i] and [I], and thus, an acoustic basis for

the listeners' perceptual judgments becomes somewhat more apparent. Some

formant values for [ u ] are similarly found to have a high F2, although two

tokens show a more appropriate formant range.

Because these acoustic data are not totally adequate in explaining

listener identification accuracy, particularly in discriminating [i] from [13,

it seemed reasonable to assume that some other acoustic cue must be available

to the listeners. Figure 3 shows F2 plotted against duration for all vowels.
It can be seen that the vowels [i] and [I] are differentiated on the basis of

duration, with values for [i] considerablj, longer than those for [IL
Differentiation of vowels such as [i] and [1] on the basis of durational cues

has been noted previously for deaf speakers (Angelecci et al., 1964; Levitt,

Osberger, & Stromberg, 1979; Monsen, 1974)r There is no clear differentiation

of other vowels based cn durational cues. Overall durations of vowels

produced by this deaf speaker were considerably longer than those reported for

normals, which is frequently observed for hearingimpaired speakers (Calvert,

1961; Osberger & Levitt, 1979').

6.;
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Table 2 4

Percentage of correct judgments for each vowel.

I

Inexperienced 42 34 15

Experienced 74 40 42

MEAN 58% 37% _28.5%

Table 3

a U u

6 16 9

8 16 14

7% 16% 11.5%

Listener responses for each vowel in rank order.

a

I

i ze x u i

I 6 E i I

U a I U u

ei I a 1 u

ai ai c

1.65
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Figure 3. Plot of F2 values and vowel duration measures for the deaf speaker's
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C. EMG Analysis

Figure 4 shows the patterns of peak posterior genioglossus activity for
the five vowels analyzed for this deaf speaker. EMG activity for [ u] could
not be analyzed due to technical problems. Perceptually correct productions,
perceptually incorrect productions, and perceptually equivocal productions are
plotted. The data show an obvious lack of differentiated peak genioglossus
activity across nearly all vowels regardless of perceptual category. However,
one would expect more genioglossus activity for [i] and [I], somewhat less for
[u], and still less for [ a.=] and [ a ] (see Figure 1). This pattern was not
observed- even for this speaker's correct productions. Furthermore, peak
genioglossus activity was not greater for the vowel [i] than for the vowel
[I], as might be observed in the productions of hearing speakers (Alfonso &
Baerf, p982; Raphael, & Bell-Berti, 1975). Furthermore, values of peak
genioglbssus activity for all incorrect categories of [u] were greater than
values obtained for any perceptually correct high front vowel.

Because of this unexpected-latern of genioglossus activity for [u] as

well as the number of listeners who judged the production as [i] (cf. Table
1), narrow' phonetic transcriptions were obtained. Eight of the ten tokens
intended as [u] were transcribed by a trained phonetician as [y], a high front
rounded vowel not typical in American English. Figure 5 shows a comparison of
genioglossus activity for selected tokens intended and transcribed as [i] with
those intended as the vowel [u] but transcribed as [y] (and perceived as [i]

by our listeners, cf. Figure \14). Both sets of tokens are distinguished by
variability in the onset- and offset of genioglossus activity. In some
instances (e.g., token 1 for !correct [j] productions), onset of genioglosssus
occurs quite early, while for other tokens (e.g., token 3), the onset is

considerably later.. It is noteworthy that, despite token-to-token variability
for both correct and incorrect productions, the overall pattern of activity
for the two categories is nearly identical. That is, no single
distinguishable peak of muscle activity is identifiable with production of a
high front_vowel.

Figure 6 shows genioglossus and orbicularis oris activity for three
utterances: [i] correct, [u] equivocal, and [y/u] substitutions (i.e., [u]

incorrect). There is no token that four of the five experienced listeners
judged correctly as [u]; For both the equivocal productions of [u] and those
transcribed as [y], there is the expected orbicularis oris activity associated
with lip rounding. However, while it is difficult to state with certainty

../_.what differentiates the last two categories, in the equivocal case,

orbicularis oris activity is maintained as long as that for genioglossus,
while for [y] orbicularis oris activity ceases earlier and genioglossus
activity begins sooner. Thus, it is possible that the temporal relationship
between orbicularis oris and genioglossus represents at least one of the
underlying bases for the acoustic cues that lead to different listener
impressions.

DISCUSSION

The acoustic results of the pr sent study are in general agreement with
those of previous studies in demonstrating a reduced vowel space. However,
the reduction appears to occur mostly in the front-back dimension, with the
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Figure 5. Genioglossus activity in microvolts ( pV) for selected tokens of.

vowels produced by the speaker. At the left, tokens trans.pribe-dby

the phonetician as a correct production' of- [1],,atthe i.ight, tokens

intended as [u] but transcribed as [y].---Data plots-show-the_ensemble

average for 7 tokens of [i], and 8 tokens of [u] for the genioglossus

muscle. Four individual tokens are shown below. The vertical line,

the line-up point at 0 ms for these measures, is the onset of voicing

for the vowel.

00 = 3000uV
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Figure 6. Selected individual tokens of the EMG potentials from the,

genioglossus and orbicularis oris muscles as produced by the deaf

speaker. The line-up point is as in Figure 5. Offset of voicing

occurs 500 ms after the line-up point. Tokens shown are [i] judged

as correct, (top), [u] as equivocal (mid), [u] as [y] (bottom). See

text for further discussion.
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high vowels [i, i , u] and some tokens of [ u ] clustered around a high F2
(range = 1975-2300 Hz) and the ilow vowels [m , a ] clustered around the mid-
range F2 (range = 1600-2075 Hz). In general, the judgments of both
experienced and inexperienced listeners are consistent with the acoustic
measures, although the experienced' listeners, on average, made more correct
judgments than the inexperienced listeners (cf.-Table 2). The higher scores
achieved by the experienced listeners may e attributed to this group's
ability to disambiguate [i] from [I], and [ m] from other front vowels

(cf. Table 1). The data also show that thi speaker tends to produce front
vowels more often than back vowels, whether correct or incorrect, and to

produce high vowels correctly more often than low vowels. These data thus
differ from previous descriptive studies of vowels produced by deaf speakers
that report better production of back---or low vowels (Boone, 1966; Geffner,
1980; Mangan, 1961; Nober, 1967; Smith, 1975), although the data concur with
results obtained in cineradiographic studies (Grouter, 1963; Stein, 1980).

It is apparent that there is an acoustic basis for the listeners'

judgments. Formant values for [i] and [1] fall roughly in the appropriate
range so that the relatively high number of correct judgments for these vowels
can be explained. Similarly, formant values for this speaker's intended
production's of [u] account for the high percentage of [i] and [I] listener

judgments and the [y] judgments of the phonetician. This speaker had

considerable success in differentiating high and isiW vowels, although the
formant values for the low vowels are inappropriate with respect to normal
productions. Thus, the acoustic basis for the very low percentage of [a ]
judgments is readily explained. In fact, overall there is a fairly

straightforward relationship between the acoustic measures and the listener
judgments.

We are limited in our inferences regarding the physiological basis of the
acoustic data in that only one tongue muscle (posterior fibers of the

genioglossus) was studied. Therefore, the implied failure to produce back

tongue movements from the acoustics cannot be confirmed physiologically.
However, we can address ourselves to the relative appropriateness of the

degree of genioglossus activity for all vowels. As noted in Figure 3,

genioglossus activity for this deaf speaker is, on average, relatively

undifferentiated across all vowels studied. This is in striking contrast to
the results for a normal speaker (cf. Figure 1). Furthermore, even for tokens
that were perceived as correct, onset and offset of- --genioglossus activity was
highly variable from token to token. It is not surprising, then, that there
are so many equivocal and incorrect productions. Furthermore, the pattern of
EMG activity also does not readily distinguish between [i] and [1], so that
the corresponding listener judgments seem to be based primarily on duration
cues. However, the relatively urliform level of genioglossus activity for

[i,i,u] does explain the general tendency for F2 values to pccur in regions
expected, for high front vowels.

Therefore, based on acoustic and physiological measures, we conclude that
this deaf speaker fails to vary tongue position, particularly in the front-
back dimension, in order to achieve vowel differentiation. Although the vowel
space is reduced overall, there is considerable differentiation in the high-
low plane, as is evident from the ranked listener responses in Table 3.

Productions of [u] differed from [i] primarily on the basis of lip-rounding,
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as noted in the electromyographic records of the orbicularis pris. Such a

production strategy is not suprising when we consider that, owing to

difficulty in perceiving acoustic cues, deaf speakers'rely heavily on viLal
information for deriving cues to place of articulation. Examples of these

would include lip-rounding, as noted above, and jaw lowering for production of

low v wels. When acoustic cues can be perceived with limited residual

hearing e.g., vowel duration, the speaker employs these, as noted for the

tense-la air Li-1].

While this study is only preliminary, it provides some insight into the

physiological differences between deaf and hearing speakers in vowel

production. We are intrigued by the token-to-token variability noted in the

onset and offset of genioglossus records. We intend to examine this issue

further by examining other tongue muscles that are known to be important in

vowel production, particularly the extrinsic muscles, hyoglossus and

8tyloglossus. In addition, we will investigate the hypothesis that 'deaf

speakers, such as our subject, who do not vary tongue position, achieve vowel

differentiation by exaggerated variation in larynx height and fundamental

frequency. -
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EXTENDING FORMANT TRANSITIONS MAY NOT IMPROVE APHASICS' PERCEPTION OF STOP

CONSONANT PLACE OF ARTICULATION*

Karen Riedel+ and Michael Studdert-Kennedy++

Abstract. Synthetic speech stimuli were used to investigate whether
aphasics' ability to perceive stop consonant place of articulation
was enhanced by the extension of initial formant transitions in CV
syllables. F leme identification and discrimination tests were

administered to twelve aphasic patients, five fluent and seven non-
fluent. There were no significant differences in performance due to
the extended transitions, and no systematic pattern of performance
due tcyaphasia type. In both groups, discrimination was generally
high and significantly better than identification, demonstrating
that auditory capacity was retained, while phonetic perception was
impaired; this result is consistent with repeated demonstrations
that auditory and phonetic processes may be dissociated in normal
listeners. Moreover, significant rank order correlations between
performances/ on the Token Test and on both perceptual tasks suggest
that impairment on these tests may reflect a general cognitive

rather than a language-specific deficit.

Some researchers have attributed speech comprehension deficits in aphasia
to a defect in the processing of acoustic information in the speech signal.
Tallal and Newcombe (,1978) proposed a connection between nonverbal auditory
processes, phonetic perception, and spoken language comprehension. They

hypothesized that aphasics have a primary defect in temporal analysis affect-
ing their ability to process rapidly changing acoustic cues. They suggested

that this defect is responsible not only for failure to perceive specific
phonemes, but also for a variety of other temporal processing problems
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compromising aphasics' ability to understand speech. The present study tests

this hypothesis on a group of postCVA aphasics.

Tallal and Newcombe trained a group of 10 missilewounded, leftbrain
damaged subjects to identify, with a button press, contrasting pairs of 3

formant synthetic syllables, differing in the direction of their second

formant transitions. The syllables were to be identified as either /ba/ or

/da/. One pair of syllables had short (40 ms) transitions on all formants,

the other had extended (80 ms) transitions. Training continued to a criterion'

of 20 correct out of 24 consecutive responses or until 48 trials had been

given. Only 4 of their 10 subjects reached criterion on the syllables with

short formant transitions, but 7 out of 10 reached criterion on the syllables

with extended formant transitions. The six subjects who had difficulty on the

short transition syllables also made the greatest number of errors on a

nonverbal sequencing task, in which they had to specify the order of two
tones, presented with very brief (from 8 to 305 ms) intervals between them.

Impairment on the latter task correlated highly with impairment on the Token

Test (DeRenzi & Vignolo, 1962). Given these findings, Tallal and Newcombe

inferred a causal chain from impairment in judgments of rapidly presented

nonverbal sequences to impairment in the perception of phonetic contrasts,

signaled by rapid formant'-transitions, to impairment in language comprehen

sion.

We should note an ambiguity in the interpretation of the improvement in

aphasics' place of articulation judgments, attribUted by Tallal and Newcombe

to transition extension. Research with normal listeners has demonstrated that

identifications of syllableinitial stop consonants shift in manner from stop c?,-;

to glide when formant transitions are extended (Liberman, Delattre, Gerstman,

& Cooper, 1956; Miller .& Liberman, 1979). Fpr example, an increase in the

duration of bilabial transitions from 30 to 60 ms shifts judgments from

predothinantly /b/ to predominantly /w/: The boundary between the two manner

classes averages 40 ms. Was it then the extension of formant transitions per,

se that improved aphasics' performance or was it the shift to to different

phonetic contrast? This ambiguity would not have arisen if s/Tallal and

Newcombe had blocked'the manner shift by confining formant transition .exten

sion to those formants (F2 and F3) that carry place of articulation informa

tion, while leaving the formant that carries manner information (F1) un

changed.

Other experimenters have used synthetic speech to examine the speech

perception abilities of 'aphasics (e.g., Basso, Casati, & Vignolo, 1977;

Blumstein, Cooper, Zurif, & Caramazza, 1977; Kellar, 1979). This research,

limited to studies of voiceonsettime (VOT) perception, has ,indicated that

aphasics of both major diagnostic categories, nonfluent (Broca's) and fluent

(Wernicke's) have unusual difficulty in reliably assigning stimuli from a VOT

continuum to one of two classes. However, some aphasics who perform poorly on

this phoneme identification task perform almost normally when asked to judge

whether paired stimuli from the VOT continuum are the same or different. This

finding shows that in aphasia, the discrimination of acoustic parameters may

be functionally separable from phoneme identification.- Moreover, these stu

dies and others (e.g., Auerbach, Naeser, & Mazurski, 1981) have found little

evidence of a direct connection between disorders of phonetic perception and

reduced general comprehension of speech.

1 °
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The goals of the present study were therefore: (1) to look for an

improvement, similar to that 'reported by Tallal and Newcombe, in aphasics'

identification and discrimination of stop consonant place of articulation,

both when all three syllableinitial formant transitions were extended and

when only F2 and F3 transitions were extended, and (2) to assess the relation
between aphasics' performances on these tasks and their language comprehen

sion, as measured by the Token Test.

METHOD

Test Materials

Three pairs of syllables were synthesized on the Haskins Laboratories

parallel resonance synthesizer. The pairs differed from each other only in

the formant patterns used to render /ba/ vs. /da/. The stimulus patterns for

pairs 1 and 2 were modeled after those used by Tallal and Newcombe and

described by Tallal and Piercy (1974, 1975).1 All stimulus patterns began

with 13 ms of prevoicing and were followed by a threeformant pattern. Values

are listed in Table 1. The durations of all three formant transitions were 30

ms in the first pair and 82 ms in the second pair. The third pair was

identical to pair 2 except that formant transition extension was confined to

those formants (F2 and F3) that carry most of the place of articulation

information, while the formant that carries manner information (F1) was left

unchanged. Formant transitions for all pairs were followed by a steady state

portion sufficient to produce an overall stimulus duration of 250 ms.

Table 1

Onset and ending values of the, three pairs of formant transition patternsused

for identification and discrimination

/b/ /d/

Onset Ending Onset Ending

Fl _ 202 688 202 688

F2 848 1077 1535 1077.

F3 2193 2527 3029 2527
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Studdert-Kennedy: Extending Transitions

Twelve adult aphasic out-patients of the Institute of Rehabilitation

Medicine, New York University Medical Center, New York City, were tested.
Subjects were limited to individuals who had sustained a left hemisphere CVA,
were native English speakers, and had no history of neurological impairment
before the onset of aphasia. All were screened for normal peripheral hearing
through the speech frequencies. The mean length of time post-on4et was 3.2
years (range 1 to 6 years). Their mean age was 55 years (range 36 to 66
years). A wide range of aphasia severity was reflected in the group, from
mild to severe speech/language disturbance. Subjects were categorized into
two types, fluent and nonfluent, on the basis of clinical examination and an
analysis of 'speech characteristics (Goodglass & Kaplan, 1972). Auditory

comprehension impairment was assessed with the Token Test (Spreen & Benton,

1977).

General Procedure

Subjects were tested individually in an IAC soundproofed chamber. The

tape recorded stimuli were played on a Wollensak 1520 tape recorder and

presented free field at a comfortable loudness level.

IDENTIFICATION TESTS

These tests were designed to answer the following questions:

1. Does extension of initial stop consonant formant transitions contri-
bute to improved phoneme identification in aphasic subjects (a) when all three
formant transitions are extended and/or (h) when formant transition extension
is confined to F2 and F3?

2. Is any improvement produced by extending the formant transitions of
stop-vowel syllables confined to a specific subtype of aphasia?

3. Is phoneme identification performance associated with performance on

the Token Test?

Identification Procedure

Subjects were told that the'y would hear computer-generated syllables that

sounded like "ban or "da." Sample syllables (four /ba/ and four /da/) were

presented. The identification task, which consisted of marking the correct
syllable on a prepared answer sheet, was demonstrated by the experimenter. To

familiarize subjects with the task, twelve practice items were then presented.

These werle followed by a 24 item (12 tokens of each syllable) randomized
phoneme identification test, with 14 seconds between items.

Each identification test was followed by two discrimination tests (de-

scribed below). The entire set of identification and discrimination tests was

then repeated in reverse order. Testing was accomplished in 2 to 3 one half-

hour sessions,

1 73
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Results

The first four data columns of Table 2 present the individual and mean
percent correct for the two aphasic groups. No differences in accuracy of
phoneme identification were found among the synthetic pairs. Wilcoxon Matched
Pairs tests (for 1 vs. 2, 2 vs. 3, and 1 vs. the average of 2 and 3), carried
out on subjects whose score on pair 1 was less than 100% (N=9) and on subjects
whose, score on pair 1 was less than 90% (N=6) yielded no significant

differences.

Type of aphasia also had no significant effect on performance of the

identification tests. Certain individuals in both groups were prone to errors
in identification, but others, specifically the milder aphasics, encountered
no difficulty.

Table 2 (rightmost column) lists individual Token Test scor s A

significant rank order correlAion between identification scores an Token

Test performance was found, r = .83, a < .01.

DISCRIMINATION TESTS

These tests were designed to answer the following questions:

1. Is aphasics' discrimination 'of stopvowel syllables improved (a) when
all three formant transitions are extended and/or (b) when formant transition
extension is confined to F2 and F3?

2.Doesreducingtheinterstimulusinterval"Si"et.lee.nsYllablesaffect discrimination p.erformance? / ,.1

3. Is there a difference between aphasics' ability' to identify syllables
and their ability to make same different judgments about them?

4. Is there a correlation between phoneme discrimination and Token Test
performance?

Subjects

Eleven of the subjects who were tested on identification were also tested
on discrimination. One aphasic failed to understand task demands even after
repeated trials and therefore was eliminated from discrimination testing.

Discrimination Procedure

The stimuli identical to those of Experiment 1. Two samedifferent
discrimination tests for each of the three pairs were constructed. The two
tests differed only in the interstimulus interval (ISI), which was 500 ms for
discrimination test 1 and 50 ms for discrimination test 2. There were 4 sec

between items.

Subjects were informed that they would hear the two syllables, presented
previously in the identification test, in pairs, and were instructed to decide
whether the two stimuli were the same or different. Four demonstration pairs
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Table 2

Percent correct on identification and discrimination of synthetic syllable

pairs and on Token Test

Subject Identification Discrimination Test*

Test*

ISI

500 ms

ISI

50/ ms

Token
Test

Group:

1 2

Fluent

3 Mean 1 2 3 Mean

/

2 3 Mean

1 96 100 100 99 100 100 100 100/ 100 100 100 100 100

2 98 96 98 97 95 95 100 98 100 83 100 94 100

3 74 71 77 74 83 ,83 90 85 70 80 90 80 58

4 60 64 54 59 55 '53 95 68 60 52 80 64 45

5 50 50 58 53 - - - - - -, 35

Mean 76 76 77 76 83 83 96 87 83 79 92 68

Group: Non-Fluent

6 100 100 10U 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

7 100 100 100 100 98 90 98 95 98 98 100 99 99

8 100 100 100 100 100 100 95 98 100 98 100 100 99

9 96 88 100 95 90 90 100 93 100 90 100 97 79

10 50 75 58 61 100 100 90 97 90 100 100 97 77

11 54 56 73 61 95 95 90 93 93 90 88 90 52

12 54 67 44 55 75 78 80 78 75 83 73 77 23

Mean 79 84 82 82 94 93 93 94' 94 .94 94 94 76

*1 = syllables with 30 ms transitions on all formants

2 = syllables with 82 ms transitions on all formants

3 = syllables with 30 ms transitions on Fl, 82 ms on F2 or F3
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were presented and the experimenter' indicated the appropriate responsr,, on a
prepared answer sheet. Two answer sheets were available for use depend'.ng On
individual need. The prithary answer sheet contained the letters S for "same"
and D for "different." If, after one practice set was administered, this
response form was deemed too difficult for the subject, a second sheet was
.provided on which'simple'symbols were drawn to convey the concept of "same"
(two circles) and "different" (a circle and a square). A practice set of
eight items was presented, followed by the 20 item discrimination test.

Results

Table 2 (columns 5-12) lists individual and mean percent correct for the
two groups of aphasics. None of the appropriate Wilcoxon Matched Pairs tests
showed significant improvement in discrimination of /ba/ and /da/ as a

function of formant transition extension. Differences due to ISI were also
not significant. Finally, although aphasic groups are too small for us to
generalize from their data, there was no consistent or reliable pattern
associated with aphasia type, other than a nonsignificant tendency in the
fluent group/ for series 3 (F2 and F3 transitions only lengthened) to result in
higher discrimination scores.

Regardless of the length of the ISI or the .durationof the initial
formant transition, aphasics performed significantly better On discrimination
tests than on identification tests. Only one out of seven aphasics with Token
Test Scores below 80% reached 80% correct on the,,three identification tests,
whereas all aphasics reached that criterion on at least two discrimination
tests. Wilcoxon Matched Pairs tests between subjects' mean identification
scores and mean discrimination scores across all stimulus pairs (see T ble 2)
for each ISI (eliminating subject 5 who did no discriMination tes s, and
subject 6 whose scores were 100% on every test) give W = 10 (N = 10, a < .05)
for ISI = 500 ms, and W =.4 (N = 9, one tie, a < .02) for ISI = 50 ms. Again,
as with the identification tests, there was a significant rank order c rrela
tion between perceptual performance and Token Test score (r = .86, a < .01).

DISCUSSION

To support the hypothesis that the basic impairment underlying speech
comprehension deficits in aphasia is a failure to analyze rapidly changing
acoustic events, studies should demonstrate, at least, that identification
improves when spectral changes occur more slowly and/or that performance
deteriorates when test syllables to be discriminated are presented at a

sufficiently rapid rate.. Furthermore, if rate of spectral change is the
crucial factor in aphasics'iphonological performance, their ability to identi
fy should be no worse than their ability to discriminate.

The present study yields no evidence to support the hypothesis.
Aphasics' identification performance did not benefit from the extension of the
initial formant transitions conveying place of articulation information. The
results from pairs 1 and 2, the two pairs in which stimulus' patterns were
closely modeled after Tallal and Piercy (1974, 1975), in no way replicate the
findings reported in Tallal and Newcombe (1978).

I
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It is noteworthy that pair 2 stimulus patterns (all three formant

transitions extended) elicited a variety of identifications from aphasics.

The lack of uniformity in 1.bels given thes-e stimulus patterns was corroborat-

ed by informal judgments from norma-listeners ( f. Liberman et al. , 1956;

Miller & Liberman, 1979'). kiforted identifications included, in addition to

/ba/-/da/, the labels /wa/-/1/---/bwa/-/dla/, /wa/-/da/ and /ra/-/ya/. Tallal

and Newcombe do not report how sjects identified their stimuli, but if, as

seems likely, similar shifts in judged mlner .lass occurred, the improved

performance of three of their ten subject!: with lengthened transitions could,

as we remarked in the i;trodu:Ition, reflected either facilitation of

auditory processing for .5.:0,) ..:::)nsonan',s, as they assert, or shifts in the

manner class of the phoneti segmes specified by the extended formant

transitions.

In any.event, since stiulus parns for pairs 1 and 2 were, as far as

possible, identical to tho5 wed by Tallal and Newcombe, the difference in

study outcome must be due to other variables, such as the precise experimental

procedure, or the nature of the study population. Whatever the source of the

difference, the present results are c'nsistent with those of Blumstein,

Tartter, Nigro, and Statlhder (in press), who also found that formant

transition extension had tio .ffec-, on aphasics' ability to identify or

discriminate.place of articulation. Auerbach et al. (1981) found that benefit

from extending formant transWms. :as confined to subjects who manifested a

"wc'rd deafness" component n teir 3,1peech comprehension impairment. None of

the subjects tested here prested this rare unimocal deficit.

Stimulus patterns for pa.H 3 (extension confined to F2 and F3) were

identified as /ba/ and /da/ z:y Fll subjects. Nevertheless, except for three

fluent aphasics for whom correct syllable discrimination increased, improved

step consonant synthesis had no effect on performance; and these three

demonstrated no consis'_ent superiority in identification of the improved

patterns, as would be required to justify the claims of Tallal and Newcombe.

The results also offer no support for the notion that aphasics with

comprehension deficits discriminate poorly when the interval between stimuli

to be discriminated is sharply reduced. Differences between discrimination

scores when test syllables were separated by 50 ms vs. 500 ms were small'and

no trends could be discerned either for the group as a whole or for individual

subjects. It was not unusual for a subject to show an increment on the 500 ms'

over the 50 ms task on one test series- no differences on the second, and a

decrement on the third.

The difference in the .1.fff:ct of reduCed ISI between the present study and

that of Tallal and Newcombe is probably due to task differences. Tallal and

Newcombe asked that subjects indicate the order in which two tones occurred, a

task calling for both identification and ordering of the tones. The present

study simply required that subjects discriminate between two syllables,

clearly a less demanding task. Nonetheless, if aphasic deficit does indeed

reflect a failure in the processing of rapidly presented acoustic events, the

simpler task of the present study should also have reflected this failure at

reduced values of ISI.
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Performance deficits were not confined to, nor more severe in, one

diagnostic group rather than another. Neither group was more sensitive than
the other to a reduction in ISI in the discrimination tests, and both fluent
and nonfluent aphasics with comprehension deficits demonstrated better dis
crimination than identification. a

This last finding is perhaps the most striking result of the whole study

since it runs directly counter to the notion, implicit in Tallal and

Newcombe's hypothesis, that phonetic perception is merely an auditory process.
A dissociation between discrimination' and identification has been reported by
others for a different phonetic contrast, voiceless unaspirated vs. voiceless
aspirated English stops, signaled by variations in VOT (Blumstein et al.,
1977; Kellar, 1979). Moreover, such a dissociation is precisely what we would
expect from repeated demonstrations that auditory and phonetic processes may
be dissociated in normal listenerS (e.g., Mann & Liberman, in press; Studdert
Kennedy, 1983).

Finally, the high correlation between perceptual task performance and

Token Test scores is consistent with the results of Tallal and Newcombe, but
inconsistent with other investigations in which synthetic stimuli have been
used to explore the connection between phonetic deficits and speech comprehen
sion, impairment in aphasia (Basso et al., 1977; Blumstein et al., 1977).

Identification and discrimination deficits were confined to individuals with
substantially reduced Token Test scores, i.e., scores under 80%. Individuals

with high or normal Token Test scores obtained near perfect scores on all nine
perceptual tests, and no aphasic with 2 substantially reduced Token Test score
ever outperformed aphasics with little or no comprehension impairment.

Although these correlations match those 7ell.arted uy Tallal and Newcombe,
the interpretation of the correlations must be different, since the present
study found no evidence to support the temporal deficit hypothesis. As far as

the identification task goes, we may note that both identification and the
Token Test require subjects to perform without the advantage of the semantic
context provided in naturalistic situations to support identification.
Identifications of contrasting stimuli (two CV syllables, two shape or color

names) tend to be labile and over time often become increasingly confused.
However, this account will not explain the correlation between discrimination
and Token Test performances, so that we must look for other similarities in

the cognitive requirements of the tasks. We may note that both the pereeptual

tests and the Token Test are extremely artificial and require consistent

levels of attention over relatively long periods of time. Of course, it is

also possible that the tests share no common factor: The several tests may
all be sensitive indices of aphasia, but for dif'-arent unrelated reasons.
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1Tallal and Piercy (1974, p. 86) provide a table of F2 and F3 transition

patterns for their two stimuli representing /ba/ and /da/. However, they

report in a footnote to a later paper (Tallal & Piercy, 1975) that the

description in their first paper was incorrect. They provide spectrograms of

the corrected syllables without listing the actual formant values. Table 1

values are est,imated from these spectrograms.
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AGAINST A ROLE OF "CHIRP" IDENTIFICATION IN DUPLEX PEICEPTION*

Bruno H. Repp

Duplex perception occurs when a single ffl]mant transition (or a pair of
such transitions) of a synthetic syllable is isolated and presented to one ear
while the remainder of the syllable (the "base") is presented to the opposite

4

ear (Rand, 1974), Listeners report hearing a nonspeech "chirp" in the ear
receiving the transition and, at the same time, a syllable in the other ear;
the perceived identity of the syllableinitial consonant is determined by the
contralateral formant transition. Previous accounts of this phenomenon have
attributed the speech percept to dichotic integration or fusion of the

transition with the base (e.g., Cutting, 1976; Liberman, Isenberg; & Rakerd,
1981). The nonspeech "chirp" percept was thought to reveal the simultaneous
operation of distinct phonetic and auditory modes of perception (Liberman et
al., 1':,81; Repp, 1982).

In a recent article, Nusbaum, Schwab, and Sawusch (1983)--henceforth,

NSSproposed a new explanation, According to their "chirp identification
hypothesis," the spech percept does not derive from fusion, but from phonetic
identification of the chirp without reference to the base. ;MSS also reported
two experiments whose results seem consistent with their hypothesis. Although

counterevidence was published simultaneously by Repp, Milburn, and Ashkenas

(1983), it was not accepted as such by NSS (see their Footnote 3). The

purpose of this note is to examine the arguments and data presented by NSS and

to expose their weaknesses. The conclusion will be that the chirp identifica-

tion hypothesis is not a viable explanation of duplex speech perception and
should be laid to rest.

Motivation or the Chirp Identification Hypothesis

From a brief review of some earlier research, NSS conclude that "taken

together, the available evidence favors the dichotic integration explanation
of duplex perception" (pp. 324-325). Nevertheless, to prepare the ground for

their chirp identification hypothesis, NSS cite two findings that they

consider to be at variance with the dichotic integration view.

One finding is Rand's (1974) observation that attenuation of second- and
third-formant (F2 and F3) transitions in an intact syllable is more detrimen-
tal to phonetic perception than attenuation of the same transitions when they

*Also Perception & Psychophysics, in press.
Acknowledgment. Preparation of these comments was supported by NICHD Grant
HD01994 to Haskins Laboratories. 13m grateful to Alvin Liberman, Virginia
Mann, Richard Pastore, Sigfrid Soli, and Michael Studdert-Kennedy for helpful'
comments on an earlier draft.
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are removed from the base and -tinted to the opposite ear. NSS conclude

that "this result demonstrates the transitions are processed differently
in an\ntact syllable and 'or the eech side. of the duplex percept" (p. 325).
They neglect the fact that .... (1974) and many subsequent split7formant
studies (e.g., Danaher & P, ....., 1975; Hannley & Dorman, 1983; Nearey &
Levitt, 1974; Perl & Haggard, ,)74) were undertaken to investigate the effects
of "upward spread of masking" due to the first formant (F1). Release, from

this form of masking consequent upon dichotic separation of formants is well
documented. Within the framework of the dichotic integration hypothesis,

then, there has been a widely accepted psychoacoustic explanation of the
perceptual differences between intact and fused syllables, which does not

imply that they are "processed differently."1

The second finding NSS cite as being incompatible with the dichotic

integration hypothesis is Cutting's (1976) result that large differences in
fundamenta.1 frequency do not substantially alter duplex perception. NSS argue

that different fundamental frequencies signify different articulatory sources,
and that the "phonetic processor" should not be able to integrate stimuli that
appear to come from different sources. Several counterarguments may be

offered, however: (1) The dynamic articulatory information conveyed by the
time-varying properties of the chirp is likely to be much more important than
that conveyed by fundamental frequency. (2) The chirp is not sufficiently
speechlike to suggest any specific articulatory origin by itself. (3) Other

forms of dichotic fusion are similarly unaffected by differences in fundamen-
tal frequency (Cutting, 1976; Repp, 1976a; Tartter & Blumstein, 1981).

- - ----

Thus, contrary to NSS's arguments, there do not appear to be any serious
problems for the dichotic integration explanation of duplex perception. The

possibility remains that the chirp identification hypothesis might account

equally well for the data in the literature. That it does not, however, is

immediately evident from findings that NSS themselves cite as support for the
dichotic integration hypothesis: How, for example, can the,chirp identifica-

tion hypothesis account for the fact that duplex' speech identification
deteri:sirates with increasing temporal asynchrony of chirp and base (Cutting,
1976)'? Or for the finding that, with selective attention to the speech side
of the duplex percept, the chirp receives a different perceptual interpreta-
tion depen7:ing on the base it is paired --with et al., 1981)? If

there is no integration of chirp and base, it should not matter what the base
is and when it occurs. NSS simply bypass these difficulties, which are

painfulLy obvious.

_ .

The chirp identification hypothesis; rests on three assumptions. The

first one is reasonable: "With the appropriate instructions, subjcc,,s might
at least be able to 'guess' from which consonant or place of articulation a
chirp was derived" (p. 325). The second assumption, however, is bizarre:

"When asked to identify the speech, subjects can no longer rely zolely on the
speech-like but phonetically constant base for responding. In order to avoid

responding the same way on every trial, subjects must use the transitions (in

some way) to produce a phonetic response" (p. 325). The base by itelf sounds
like a perfectly acceptable syllable (at least when the stimuli are derived

from stop-conSonant-vowel syllables), and if listeners could avoid fusing it
with the chirp, they would surely respond to it the same way they identify it

in isolation. Indeed, NSS's own data show that, when the base is presented
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repeatedly in isolation, subjects are not reluctant at all to give the same
response over and over. The third assumption is that the speechlike character
of the base leads listeners to "identify the phonetic response with the base
instead of with the transition" (p. 324). However, an inability to attribute
the response to its correct stimulus would be expected only in the case of
fusion. Moreover, if there\ is no dichotic integration, as NSS maintain,

listeners should be able to gtend to the base and hear it the way it sounds
in isolation. In other words, the chirp and the base should be perceived as
separate and unrelated stimuli, 14hich they most decidedly are not (e.g.,

Liberman et al., 1981; Repp et al.1 1983).

In summary, it is evident that the chirp identification hypothesis is not
only inconsistent with most data in the literature but also rests on extremely
implausible assumptions.

The Nusbaum et al. (1983) Data

NSS's Experiment 1 confirmed the crucial prediction that isolated chirps
can be identified consistently as phonetic segments. The stimuli were the
synthetic two-formant syllables [ba] and [ga], whrich are distinguished by a
rising vs. falling F2 transition. Repp et al. (1983) have pointed out that
rising and falling F2 chirps bear an auditory resemblance to the glides, [w]

and [j]. Thus, subjects may have arrived at their (surprisingly consistent)
responses by perceiving the chirps not as [b] -like or [g] -like but as [w] -like
or [j]-like, and by subsequently choosing the response category- that most
resembled the quasi-phonetic glide percept. Such a relatively straightforward
association may not exist, however, for stimuli used by others in earlier
duplex perception experiments. E-!hap6 Jr: ttingly, NSS chose stimuli that
were uniquely suited to chirp identi7ir!aticn.

Even though the isolated chirp:, ?oula be associated with phonetic labels,
it by no means follows that --uojects of NSS also relied on chirp

identification th,7, duplex condition of Experiment 1. The relative similar-
ity of the (:).'.L11 ;esponse proportions for isolated chirps and duplex stimuli
(shown in Figure 3.cf NSS) is very' weak evidence indeed; it not only amounts
to acceptini7 the Li..hyp,:)thesis but also merely reflects similar response
consistency---ot necessarily similar response strategies--in the two experi-
mental condit:f.ons. In fact, it is not unlikely that whatever speechlik9
attributes chirps may possess in isolation (e.g., [w]-like, [j]-like) theky

lose in the duplex situation, due to competition from the fused speech

percept.' It is significant, in this connection, that NSS never asked their
subjects to identify the chirps in the duplex condition while ignoring the
bases (or, perhaps, sme irreleVant syllables substituted, for the bases).

Without any demonstration subjects actually can identify chirps phoneti-
cally in the presence of contralateral speech stimuli, the results
of Experiment 1 are totally inconclusive.

Experiment 2 was conducted to determine what NSS call the "labeling
characteristics of the perceptual process (or processes)" (p. 328) used in the
duplex paradigm. A six-member acoustic continuum from [ba] to [gal was

constructed by varying the onset frequency of the F2 transition in the

presence of a constant F3 (with a rising transition, to inhibit [da]

percepts). These stimuli were presented as f ,yll syllables, in a duplex
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condition, and in an isolatedchirp condition, where the isolated chirps

included both the variable F2 and (for no apparent reason) the fixed F3

transition.

According to NSS, the dichotic integration hypothesis predicts that, "if

the chirp and base are truly perceptually integrated in the duplex condition,

this fused percept should be processed in the same manner as the intact

syllables. Thus, t.ne category boundaries should not differ in these two

conditions" (p. 328). This prediction ignores once again the potential

influence on the category boundary of release from masking due to Fl (as well

.as other possible psychoacoustic factors) in splitformant presentation

(cf. Rand, 1974). While the direction of that influence is difficult to

predict, there is no strong basis for expecting identical category boundaries

in the two conditions. NSS further predict that, "since the isolated

transitions must be processed differently from normal speech ..., the category

boundary for isolated transitions should be different from the duplex and

intact boundaries" (p. 328). This is simply a non sequitur. The boundaries

on entirely unrelated continua may coincide, particularly when they fall near

the center of the stimulus range. Unless an experiment is designed to permit

the prediction of specific boundary locations (see Bailey, Summerfield, &

Dorman, 1977), there is simply no logical connection between category boundar

ies and "manner" or mode of processing.

Although NSS do not state the predictions of the chirp identification

hypothesis in detail, they apparently expected that the boundaries for

isolated chirps and duplex stimuli would be the same, since both were thought

to involve chirp--identification, and different from the boundary for intact

syllables because of the purported difference in "manner of processing." The

results of Experiment 2 fit these predictions acid thus were taken by NSS to

support the chirp identification hypothesis. It should be clear from the

foregoing discussion, howeve, that the results are just as compatible with

the dichotic integration h:Tothesis, and that the experiment is logically

flawed.

In their General Di: Ission, NSS make a surprising (and supremely

confusing) turnabout by considering the possibility of dichotic fusion without

abandoning the chirp identification hypothesis which, of course, postulates

the absence of- fusion. They suggest, however, that "this dichotic fusion

might not occur prior to phonetic labeling. Rather, fusion should [sic!]

occur after the phonetic features have ')een separately identified in the two

cars" (p. 331). However, there is lit171c evidence in favor of this new

hypothesis. Since both the base and the chirp carry placeofarticulation and

manner information, fusion after labeling would frequently result in the

perception of two consonants--e.g., [bga] Or [bja]--which never happens in

duplex presentation. A weakened version of the hypothesis, which does not

permit such doubleconsonant percepts, would be indistinguishable from the

dichotic integration view.

NSS also suggest that duplex perception experiments should" include

isolatedchirp ontrol condition, to be able "to determine how much more

information is contributed by hearing the acoustic attribute in the appropri

ate syllabic context" (p. 331). If this methodological recommendation were

all that NSS wished. to convey, there would be little to disagree with.
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Clearly, despite the implausibility of the chirp identification hypothesis,
there might be some valUe in demonstrating that chirp identification can not
account for the results of a particular study. The experiments of NSS could
then be accepted as carefully contrived situations in which it seems as if

chirp identification had occurred in duplex perception. The problem with

NSS's account, of course, is their insistence that chirp identification

actually does occur. The correct conclusion should have been that there is no

support for this hypothesis.

The Repp et al. (1983) Data

The data of Repp et al. (1983) were collected for the explicit purpose of
refuting the chirp identification hypothesis, as described in an early version
of the NSS paper (1981). In Experiment 1, stimuli from a [da][ga] continuum
varying in the F3 transition were used in a design similar to Experiment 2 of
NSS. All subjects but one were unable to label the isolated F3 transitions
consistently, and that one subject consistently reversed the category assign
ment. All subjects, however, labeled the syllables accurately in the duplex
condition. Thus, this study demontrated that phonetic identifiability of
isolated chirps is not a necessary condition for duplex speech perception. In

Experiment 2 of Repp et al., an AXB /syllable similarity judgment task was
employed to facilitate selective attention to the ear receiving the base.

Perception continued to be strongly influenced by the unattended contralateral
chirp. This study disconfirmed a prediction that follows directly from the
chirp identification hypothesis, viz., that subjects should be able! to

"recover" the base by selective attention to the ear receiving it.

In a footnote added in proof (Footnote 3, p. 332), NSS comment on

Experiment 1 of Repp et al. Five points are made: (1) Instead of fusion of
the chirp with the base, "it is possible that the context of the base in one
ear facilitates the extraction of phonetic information from the chirp in the
other ear." Note that this is yet another hypothesis, different from the chirp
identification hypothesis that postulates that duplex speech identification
proceeds without reference to the base. In fact, the only way in which this
unannounced "facilitation hypothesis" seems to differ from the dichotic fusion
hypcthesis is that it predicts that selective attention to the base should be
'possible. However, Experiment 2 of Repp et al. (on which NSS do not comment)

refutes that prediction. (2) NSS point out that the results of Repp et al. do
not prove "that it is impossible for subjects to extract phonetic information
from these isolated chirps." This is correct but irrelevant, for the point of
tine di2monstration was that poorly identified chirps nevertheless lead to

accurate consonant identification when paired with a base. (3) "Repp et

al. did not establish the level at which this fusion occurs." Indeed, this was
not the purpose of their study. (4) "According to the chirpidentification
hypothesis, if fusion does occur, it should take place after some phonetic
processing of the cip." How can a prediction about fusion be. derived from a
hypothesis that explicitly postulates the nonoccurrence of fusion? (5)

Finally, "although dichotic fusion may be a reasonable explanation of the

results obtained by :-,vp et al., there is still no reason to assume that such
fusion occurred when the chirps could be identified in isolation, as in the

earlier duplex research." However, parsimony demands that a common account be
provided for all duplex perception and splitformant experiments, and dichotic
fusion is a highly satisfactory general explanation. Moreover, there is no
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evidence at all that the chirps in earlier duplex studies could be identified
in isolation, since this was not tested and different types of stimuli were
used. In summary, these comments of NSS do nothing to weaken the results of
Repp et al., which clearly disconfirm the chirp identification hypothesis.2

CONCLUSION

To be sure, a lot more is to be learned about dichotic fusion and

auditory segregation in speech stimuli. While fusion clearly takes place in

duplex perception, we do not know at what level in the auditory system it
occurs, what kinds of neural mechanisms it involves, and whether or not it is

specific to phonetic perception. These interesting questions should be

pursued without further distraction.
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FOOTNOTES

1NSS later dismiss the possibility of (upward spread of) masking effects
on the grounds that "this explanation cannot be invoked for the articulation-
based dichotic integrcztion hypothesis, since proponents of this position have
explicitly stated that general auditory processes have no role in mediating
phonetic perception (Liberman,- 1974; Repp, 1982; Studdert-Kennedy, 1981)"

(p. 330). This reflects a serious misunderstanding: By the same token, these
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proponents would presumably have to argue that the intelligibility of speech

should remain unimpaired in the presence of loud noise! Obviously, distor

tions due to interactions in the peripheral auditory system must precede any

phonetic processing. The point of the authors cited by NSS was that phonetic

classification cannot be explained by general auditory processes; however,

perceptual changes may well result from factors that affect the internal

spectrotemporal representation of speech signals. NSS also cite an unpub

lished dissertation by Schwab, (1981) as showing that auditory masking is

absent when stimuli are perceived as speech. While Schwab's results are

intriguing, they are not directly applicable to the duplex situation because

they did not rest on a comparison of monaurril and dichotic presentation

conditions. To conclude from Schwab's findings that auditory masking cannot

occur in speech stimuli would be absurd.

2There are a variety of other observations that speak directly or

indirectly against the chirp identification hypothesis. To mention only one

particularly damaging result, both Rand (1974) and Cutting (1976) have found

that duplex speech perception is resistant to severe attenuation of the chirp;

in fact, Bentin and Munn (1983) recently demonstrated that speech identifica

tion is still good when chirp detection and discrimination scores are at

chance. For other relevant results, see Ainsworth (1978), Bentin and Mann

(1983), Broadbent (1955, 1957), Darwin, Howell, and Brady (1978), Isenberg and

Liberman (1978), Jusczyk, Smith, and Murphy (1981), Mann and Liberman (in

press), Nye, Nearey, and Rand (1974), Pastore, Szczesiul, Rosenblum, and

Schrnuckler (1982), and Repp (1975, 1976b).
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FURTHER EVIDENCE FOR THE ROLE OF RELAT1V TIMING IN SPEECH: A REPLY TO BARRY*

Betty Tuller,+ J. A. Scott Kelso,++ and Katherine S. Harris+++

Abstract. in an earlier paper (Tuller, Kelso, & Harris, 1982a) we
suggested that the timing of consonant-related muscle activity was
constrained relative to the period between onsets of muscle activity
for successive vowels. Here we first reexamine those data based on
reservations posed by Barry. Next, we present a kinematic study of
articulation that extends, and strongly supports, our original
observations. Finally, we very briefly survey some converging lines
of evidence for a functionally significant vowel-to-vowel period in
speech and how this may relate to the role of temporal .ariance in
motor skills ini,general.

In his review, Barry (1983) makes some well-reasoned comments that have
given us further insight into our previously presented data and encouraged us
to look at the results of a study we have just completed within a similar
perspective. Barry's first point is that our results may be, in some sense, a.

statistical artifact. Just as most of the durational stretching and shrinking
across rate and stress changes occurs in the vowel portion of the acoustic
signal, the vowel-related electromyographic (EMG) activity is also the most
elasticl,part of production. Changes in duration of consonant-related activity
are smaller, though systematic (cf. Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1982). This
alone--according to Barry--might account for the fact that the correlations we
computed of the interval between the onsets of muscle activity specific to

production of successive vowels and the timing of muscle activity for the
intervening consonant (Barry's -Figure la), are higher than correlations
between the onsets of muscle activity for successive consonants and the timing
of activity for the intervening vowel (Barry's Figure lb). 'To explore this
possibility, we followed Barry's suggestion and correlated the period hetween
successive consonant onsets with the vowel onset-to-consonant onset interval.
In all cases, this resulted in a lower correlation than our original measure.
The shape of the histogram of correlations based on Barry's suggested
analysis, presented in Figure la, is significantly different (Kolmogorov-

*Also Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance,
1983, 9, 829 -833.
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+++Also City University of New York, Graduate Center
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Smirnov for r > .8, p < .001) from the distribution arising from our original

procedure, that is, by correlating the period between vowel onsets with the

interval from vowel onset to consonant onset (see Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. A) Distribution of correlations for the period between onsets of

muscl& activity for successive consonants and.te latency of onset

rr\

of 'vowelrelated muscle activity. B) Distribution of correlations

for the period between onsets of uscle activity for successive

vowels and the latency of onset of cosonantrelated muscle activi

ty.

Although this analysis shows that the correlation measure we used will

give higher correlations than the one Barry suggested as a substitute, these

results do not address a crucial point that underlies oUr argument, and is

obliquely addressed by Barryi. We believe that we obtain our correlation

results because the small changes in duration of consonantrelated activity

are correlated with the relatively larger ciwges in duration of vowel - related

activity, over the averaged effects of stress and peaking rate on an ensemble

of tokens. If this is true in the average across stress r-..nd rate conditions,

the same relations should hold for individual tokens within stress and rate

conditions. As we pointed out in our original article (Tuller, Kelso, &

Harris, 1982a, hereafter called our JEP article), (there is no need to assume

that changes in vowel and consonantrelated actiVity are ratiomorphic, and,

indeed,` neither we nor Barry believe they usually are. However, We cannot

examine this point in detail using electromyographic data because it is not

always possible to define onsets and offsets in individual repetition tokens

of an utteranc9 (see Baer, BellBerti, & Tuller, 1979, for a discussion of

temporal mt:a.5ures Of individual vs. averaged EMG records). For this reason,
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we will describe a more recent experiment in which we measured articulator
movement trajectories, which can, of course, te analyzed on a token-by-token
basis.

Since the publication of our JEP article, we have extended our observa-
tions to the kinematics of the jaw and lips during speech (Tuller, Kelso, &
Harris, 1982b). Briefly, subjects produced utterances of the form /bVCab/
'where V was either /a/ or /ae/ and C was, from the set /p, b, v, w/. Each

utterance was spoken with two stress patterns and at two self-selected
speaking rates, conversational and relatively fast. In essence, the experi-
mental design incorporated and extended the earlier design of our EMG study.
Ten to twelve repetitions.of each utterance type were produced. Articulatory
movements in the up-down direction were monitored-by an optoelectronic device
that tracked the movement of lightweight, infrared, light-emitting diodes
attached to the subject's lips and jaw. (Details of data collection and

processing may be found in,Tuller et al., 1982b.)

In order to examine more closely whether the high correlations obtained
in the EMG experiment are a function of using/ means in the analyses, or

perhaps are solely due to the effect of variations in vowel duration, we

performed three analyses of /bapab/ (the one utterance common to both

experiments) produced by the only subject who participated in both studies.
First, we asked the original question about stress and rate variations: does

the interval from vowel onset to consonant onset change systematically as a

function of a vowel-to-vowel period? To this end, correlations were computed
between the period from the onset of jaw lowering for the first vowel to the
onset of jaw lowering for the second, vowel and the interval between the onset
of jaw lowering for the first vowel and the onset of consonant-specific
movement. (that is, a close movement analogue of oUr earlier EMG measure;
Figure 2a). In separate analyses, 'the/onset of movement for the medial labial
consonant was defined either by:/the onset of upper lip lowering or by the
onset of lower lip raising (independent of simultaneous jaw movements). Each

correlation was based on 35 data points. The Pearson's product-moment
correlations were .97 and .96 for the lower lip and upper lip, respectively
(Figures 2b and 2c). These kinematic results, obtained from measures of

individual repetitions of each utterance type, essentially mirror our earlier
EMG findings, which were based on utterance ensemble averages.

In a second analysis, we examined the movement analogue of Barry's
suggested analysis by correlating the interval between onsets of upper lip

lowering (or lower lip raising) for successive consonants with the interval
between vowel onset (as indexed by the onset of jaw lowering) and the

following consonant onset. These correlations were significantly lower (using
Fisher's r-to-z transform) than those obtained by our original definition of
period and latency: when consonant production is indexed by upper lip

movement, r = .70 versus .96, t(32) = 3.704, a < .001; when consonant produc-
tion is indexed by lower lip movement, r = .76 versus .97, t(32) = 4.384,

< .001. Again, the variations in vowel duration alone cannot account for
the systematic relationship between the timing of consonant articulation and
the period between successive vowels.
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Figure 2. Timing of consonant articulation ("latency") as a functiop,.of the
vowel -to -vowel period. Each 'graph contains da a fr6M two stress
patterns and two rates produced by the same spea er. A) The onset
of consonant-related' activity in ,orbic4laris orisis graphed rela-
tive to the interval between .epochsioflactivity in aAterior belly
of digastric, y = .89x + 107, r r:.. '.89. Each point represents the
mean of EMG data.for -12 repetitions of "pa-pap." B) Timing of
lower lip raising as a function of the vowel-to-vowel period
indeiced by jaw lowering movements./ Each point represents' one token
of the utterance "ba-pab," y'='.66x -18, r = .97. C) Same as (B)),,

but with consonant articulation indeAd by the onset of upper. lip
lowering, y = .7x=28, r = .96.

We'uhdertook a final analysis to examine specifically w-hether the high
correlations obtained are simply a function of the change iri vowel duration
contributing to both variables or whether they reflect some, organizational
attribute of each repetition's internal structure.- To this end, we explored
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whether the small changes in duration of consonant-related articulatorY".

movements were correlated with corresponding changes in vowel, - related gestures

(that is, Barry's 'suggested correlation of "period" and "period minus laten=

cy"). For all repetitions of /bapabs/' at both stress, and rate levels, we
determined the duration of. vowel-related movements,. defined as the interval

from the onset of jaw lowering for the first vowel to the onset of lip
movement flit-. the /p/, and the duration of moverment specificto the consonant,
defined as the interval from the onset of lip movement for the /p/ to the
onset of jaw lowering for the second vowel. We then calculaIed the correla,-

tion betweeh membes of the pairs. If these correlations are significantly
greater than zero, then the temporal relations between a vowel and its

'following consonant are not random and, although vowel duration does*-contri-
bute to the high correlations, it is hot the only sienifiCant factor. It was

in 'fact the case that the durations- of vowel and consonant movements were
positively; correlated: when 'consonant production was indexed by *upper lip

movement, r .74, t(32) = 5.37, a < .001; when consonant) production was

indexed by lower lip movement, r = .72, t(32) = 5.14, Q < .001. in

conclusion, we believe that our results cannot be accounted for by vowel
vatation alone, but indicate that.the timing of consonant articulation 'is

constrained relative to the timing of articulation for the flanking vowels.

In order to ' "unpack Barry's third point, we must-return to consideration,

of. the EMG data. Barry speculates on the interpretation of\results reported
,in the JEP article relative to our own earlier findings that the temporal
overlap of muscle activity for certain vowels and 'consonantq altered little
over marked changeS in syllable duration (Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1981).

Consider the schematic in Figure 3. The interval AC represents the duration
of muscle activity sper..ific to the first 4vowel, the ihterTial BE represents the

duration of activity in a different m uscle for prodUction of the consonant,
and DF is the.durationt of muscle activity, for the., second vowel.' The "overlap

intervals" we have rferred to are 'the time from the .onset of consonant=:

related activity to' the offset of 'activity specific to the preceding vowel (BC

in Figure 3), and the, time bet4en the onset of activity for the second vowel
and the offset of activity for the preceding consonant (DE). In our earlier

work, we examined the duration of overlapping activity in a lip muscle
(orbitgalaris oris), acting for production of the consonants "p" and "b," and a

tongue muscle (genioglossus), acting for production of the vowels "ee" and
"ay" ! irZ utterance such as in "pee-peep" and "pay-payp." The overlap 'intervals_

(BC and DE in Figure 3) remained remarkably constant across two stress

patterns and two speaking rates. In a companion paper' ( Tuller., Kelso, &

Harris, 1981), we extended these observations to the activity of various other
articulator muscles - -in fact, these were the same recordings analNed for the
JEP article. Although-the relatively, constant temporal overlap of activity in

orbicularis oris and genioglossus again resulted, other Muscle comparisons
showed different patterns (e.g., for the production of "pa-pap" the temporal

overlap of a jaw-lowering muscle, anterior belly of digastric, relative tp
lip muscle, orbicularis oris, changed systematically as speaking rateincre-

ased). Our conclusion was that the temporal overlap of muscle activity, in
vowel-consonant and consonant - vowels pairs does not, as a rule, remaini,fixed
over, metrical variations in speaking rate and syllable stress.
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Figure 3. Schematib'EMG activity for a vowel-consonant-vowel triad.

_Following from this conclusion, we wish to point out that our thoughts
have altered somewhat as to why the:overlap interval between orbicularis oris
and geniogloisus remained unaltered in both experiments (see also 'Wheel,
1975). It .may, be that our assumption that the tongue is completely free. to
assume any position during production of /p/ is in factz.incorrect (see also
Alfonso & Baer, 1982; Bell-Berti, 1980; Harris CBell-Berti$ in press; Houde,
167). Rather than conceiving different articulators as being either crucial-
ly involved, or uninvolved, in producing a given sound, we might do better to
consider thg entire vocal"tract,as involved in producing all sounds with only
the relative importance of individual articulators shifting as the phonetic
structure .changes. Thus, the constant overlap of orbicularis oris and

genioglossus .may reflect- the larticulatfry organization that in some way
maximizes coriditions fu production of the bilabial stop consonant, and does
not `reflect feedback-dependent (or for that matter. feedback-independent)
control of the timing of successive segments.

In Barry's final comment, he expresses surprise that we find stable
vowel-to-consonant timing relative to the interval between successive dowels
even though the vowel and consonant are separated b a syllable boundary.., He
suggests that the subject was performing an articulatory syllabification
different from that ve\have represented orthographically. Thus, perhaps the

.1,
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suiject was saying something like "pd4e0P" rather than,"pee-peeW Apart
from 'the fact that such a production trategy seems counterintuitive, we
should remark that the intervocalic /p/ t4as aspirated, thus conforming to the

-,eonventional description'of,a syllable- inii;ial form:
'1 V

Leavinlg 'aSide.the 'question of articulatory strategies, an issue 'we have
not addteas'ia- i.n any detail, we should remark that temporal and spatidl
\coarticulatory effects are very well documented in the literature. These
indicate that syllable boundarifs do not necessarily disrupt acoustic or

articulatory interactions between segments. and, perhaps more to the point,
that transsyaMbic interactions may be stronger than intrasyllabic ones. For
example, the measured acoustic dueation of a vowel is Rerongly affected by the
number of transsyllabic consonants that, immediately folldw (Lindblom &
Rapp, 1973). An effect on acoustic vowel.duration of preceding, intrasyllabic
consonants has net always been found (for review see Elert, '1964; see also
Lindblom & Rapp, 1973). In addition, the acoustic duration of a vowel before
a voiceless stop consonant (such as /p/) has long been known 'to be' shorter

than the same vowel occurring before a voiced stop consonant (such as /b/);--.
both within ( "rip" va. "rib") and across ("rapid" vs. "rabid") syllables
(House, 1961; Klatt, 1973; Petersen & Lehiste, 1960). TranssyllabicNarticula-
tory effects have also tieeri)documented.'-As,a recent example, Harris and Bell-
Berti (in press) reportlthat in sequences such as [i9i]and, [u?u] the glottal
stop P?) does not cause relaxation of the tongue for [i] sequences Or thegips
for. [u] sequences. In -other words, the syllabla bOundary between the firstc,

vowel and the stop does not seem to be articulatorily marked. More generally,
here may not be'.. any isomorphism between articulatory syllabification and

syllabification as defined by linguists (that\is,4if lintvists could agree on
the rules for syllabification; cf. Bell, 1978).

In his comments, Barry agrees with us that it is at least "plausible"
that vowel-to-vowel ,timing is. important for rhythmic structuring. fact,

many pieces of evidencein the literature (in addition to the two papers Barry
1 cites) suggest a f,unctionallya.significant vowel-to-vowel period (and perhaps,

by extension, that'commonalitteg among segments are exploited in production;
cf. Fo ler, 1977). ) First, the description of English as being "stress- timed"
is base on the perception that st,regsed,vowelsoccur at approiimately .equal
intervals. AlthoUgh there little support for a strict'stres*timing
hypothesig, there is evidence that speakers maintain 'at least a tendency
toward stress-timing that may be more closely associated With the tlming of
the stressed vowels than with the accompanying consonants (for review, see

'Fowler, 1983).

A second source of evidence that a vowel-to-vowel ariculAtory period may'
'be functionally signifidant is the literature on compensatory-Shortening- and-
coarticulation. We have already mentioned that intervocali'c consonants shor,7
ten the measured acoustic duration of the surrounding vorls. Thil\-may mean

that a&l aspects of/the articulation of vowels-are produced in shorter time
periods'oahen consohants follow them. Alternatively, it.may meanr'that the
consonants and vowels are prOduced in concert, with the trailing edges of the
vowels prOgiressivelq "oferlaid," as it were, by the consonants. In other
words, consonants and consonant clusters might be produced on a background of.

continuous vowel articulation. An articulatory organization of this sort was
first proposed by Ohman (1966), to explainAthe changes in formantitransitions

-
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for jntervocalic consonants as a function of the flanking vowels. More recent
articulatory evidence that the influence of both preceding and 'following
vowels is apparent th'rou'ghout theAintervocalic consonant (Barry & Kuenzel,
1975f1Butcher & Weiher, 19%6; Gay,, 1977; Harris & Bell-Berti, in press;. 1

Susgman,McNeilage, & Hanson; 1973) might alsobe interpreted as indicating, a
significant vowel -to -vowel articulatory period,.

.. f

In conclusion, let us reiterate our previous conviction that the data
reported, here and in our JEP artiore are compatible with a style of motor
organizatipn in which the relativei timing among individual electromyographic
or kinematic events is preserved in the face of. valet'. changes in, for

example, absolute duration and amplitude .Of EMG activity or artidulator
displacement and velocity. (for reviews see Kelso, 1981; Kelso, Miler°
Harris, 1983). In fact ,we,,,'believe,w4th, Ber;nstein.(1967), that the cdopera- .

tion observed, among muscles and joints during coordinated activity pis best

descAbed by a partitioning. of, variables into two classes; those .that can

a(feEt scalar changes in "a beliavibr and those that preserve its internal
temporal "topology." Temporal invariance across scalar variation may be a

design feature of all motor' systems and May constitute one of Nate's
Solutions to the prOblem of coordinating complex systems, like speech, that
possess many degrees Of.freedom.
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Phonological intervention: Concepts- and procedures. Edited by

Michael -Crary ,(19.82). San Diego, CA: College-Hill-Press, I .,

1QR2

4

Katherine S. Harris+ 1".

\

One oislithe 'most important occupations of traditional. American' speech
pathologists has been the provision of remediation,serviees to misarticulating
children. Ootof this setting has come.such clasSid worli'as Terplfnes.Certain
language skills in children; which has provided' -us with, deVelopmental; norms'',

for the various speech- sounds of English-, and a.great deal of.inisormation on
vocabul4ry development, Whiffle Templin's approach was essentially atheoreti-
ca, there is .some underlying view that the speech sounds are learned one at a

jal ran order that reflects:.articulaey (ease. different

tradition is -represented by Jakcitdri's Child- language, aphasia and

phonological universals, which is, in some sense0 ih attempt to. account for
the acquisition of speech sounds against a background of taxpnomic phonemics.
Ja0bson claimed that children learn contrasts, rather thanIndividualsounds,
and that the order of acquisition is set up so that maximal 'contrasts,
presumably_the easiest contrasts, are learned first. The :specification for
sogndsin terms of featurevOcsrides a. matrix for .degreeof contrast beween
sound pair membert. '" Another linguist with important insight into speech

develOpment hasbeen Stampe, the originator of "natural phonology." Stampe's

emphasig is On the' dependence of the ,,child's form on-the adult's: Thethig
Is said toihave innate processes that simplify his/her output productiont'of a
received adult model. TAusr,* the child bdgins vith the easiest forms,.those in
which maximum simplification has been achieVebc and gradually inhibitS simpli,
.fying processes.

@

In the 197,0's, linguistically based pproaches of various kinds began to
hav/a vogue in the traditional' speech pathology setting.' The book reviewed

here `represents this. trend, away from a focus on "'articulation disorders"

towards. a 'focus on "phonological_ disorders." Eaqh''of the five, chapter

authors describes his/her interpretation of "phOnological intervention". and
-goes-on-to-discuss-the nuts-and-fiolf.s-of-diagnois-and-i-emediatidnNieHEn-tfiat-
frarlieWork.

4..
* .!/

k
., .

*Also Applied Linguistics', in press.
+Also The Graduate'School, City Universityof N44 York
Acknowledgment. Preparation of this review was supported by NINCDS Grants
NS-13617 and RS-13870 to Haskins LaborzatOries.
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., Ingram, whose 1976 book
.

Phonological disability in childre provided the
inspiration for the conferende on which this' volume is based, rediscusses and'
amplifies some .of the practical problems in collegting' data samples and

inferring from them the natural simplification processes that form- the basis.. :

of his approach, to classification. Shriberg, whose theoretical stance is ''''

quite similar to Ingram's, presents a detailed scheme for diagnostic classifi-
x cation. He makes the interesting suggestion that, while some 'errors, in the

p'110Ou_ctions_of a- given child may arise Pro-mStaInge-'-snrietural. 'processes,"
operating on a developmentally delayed system, others may arise as a Conse-i

quence of structural abnormalities, such as Middle ear involvement. Fokes

rediscusses Sone practical 'problems in ,making such an inventory, noting

especially the difficulties posed for sampling by inherent veriability,asuch
as inconsistent productions or Progressive idioms. 'Blache introduces an

elaborate .description of speech sounds In terms of what Jpurports to be a

distinctive feature analysis, uses .this to hang a developmental analysis ofi,
and 'uses 'this, in turn, as' the basis of a dilagnoStic workup. Hodson simply

( describes the patterns of error in children of`varyiag,degrees of unintelligi,

bility.
..-

1 V,

Ln spite of a difference 'in emphasis,
0 there is a common theme. All the

authors focus eon the need to examine a sample of speech .behavior that is
sufficientlytomplete that'eacii soUnd.is assessed in a variety of contexts,
along with the pattern 'of substitutions.and'the resulti(ng 'neutralization of
'contrasts relative to the adult system. This 'emphasi's, of course, results

from an exposure to the phonologist's practice of writinfi rules to make

conversion between one System and another or one level of representation and
another.. In the case of the misartieulatiag child, one might compare the
child's system to that of the ambient community, or examine the operation of

\processes in ..remepiatibn.. .However,. both Shriberg and gram are ,quite

'caUtious, about the reality status of their inferred underlyi 'phonological

units,. or the relationship of their 'analy'sis scheme's to Stave's- natural

phonology (Stampe, 1973). Shriber 'also 'noted the possibility, raised. by

Dinnsen, Elbert, and Weimer "(1980) and rediscussed in detail by MaXWell and

Weismer (1982) that misarticulating children%mlay differ' among themselves in

the relationship of their underlying phonological schemata to the adult model:

The authors do differ on ,substantive issues. 'Both Fokes and Blache

'advocate forms of discrimination /training in remediation. -Shriberg is very

specific about his reasons for doub,ting its efficacy, a d Ingram' has been

similarly skeptical in other wrtings. It should be not d that some disen-

chantmen, with discrimination training as a remediationtechaique ...has,...been

.,.. --voiced-,--as----well-r-hy-SfireedlitiathotOgistswho have not joined the "phonological

intervention" camp .(Shelton & McReynolds, 1979). `a - ,

4
Another diffe rence is that only one author, Blache, makeS extensive use ,,,A

of feature notation. It should be said that, while his feature notation is
rather vaguely attributed to Jakobson, the particular version used in this

volume- would: not be recognized by its presumed originator, and the mode of

pregentation May confuse readers. However, trying to guess the possible u;

reasons for the abandonment of feature' notation by the other authos iS'a more

interesting mission for a reviewer than disagreeing with the use of any

particular fo'rm. I--
o

// '.:' .-1
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One can think of, both structural and sObstantive reasons. As feature
notation is commonly used in speech pathology, it doep not represent any
observation Qot present in the segmental notaiion; that is, the clinici4n,
having written [b], for example, looks up.tele'features of [b]:

I

/ I

_'

1

-consonantal'
-high
-back
+anterior

'),44oice

rs
-continuant
-nasal
-strident

in Chomsky prid Halle's (1968) notation, and inserts them in\place of DA'. The
fact that Cb is prOdueed normally at a phonetic level, without vocal fold

vibration duP'ing closure in some environments is not relevant to the substitu-
tion, and no independent observation- is made of, voicing per se. Thus,b,the

clinician has no greater contact with misarticulations in need di correction
in the one notation than in the other: It should"be pointed out that both
Ingram and Shriberg have suggested use of narrow transcription, while.they>.do
not discuss a systematic use for it.

I ).
Another reasn for the abandonmentpof feature, notation is that, as Ingram

has pointed out, the 'Carefully collected data iof the I-a-St decade (Yeni-
Komshian, Kavanagh, & Ferguson, 19801 reveal the primacy oft segment over
feature in learning. Jakobson's predi&ions 'for a univerSt1 order of ,feature
acquisition is not supported in detail. Furthermore, while an important early

writer in the field, Compton (1970); as suggested th4t the correction of
misarticulation of a Feature in one seg ( vit may gederalize to another -segment,
the empirical justification ior such at,view is not strong: Given thdse
problems, a strong .motivatiPn_for_persuading--speeck-pathologists,-to--mak-e the
intellectual effort to translate from segments to features seems lacking,
whatever the gain in elegance and simplicity this translation givesylinguistic
analysis.

t

C:1\ii

'1

k

Finally, it is .impossible to leave this volume .without....r.alarking-od-one,7-------
- --of- --its---undi-scussed-preMiserthe clinician's notational scheme, whether

featural or segmental, adequately captures \0.1 /the .informatin needed in

-remediation. This may not be so: ,By its natue, transcription nedlbes the
dynamic articulation 'process to a series.of static symbols,. thus minimizing
the rol,e of timing as a domponent of effective production. ;t has.been shown
(by Smith [1978], Kent.& Forner [1.980] and Bond. & Wilson [1980]; among others)
that children develop _adult temporal patterns only very slowly. It is not
clear what effect various forms of timing pattern .- irregularity have 1on the
transcription operation; neither is it clear what clinic. sig0ficance
temporal deviance might have.(-Hence,'some of the information the clinician
needs may be left outside transcriptional evaluation. J

,

r., : .
0

FurtherimoreT-the-assumption -made-throughout- most-of-the -book is- t'iat-the
child's errors are appropriately described ,as substitutions, that is, that r
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they are produced as consistently as "correct" sounds. The assumption may be
as much a reflettion of the characteristics of the therapist's perception as
Of the child's productions. , If thq child pr9duce's a sound lying outside the
clinician's native repertoire,._the_clinj.cian may record it as a simple
substitution of an item within his repertoire. It might be noted here that
one old transcriPtion category, the distortion, is missing. It seems at least
plausible that some misarticulating children may produce sounds that no normal
produces, with the consequence that the clinician has no ippropriate model.
Beypnd that, the transcriptional scheme itself, is not set up' to capture
differences in the variability of sounds produced, and variability infdrmation
may be important in remediation.

Of coarse, one important reason for the use of transcription as the

clinician's primary tool-, is that in most clinics,-no other is available.
Surely, then, it' mustbe a goal of research effort to show the relationshtp of
acoustic and'transcriptional techniques in systematizing What competent clini-
cians know about the( misarticulating child, andto investigate the relative
utility of, ihstrumental and non-instrumental approaches to speech production.
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- 'Koster,- Hede Helfrich). Nohethelegs, some _coherence does emerge froM the

editors= -grouping. ofthe p4pers into___the Sec,tions__of___the_original_wprksh_op_:_.

generalo syntactic, and _Structural, conversational, prosodic, and cross- ,.

linguistic aspectS,,and 'a .final discussion. .,

. ..s.

.f .
,

/

,

The diversity of-approaches evidently reflepts_some uncertainty among theme,

participants as to what the object of study actiially is. . The St. Louis

.contingent (Daniel O'Connell, and Sabine Kowal). seems to believe that the

uncertainty . might be' resolved, if only the "field"--could be granted a

theoretiCal framework. Ball'Mer (p. 211) makes a valiant attempt to launch the

needed theory with a. taxonomy of pause types.. He proposes. a tripartite --i--

classifiCation in terms of airflow intensity, controllability (uriintentional

vn, intentional) and they potential utility of pause's to speaker and *hearer,

listing under thi; last division some twenty-six types--ana wetrning us that

any particular pause may -be classified under more than one type! The ,--r

Alfficulty with such schemes, as Wallace Chafe points out in the final 4

1130l133i011 (p. 327), i3 that interpretive (or funcleiOnal) taxonomies invite

dinaKeement. In Francoig' Grosjean's-words: "There are, maybe 40 or 50

different, variablen ttlaC,can create a silence in speech. A silence may mark

!,ho end of a nentenee, you can use .It to breathe, you can use it to, hesitate,

t?-;c:rc ray be ten or fifteen different things happening during that silence"

(. li). . thi:_7 i3 30, there i3 more than enough room for disagreement on

..i.t te overative variblen are. Nor are purely objective definitions of('

:';a410. :1«.0 ti. '-o ti,., ,tretor ww. For example, pat, e frequency and length

.ZY e:Iri wit. ti 7i;)eaor, -ocial litualion, npeeeh rate, and a, host of other

et!.:.0 "Irl.in11., 'if.lq, I: tiOt, All, Or which are purely inferential. 11 ,

7i.,- !'!i:i!,,= ,,, ,-,-,r,t (,i,,41 vil in the face or thin oomp y arid

'

Bc(5k. Review

pauses and theiriftle in grammar (Thomas Ballmef, Raimund Drommel) to the

problems of the pause extraction in automatic .speech recognition' (Jens -Peter

denl'iptive and
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account for 72% of the total variance in pause duration. Andrew Butcher
(v. 90).reports.a study of pauses in the reading of a German story in which
the C'osjean model accounted for 86 % 'of the variance.

Yet the matter is not simple. If a pause. can be''-displacet from a

syntactic break, it is. evidently not a necessary consequence of the speaker's

syntactic organization. Moreover,' an.inconsistent relation between.rpausing
and syntax throw& the communicative value of pause& as syntactic markers for
the listener into question. Geoffrey,Beattie (p. 131) addresses this issue in

a study of spontaneous speec$ designed to assess whether pauses serve an
encoding function for the speaker or a communicative function for the

listener. He combined analysis of a speaker's ..speech into hesitant phases
(high pause/phonation ratio) and fluent phases (low pause/phonation ratio)
with an analysis of the speaker4s gaze toward or away from his interlocutor.
Beattle found that gaze aversion was 'very much more likely during hesitant
phases than during fluent .phases, and was significantly more probable at
juncture pauses in a hesitant than in a fluent phase. If we assume that gaze
aversion facilitates the self-absorption necessary for clausal planning, we
may conclude that pauses, particularly during hesitant phases, may indeed

reflect the encoding process. .Beattie suggests, further, that "...juncture

pauses .in fluent pha&es, accompanied by speaker ,gaze at the listener, are

.presumably used to segment the speech for the decoder" (p. 139). However,

this attempt to rescue a communicative function for juncture pauses by

assigning them 6 dual function,deftending on whether the speaker gazes at or
away from the listener, strikes me as 'unduly tortuous.

The issue comes up again in a lucid and energetic paper. by James Deese

(p. 69), illustrating, among other things, the complexity of prosodic syntax
markers in fluent speech. Deese' reports selected analkSes of substantial. °

bodies of formal speech recorded 'at public hearings and committee meetings, 'at
graduate seminars and in radio discussions. He "analyzes pause structure in
terms of short range grammatical relations within sentences and of long range
relations in the structure -of discourse. In the shOrt range grammatical

analysis, he makes several telling ,(if,not always new) observations: ,(1)

sentence boundaries arefrequently (24% in one 'sample":13f 1043 randomly

selected boundaries) marked neither by a rising or fallingintbnatian contour
nO, by a break in acoustic energy (i.e.,. a Pause);. (2) where sentence
boundaries are not marked by intonation or'pause, they may often be marked by
increased syllable rate on 'both sides of the boundary; (3) in tests with words
excised from context listeners,,ae-e Most acburate in detecting a boundary when
it is marked both by.i0onatkon contour and by a pause longer than 50 msec;
(4) listeners judge a given pause as longer if it occurs at a clause break
than if"it occurs within a`clause.

.The burden of these observations is that the prosodic devices by which .

syntactic structure may be marked in fluent speech are far from simple.
Moreover; the fact,, that listeners' judgments of pause length ray be determined
by, the syntactic structure, rther than the reverse, suggests that, other.:

prosodic variables may be ,marking the syntax and may even be determirdn'g the.

paUse structure.

Alan Henderson (p. 198) report8 an i tenious

last point. Starting from the well-know, click stu

1
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is elevated for.a click placed in a syntactically marked, but prosodically
unmarked, clause brelak,_he asked whether he might not find a similar i6crease
in reaction time for a tone placed in a syntactically unmarked, but prosodi
.cally marked, break. He measured English listener's' reaction times to a tone
plced at the end of a word in each of six Czechslovakian sentences (none of
the listeners knew, or recognized\the language as, Czech): The sentences were
manipulated so, that the tone followed either an intonation fall and a pause, a
fall' alone, a pause alone; orL neither. Reaction times to the tone were
significantly' longer in the three tonditions where it followed a fall than in
the other conditions. From this Henderson concludes that an intonation fall
is a more salient cue to segmentation than a pause. Indeed, he turns the
tables completely by/suggesting that "...a break in signal energy is perceived
as it is because of its context rather than being a cue to the structuring of
the context" (p. 205). Certainly, as Henderson also sensibly suggests, a
child (or an adult) learning a language is likely to find intonation a more

reliable guide to syntactic structure than pauses--for which, the participants
in this workshop unanimously agreed, the detdrminants are many and various.

If intonation is the principal cue to syntactic segmentation, might not
the correlation. of pause structure with syntax simply reflect a role of

intonation in deterahning the location and,'perhaps, length of pauses? Yet it

cannot be the sole determinant, since the correlation between pausing.-and
syntax would then be as high as between intonation and syntax. What then of
rhythm and rate? Here the evidence is suggestive, though certainly not
conclusive. Anne Cutler (p. 183) describes errors of syllable omission in

spontaneous'speech that have the effect of equalizing the number ofsyllables
per foot, and thus making the speaker's ou'L.put more isochronous.
Interestingly, this may be just the effect of speakers' tendencies to bisect
constituents, observed by Grosjean. Ballmer (p. 216) also remarks that pauses
may serve to maintain the rhythmic pattern of an utterance. Finally, as far

as rate is.concerned, Grosjean (pp. 92-93) reports that pauses (both breathing

and nonbreathing) tend to disappear, 'first from minor, then from major
constituent breaks as rate is increased, until, at the highest rates (391

words per minute, in the study reported) only breathing pauses at some

sentence boundaries remain.

What all this comes down to, then, is that pauses in fluent speech that
seem to reflect the speaker's planning of syntactic structure, may be

epiphenomenal consequences of other prosodic variables. As Butcher remarks:
"...it would seem...neither feasible nor desirable to investigate pausing

'separately from certain other dependent variables, such as intonation, rhythm,
and tempo" (p. 86). Butcher goes on to conjecture'that: "...rather than all

prosodic variation, including pausing, being determined by the syntactic

structure, pausing is determined by i tonation pattern, which--in turn is

normally coterminous with the syntactic Y pattern" (p. 90). If this proves to
be so, we may conclude. that syntaxmarking pauses have little or no direct
communicative function., /

/

Let us consider now pauses to which we might be less inclined to/assign
intended communicative 'value: unfilled and filled pauses (that is, pauses

containing hesitation sounds: uh...er, and tpe dike) in which a speaker is

quite evidently at a loss for a discourse plan, that is, for what to say: The

central difficulty n studying the cognitive activity that underlies these

20
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hesitations is that, under norm. circumstances, the investigator has even
less idea of what speakers inave( #1 mind, than thespeakers' themselves. One
solutioho the difficulty,iS to provide the speaker with a sort of openended
script, a general discourse plan that the investigator'knows, but that the
speaker has to formulate.. Thus, Wolfgang Klein (p. 159) induced much lengthy'
hesitation by asking peaple for route directions in a city. He could then
compare the alternate routes, false starts, backtrackings, and roadblo S in
the speakers' cognitive map, inferred from their utterances, with the Lear
"discourse plan" ....laid out -in an actual map of the city.

Chafe (p. 169) offered his subjects a richer opportunity for self
revelation by asking them to tell what had happened in a 7minute color movie
(with sound effects, but no dialog) they had just seen. To introduce his
analysis Of the resulting spontaneous narratives, Chafe quotes William James
on the stream of consciousness: "Like a bird's life, it seems to be made,of

this, where every thou ght is expressed in a sentence, and every sentence
an alternation of and perchings. The rhythm of language expresses

closed by a period" (James, 1890, p. 243) Chafe applies the metaphor to
desCribe how someone tells a story, talking in spurts of a few seconds at a

time, darting from one "focus of consciousness" to another. Foci, .expressed.
in phrases or clauses with a rising pitch contour and a brief following pause,
form "clusters" (or sentences) that end with a falling contour and a somewhat
longer pause. Examining the content of foci within a cluster, we see how the
speaker flits from point to point, capturing different aspects of a scene, or
grouping, a run of small events into a single purposive action.. Long.
hesitations between clusters often reflect "timeconsuming mental processing,"
as the speaker\switches to a new time, place, actor, event, or scene.

Chafe argues that' such "hesitationridden speech" should not be regarded
as disfluent, even if technically ungrammatical, but rather "...should 'actual
ly be highly valued as an accurate expression 'of a speaker's thoughts"
(p. 180); he expects his mode of analysis' to become "...an important and
necessary aspect-'of hesitation research" (p. 180). Perhaps he is right, but I
am not sure where it all leads. What he offers seems to be little more than a
traditional explication du ttxte, extended from works of literature to the
"creative act" (p. 170) of commonplace speech production.

Indeed Chafe's chapter, like many others in this book, inadvertently
draws attention to the contrast between pauses and errors as sources of
inference about the cognitive processes of a'speaker. Bernard Baars remarks

min the general discussion, "...slips..,of the tongue are revealing in a way that
pauses are not. Slips say something, and if you want to make inferences
regarding deeper levels of control in speaking, you have more information to
go on (p. 336)." In fact, the form of errors has .already served to constrain
our models of language processing; and theiT. study is by no means exhausted.
This point is well illustrated' by two papers in the general introductory
section of the book,

1
The first paper, by John Laver (p. 21), reports an experiment designed to

induce errors by requiring subjects to speak pairs of vowels in a /,pVp/ frame
at increasingly fast rates. The hypothesis was that rapid, 'successive
execution of vowel pairs drawing on relativelyk..distinct neuromuscular systems

frontIbbck, highlow) might invite competition between the two systems,

2 0.7
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to errors such as diphthongal glides, while different degrees of

activation of roughly the same neuromuscular system (as in tense -lax front, or

tense-lax beck, vowel pairs) would preclude competition and so elicit few . .

errors. This is precisely what was found: The experiment is modest and the-,,,___..-/

report preliminary, but, as Laver points out, the,principle of neuromuscular
compatibility, illustrated in the pattern of errors, might be fruitfully

applied in dkverse areas of phonetic study, from the derivation of natural
Phonological classes to language acquisition and second language learning.

The second paper, by E. Keith Brown, (p. 28), introduces ..the (for me)

novel notion of "grammatical incoherence." An instance is the utterance of a
young girl, stroking a moulting cat and holding up a hair: "How long do you

suppose a life of a fur has?", spoken, without hesitations and with apparent
confidence th'at she had produced an intelligible utterance--as indeed she had.
(For, as Brown remarks, listeners are far more tolerant of grammatical

incoherence, than of word distortion and such incoherence seldom impedes

communication.) Brown uses this example to distinguish between two types of
"blend," reflected in such incoherences. In a "Oognitive.blend" two related,
but different cognitive structures with different surface realizations (fur,

hai'r) compete, and the wrong one wins. Such errors may tell us about the

In a "process blend,_" by contr st, "a single cognitive structure...may be
organization of a speaker's lex con and the processes of selection from it.

realized by a number of surface forms and the resultant utterance is a blend
of the processes,that *lead to these different forms",(p. 35). Thus, equiva-

lent .forms (e.g., How lOng a life does h hair have? How long a life has a

hair? How long is the life of a hair?) may blend to 'produce "How long a life
of-a hair has?". Spch errors may tell us. about the processes of selecting
from equivalence clp- 'PS of syntagO.c forms. Of course, if a-speaker avoids

errors by pausing : enough to choose the right word or tufm of phrase, we

learn nothing: we-tde It his quandary, perhaps, but not in&content., Brown'sv

is an original'and illuminating paper'.

The tinal section of the book deals with cross-linguiStic aspects. Here,

it would seem, there might be an opportunity to dissociate general cognitive
constraints due to syntax, tendencies toward stress or syllable timing and,

perhaps, chvacteristiq rates of speech. Thus, Grosjean, in a brief, but

useful review paper (p. 307), reports that while pause time ratios in the

spontaneous English and French of interviews are almost identical, they are

arrived at in different ways: pauses are fewer; but longer in French, more

frequent, but shorter in English. The constant ratios perhaps reflect

breathing demands, common to all spoken languages; but the, more kfrequentc

pauses of English reflect a. tendepcy (syntactically governedl. Grosjean im-
plies,though it is not clear how) for speakers to inset pauses inside verb
phrases, as they do not in French. On the other hand, a tendency, reported by
Marc Faure (p. 287) for pauses in German to be most frequent before, pronouns
(as they are not in French) simply reflects a tendency l, common .tcl English,

French, and German, to pause before the first or second word in a subordinate

clause, of which..the pronouns, in,German, must by placed first. /

Indeed, one may doubt the worth of including pause instructioll in" second

languggei'courses, recommended by Robert DiPietro (p. 320), for several rea-

sons. Firit, the differences_ across the admittedly few lamduaget that have

been studfed do not appear to be great. Alain Deschamps (p. 255) dOes report

208
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that French students tend to carry French patterns over Into their English;
but the most general effect among second language speakers, reported by both
Deschamps and Manfred Raupach bp. 263) is, not surprisingly, an inchdase in
the frequency (riot the length) of pauses within sentences. Raupach reports,
further, that/many individuals have idiosyncratib pause patterns in. their

first language that they are likely to transfer into a second language.

Finally, my overall impression, gathered from many papers in this book*, is

that pauses--other than those introduced for deliberate rhetorical effect--are
largely automatic consequences, of cognitive and physiological processes over
which speakers have little control.

The-last-Pointemerges with particular cogency from studies, reviewed by
Grosjean, comparing thespause strbaul--es of an oral language (English) with
those of a manual-facial' language (American Sign,'-Language (ASL)). Freetl from

the demands,of'breathing, a sign language can reduce the amount of time spent
in pausing: the pause time ratio for ASL is, in fact, less than half that of
English. On the other hand, since a sign takes longer to form than a word,
the overall rate of signs per a' is less than-a third of the rape of
English Words,per minute. Yet the proposition rates in the two languages are

almost identical. The paradox is7resolved by noting that,,while the phonolog-

ical and syntactic structures of a spoken language are largely due to

seqtential organization over time, a highly-inflected signed language, such as ".
ASL, can make extensive use of simultaneous manual, bodily, and facial

gesture, distributedein space. Quite different means are thus used in the two
languages to maintain what may be a natural rate of information flow common -to

all languages.

i

Despite these differences, the durations of ASL signs seem ,tio be

influenced by many of the factors that influence word 'duration, such as
semantic novelty and position within a phrase. Moreover, the reducsd pause
time ratio of ASL is accomplished by.shorter, not fewer pauses, so that its
pause pattern can be quite Similar to that of a spoken language. In fact the

distribution of pauses between signs in "recited" sentences, Like the-distri-
bution of pauses between words, reflects both constituent structure anchthe
length of constituents: the model of Grosjean and his colleagues, discuSsed
earlier, accounted for' 7.2% of the variance in a study of ASL, as it had in a

rt
study of speech. Of-course, the co unicative function of pauses, no less
than their possible determination, br,O her prosodic variables, such, as rhythm.

and rate,, are even less understood for ASL than for spokerL languages.

Nonetheless, cross -modal compariscn between signed and spoken languages

promiSes to isolate'runiversal cognitive and motoriefohstraints on language
production.

L.

In conclusion, we can be confident that universities will not now rush to
establish Departments op,"Pausology.", On the contrary,..the message of this
interesting, if uneven, book is that the study of pauses in the speech- flow
will be advanced not by isolation, but by integration into other areas of
phonetic and general psycholinguistic
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Errata

Baer, T., & Alfonso, P. J. (1982). On simultaneous neuromusculpr movement,
and acoustic meas res of speech 'articulation. Haskins Laboratories
Status Report on S e ch Research, SR-71/721 89-110.

p. 98: Figure 5. A corrected version of Figure 5 is provided below.
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